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FOREWORD

This report assesses the performance of various trnffic control
devices which affect traffic on existing residential streets (as
opposed to initial design features of new subdivisions) . Detailed
techniques for developing neighborhood traffic control plans in-
cluding community involvement and technical evaluation elements
are given.

This study was conducted in response to a research problem state-
ment submitted by the City of Santa Ana, California. Research in
traffic control devices is included in the Federally Coordinated
Program of Highway Research and Development as Task 1 of Project
1A, "Traffic Engineering Improvements for Safety." Mr. H. Douglas
Robertson is the Project Manager and Mr. John C. Fegan, Contract
Manager.

Sufficient copies of the report are being distributed to provide
a minimum of one copy to each FHWA regional office, division
office and State highway agency. Direct distribution is being
made to the division offices.

Charles F. ScKeWey
Director of Research
Federal Highway Administration

NOTICE

This document is disseminated under the sponsorship of the Department
of Transportation in the interest of information exchange. The
United States Government assumes no liability for its contents or
use thereof. The contents of this report reflect the views of the
contractor, who is responsible for the accuracy of the data
presented herein. The contents do not necessarily reflect the
official views or policy of the Department of Transportation. This
report does not constitute a standard, specification, or regulation.

The United States Government does not endorse products or manufacturers
Trade or manufacturers' names appear herein only because they are
considered essential to the object of this document.
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Preface

This "State-of-the-Art" report has been pre-

pared for the urban traffic engineer or planner

and all those concerned with control of traffic in

neighborhoods. Traffic in neighborhoods has

been a longstanding concern to the public but a

concern to which professionals over the years

have been unsympathetic or unprepared to re-

spond. However, in recent times attempts at

restraining traffic and its adverse impacts

in neighborhoods have proliferated. Some
schemes have had noteworthy success; others,

though operationally successful, have gener-

ated opposition and controversy; others yet

have not operated satisfactorily.

For the professionals, these efforts involve

significant departures from customary prac-

tices— new applications of conventional traffic

control devices, use of entirely new types of con-

trol devices, and changes in philosophy relative

to the role of streets and of the professional in

"managing" rather than necessarily "facili-

tating" traffic. Naturally, when a new element

of professional practice evolves from isolated

and independent efforts, communications of re-

sults from innovators to other practitioners lags.

This report is intended to bridge the communica-

tion gap, to provide up-to-date information on

the details of control devices used in neighbor-

hood traffic management and on the techniques

for planning neighborhood traffic control

schemes.

In introducing readers to the findings of our

research, the authors wish to affirm our commit-

ment to the objectives of traffic management in

residential areas. Sections of this report may
seem to belie this. The facts are that traffic man-
agement is inherently controversial and numer-

ous traffic management attempts have failed

because of inappropriate control devices or

breakdowns in the process of planning for them.

We have called attention to these conditions at

several points in the report. We have not done

viu



this to discourage further traffic management
programs; we have done so to prepare profes-

sionals and the community involved for contro-

versy, and to aid users in coping with problems

and pitfalls previously experienced by others

.

Residential traffic management is a still rap-

idly evolving area of professional practice. This

report explores the range of current practices;

it does not necessarily define the limitations of

good practice. Further experimentation and in-

novation is needed. Do not be afraid to try new
measures which seem to be more reasonable

and effective solutions to your problems than the

devices covered herein.

IX
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Introduction

In recent years there has been a surge of in-

terest on the part of local jurisdictions and their

citizens in halting the progressive erosion of res-

idential environmental quality caused by ever-

increasing street traffic. This interest has re-

sulted in some major as well as many smaller ex-

periments in diverting and slowing the pace of

traffic in residential areas in the United States

and elsewhere. Lessons from these experiments

abound, although they tend to be scattered, not

widely known or documented, and not compre-

hensively evaluated. As interest continues to

grow with more and more communities seeking

ways of resolving the opposing goals of provid-

ing mobility while enhancing residential liabil-

ity, effective planning guidance is needed. This

study, Improving The Residential Street Envi-

ronment, seeks to provide that guidance.

Neighborhood
traffic management —
a definition

The title of this research study "Improving

the Residential Street Environment" is an ex-

tremely broad one, but the study's actual subject

matter is more closely focused. The study and
this report concern themselves only with exist-

ing residential environments, not new develop-

ments; and they address only one aspect of that

environment, the ways traffic and traffic re-

lated characteristics of streets affect the qual-

ity of the residential environment. More impor-

tantly, the research centers on changing and im-

proving the residential environment through

measures which relate directly to traffic.



One category of such measures is called res-

idential protection. Protection measures shield

residents from the adverse impacts of traffic

without attempting to affect traffic itself. Noise

buffers, double glazed windows and view

screens are examples of protection measures.

Normally, such measures are employed where,

unfortunately, residences are located on streets

intended to carry substantial volumes of traffic,

usually at moderate to fairly high speeds. An-

other category of measures, amelioration, com-

pensates residents for tolerating the undesir-

able impacts of street traffic by providing other

amenities or services. As with residential pro-

tection, nothing is done to affect traffic itself.

The compensation may attempt to overcome ad-

verse traffic impacts directly (e.g., providing

parks along a street on which it is unsafe for chil-

dren to play because of traffic). Or it may simply

offset the adverse traffic impact by providing a

higher quality of some other totally unrelated

facility or service. Amelioration is normally at-

tempted on streets which, though residential

uses are present, have a strong traffic circula-

tion role and on which residential protection

measures are infeasible. Or amelioration may
supplement residential protection measures.

Both of these types of measures, while acknowl-

edged herein, are not researched in depth in this

study. The primary focus of the study is on a

third type of traffic related measure, neighbor-

hood traffic management.* Unlike protection

and amelioration, neighborhood traffic manage-

ment attempts to improve the residential en-

vironment by directly affecting traffic thereby

cutting off undesired impacts at the source. It

does this by limiting the amount of traffic on the

residential streets usually by restricting acces-

sibility and continuity or by affecting the be-

havior of drivers. Behavior patterns induced are

ones such that those continuing to use the "man-

aged" streets will not generate the adverse ef-

fects they might were the streets uncontrolled,

and drivers whose driving styles are not amen-

able to the demands of a residential environ-

ment will choose to use other streets. The pre-

*Synonymous terms in the literature include "residential

traffic restraint' ' and "neighborhood traffic control."

dominant behavioral control attempted relates

to traffic speed.

Neighborhood traffic management devices

are normally employed on local residential

streets — streets which are predominantly res-

idential in character and which have the sole in-

tended traffic function ofproviding accessibility

to limited numbers of immediately tributary

properties. The rationale for neighborhood traf-

fic management lies in the recognition of the

breadth and the limitations of a local residential

street's functions. Local residential streets are

meant to provide accessibility to limited areas

directly dependent upon them; not to all trav-

elers who find it convenient to use them. And
serving traffic, even the local traffic which "be-

longs" there, is only a part, not the whole of their

purpose. The neighborhood street is a place

where children play, where neighbors meet, an
extension of the front yard, a feature which
affects the appearance of homes along it and the

quality of life within them. Neighborhood traffic

management is an attempt to control streets so

as to meet real accessibility needs yet keep the

traffic service function of these streets in per-

spective with the other considerations noted

above.

Historical perspective

The evolution of techniques for managing
traffic in residential neighborhoods has follow-

ed two separate but related paths. The first in-

volves the design of street systems for newly de-

veloping areas; the second, and the main focus

of this report, involves the techniques needed to

compensate for defects in earlier designs.

By the 1920's adverse impacts of automobiles

on the urban grid pattern street system first be-

came noticeable. Although little was done to

remedy problems on the grid streets themselves

at that time, the typical suburban street pattern,

with a network of high capacity arterials sur-

rounding a set of discontinuous, curvilinear

streets, evolved in reaction to the impacts of

auto intrusion on grid street neighborhoods.

By 1929, Charles Perry had proposed the for-

mation of "neighborhood units" within which

schools, local streets and parks would be pro-



tected from through traffic that was to be con-

fined to the periphery of the unit.
104 * "Chil-

dren," said Perry, "should never be required to

cross a main traffic street on the way to school.

If for no other reason, streets of the residential

area should rigorously exclude through traffic."

Another reason for routing through traffic out-

side the neighborhood is to set bounds to the dis-

trict, giving it a "clear identity in people's con-

sciousness."

In the 1930's, subdivisions with long, curving

streets were adopted on the grounds of safety,

as well as visual relief. Conventional wisdom,

expressed most influentially in the Community
Builder's Handbook, advocated the neighbor-

hood concept with no through traffic and a hier-

archy of arterial, collector and minor (access)

streets. 105 The minor streets were often cul-de-

sacs or loops branching from long, curving col-

lectors which had as few intersections as pos-

sible. Cities in general required these streets

to be relatively wide, at least 26 feet for minor

streets and 36 feet for collectors. Accident re-

search demonstrated that three-way intersec-

tions were safer than four-ways and the former

were advocated on minor streets.

But despite these concerns for safety, the

economic and site constraints, and sometimes

the city subdivision regulations did not ensure

safety everywhere. The long, wide collectors

and arterials encouraged high-speed travel, and
as many as half the houses in many subdivisions

are to be found on these high speed streets. Their

residents have been as vociferous in their com-
plaints about traffic as those in the inner city.

Techniques to deal with traffic problems in

already constructed grid systems, as well as the

newer subdivisions, have evolved more recent-

ly. In the late 1940's and early 1950's, Mont-
clair, New Jersey and Grand Rapids, Michigan

installed the first diverters and cul-de-sacs spe-

cifically retrofit to protect neighborhoods from

through traffic. Other small projects, such as in

Richmond, California, followed. At the same
time, massive urban renewal projects in cities

such as New Haven, Boston, Washington, D.C.

AP.EA IN OPEN DEVELOPMENT
P»r.ftRAiM.V \W ACRES"
IN ANY CASE IT SHOULD
HOUSE ENOUGH PEOPLE TO

RKtyiPX ONEELE MENTAHY
SCHOOL* EXACT SHAPE
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*Superscripts indicate bibliographic references alpha-

betically ordered and located at the conclusion of this report.



and San Francisco allowed cities to create

superblocks with pedestrian cores and limited

automobile access.

In 1964, the first significant planning guide to

specifically address the traffic problem in res-

idential areas was published. Colin Buchanan's
Traffic in Towns proposed the creation of "en-

vironmental areas" in which the pedestrian

would be dominant and through traffic

excluded. These residential areas were deemed
to have an "environmental capacity" which

placed limits on the amount of traffic they could

absorb. The Buchanan Report has led to resi-

dential area traffic limitation plans in several

British, Canadian and Australian cities.

In the past decade, numerous isolated at-

tempts aimed purely at traffic management
have been made, some meeting with success and
others failing. An early history of some of these

efforts in Britain and California can be found in

Appleyard's Liveable Urban Streets.
3 Current

interest in the subject can perhaps best sug-

gested by the over 1000 requests for the publi-

cation, "Recycling Streets," by Jack Sidener

(1976), which presented graphical illustrations

of various techniques for neighborhood traffic

management.75 "^

Recognizing the void, the Federal Highway
Administration has commissioned this study

entitled Improving The Residential Street Envi-

ronment. The study has these objectives:

• To identify and evaluate existing information

on residential traffic management measures

to improve the street environment

• To identify and assess community needs and
community acceptability of residential area

traffic management techniques

• To develop a manual providing guidelines for

professionals and the commuuity in the appli-

cation of neighborhood traffic management
techniques

Beyond these technicalities, the report has a

philosophic objective. It is to convince traffic

engineers that they have a professional role and
responsibility relative to residential streets

which is broad, not limited. Dealing with res-

idential streets is a challenging task demanding

application of very professional techniques and

judgment. In the residential street context, traf-

fic engineering means providing for the full

range of residential street activities and func-

tions, not just motor vehicles.

Purpose of this study

While the public has experienced acceler-

ating sensitivity to problems caused by traffic

intrusion in neighborhoods and has become in-

creasingly conscious that they need not continue
to accept it — that something can be done —
there has been little sound guidance to traffic

engineers and planners on specific control

measures and how they work. Traffic engineer-

ing and planning guides for existing streets have
traditionally focused upon techniques to in-

crease capacity, and accessibility while main-

taining and improving safety. Authoritative

guidance on techniques to maintain and improve
safety while limiting traffic speed, capacity and
accessibility has been lacking. Though a sub-

stantial number of experiments have been made
by local jurisdictions, there has been little effec-

tive communication of techniques and results.

About this report

This "State-of-the-Art" report documents the

range of neighborhood traffic management
techniques currently attempted in the United

States and abroad and, insofar as it is possible

on the basis of existing information sources,

evaluates the effectiveness of those techniques

and the processes through which they were

planned and implemented.
Two basic resources have been utilized in

compiling this report: an international litera-

ture search, and contacts with professionals in

jurisdictions across North America. Individuals

contacted were persons whom the research

team, through prior professional relationships

or references, had reason to believe were ac-

tively undertaking traffic management experi-

ments in their communities. The State-of-the-Art

search has not involved a census or statistically



rigorous survey of ongoing traffic management
actions in the United States. However, the sheer

numbers of individuals contacted, the geogra-

phic distribution of jurisdictions in sharing data

and experiences, all lend confidence that the in-

formation presented herein reasonably

represents the current State-of-the-Art. The
depth, breadth and consistency of data and ex-

periences reported by these widespread and in-

dependent sources support this conclusion.

In this State-of-the-Art document the re-

search team has attempted to go beyond simple

presentation of the features of measures which
have been tried. Instead, the attempt has been
made to analyze successes and failures and the

reasons for each, and to postulate elements of

good neighborhood traffic management prac-

tices and pitfalls to be avoided. However, one of

the unfortunate characteristics of the current

State-of-the-Art is that communities normally

collect very little data before traffic manage-
ment implementations; and only rarely is data

collected afterward. Evaluations of success or

failure frequently involve few measurements of

effects on traffic. Political decision making —
whether the community accepts or rejects the

device — is usually the primary criterion. If

there are few or no further complaints, the de-

vice is judged successful. If there is strong pub-

lic outcry, the device is often judged a failure

and usually removed. In either case it is unusual

for the responsible engineers or planners to de-

vote much effort to measuring performance ob-

jectively since such data is so little used in the

ultimate decision-making process.

As a result of this, though a rich body of ex-

perience in neighborhood traffic management
has been found, there is a shortage of hard eval-

uative data upon which to draw firm and gen-

eralized conclusions. Fortunately, a small num-
ber of communities and organizations have
devoted the time and effort to perform detailed

evaluative studies which the research team has
drawn upon heavily. And though, in many of the

other cases, little hard evaluative data is avail-

able, parallelism in the results of similar cases

and in the insights and experiences related by
the professionals involved in them has made
further judgments possible. But the reader must
be cautioned that exceptwhere hard data is pre-

sented or referenced, findings and conclusions

constitute the current best judgments of the

authors based upon the research conducted to

date.

What is to follow

This report is an early product of a compre-

hensive study of neighborhood traffic manage-
ment. Over the next two years FHWA and the re-

search team will be attempting to fill some of the

gaps in knowledge about control of traffic in

neighborhoods which have become evident in

this State-of-the-Art review. This will be done
through a series of case studies across the

United States as well as by monitoring neighbor-

hood traffic management activities in other

American cities and abroad. The end product of

the program will be a comprehensive manual on

the planning and design of neighborhood traffic

controls primarily intended for professionals

but also useful to members of the community.

This manual is scheduled to be available by
Autumn, 1980.

Organization of the
state-of-the-art report

Following this introductory chapter, Chapter

2 presents a discussion of residential street

traffic issues and an overview of the current

Stafe-of-the-Art in neighborhood traffic man-
agement. Chapter 3 treats design details and
performance evaluations of neighborhood traf-

fic control devices and systems. Chapter 4 dis-

cusses the process through which communities

plan for and implement neighborhood traffic

management schemes, including the profes-

sional's role and the role of community partici-

pation. In Chapter 5, some in-depth details of

further planning and design considerations are

presented. A reference bibliography completes

the main document and appendices provide

additional details on community participation

techniques, assessment measures for planning

neighborhood traffic control and for organiza-

tion of technical data.





2
The street

environment
and neighborhood
traffic management:
an overview

This chapter presents a framework for under-

standing problems of the residential street en-

vironment and the role of the neighborhood traf-

fic management in solving them. As presented

herein, the nature of residential streets is de-

fined; problems and their causes are identified;

goals for neighborhood traffic management are

established; and the major strategies and de-

vices for achieving the goals are outlined.

The residential street

A residential street serves many different

kinds of people and many different purposes.

The sketches which follow highlight some of the

more important purposes of residential streets

and the activities which take place along them. If

the traffic service function of a residential

street is overemphasized or motorist's behavior

is insufficiently controlled, these other activities

or qualities may suffer.



A residential street is . .

.

trees and landscape . . .

a place where neighbors meet . .

.

houses . .

.



sidewalks, crosswalks

.

a place to drive

a place to park

front yards

.



The problem
The fact that traffic is a widespread problem

in residential neighborhoods is perhaps best

documented by the U.S. Annual Housing census

of 1973.85 Of the 56,000 people sampled, 45 per-

cent complained of undesirable "street noise"

and 29 percent complained of "heavy traffic" on

their streets. These were the most widespread

neighborhood problems reported.

Behind the statistics, several specific prob-

lems caused by traffic in neighborhoods can be

identified:

• Traffic Accidents — The occurrence of acci-

dents, and frequently the fear or expectation

that accidents may occur, is a significant prob-

lem. Much citizen anger and reaction to traffic

stems from a desire for safer streets.

• Noise, Vibration and Air Pollution — These

are aspects affecting the quality of life of

neighborhood residents. At their extremes,

they can affect the physical condition of struc-

tures. At less extreme levels, they represent at

least a nuisance within a neighborhood.

• Traffic Speed. Speed is a subject of frequent

resident complaint. In some cases the speed of

all vehicles is a problem; in others, a few hot

rodders or shortcutters are the culprits. The
negative reaction to speed is often a transla-

tion of concern over high levels of noise and
fear of safety problems. In other cases, the

single high speeding vehicle is seen as an in-

sult by thoughtless drivers to the peace and
quiet of the neighborhood.

• Traffic Volume. The total amount of traffic is a

major cause of complaint. Effects of volume
change are perceived most accurately in the

middle and lower ranges (under 2000-3000

ADT). As with speed, complaints about high

volume are often a reflection of previously

cited problems: safety, noise, vibration and
air pollution. Complaints about high volumes

are also a positive indicator that some of these

other problems are perceived to exist.

• Traffic Composition. In most cases, it is

through traffic that residents complain of,

though quite often the problem lies with neigh-

borhood residents. Certain types of traffic are

also a prime cause of annoyance, especially

trucks, buses and motorcycles which create

more noise, fumes, vibrations and perceived

hazard than the regular automobile.

• Appearance, Identity, and Maintenance —
Traffic, by its mere presence, detracts from
the appearance of a neighborhood, be the

vehicles parked or moving. The presence of

traffic can detract from more positive fea-

tures of a neighborhood, aiding if not causing

a reduction in neighborhood identity and co-

hesion, and reducing the incentive to maintain

the neighborhood's appearance.

• Reduction of Street Activities and "Neigh-

boring" — These are effects of traffic which
are problems of communities as much as prob-

lems of individuals. When traffic noise is high,

the desire to meet and converse on the street is

reduced; where volumes are high, the ability

of children to use the streets as play areas —
often the only feasible location— is reduced.

Other physical activities, such as walking and
jogging, are also affected.

• Impact on Land Use and Social Stability— The
presence of traffic can discourage residential

land uses and encourage commercial activity;

it can also lead to rapid population turnover

and neighborhood instability, though this is

not always the case. There is also some evi-

dence that streets with greater auto accessi-

bility may be more susceptible to residential

crime (e.g., burglaries).
9

Some of the more typical and specific neigh-

borhood problems are shown in Figure 1

.

As this listing indicates, the traffic problem

can be viewed microscopically, affecting indi-

viduals, and macroscopically, affecting com-

munities and eventually regions. While the most

vocal statements of the problem will usually in-

volve impacts on individuals, those aspects af-

fecting the community as a whole cannot be

overlooked.
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Causes of the problem

Causes of the problem can be classified as

either psychological or physical; as will be

shown in other parts of the report, the solutions

can also be divided in this way.

Psychological Causes

The psychological causes relate to the in-

grained expectations of both motorists and resi-

dents. Many motorists simply regard any street

in any location as, first and foremost, a place to

drive. Further, they have certain expectations

as to how a street system should operate, and if

the street designed to serve their through trip

becomes congested beyond their tolerance level,

they will seek other paths. Other motorists, also

using any street available, use their vehicles as

instruments for thrills and pleasure, and have

no concern for the effects of the noise they gen-

erate.

Neighborhood residents, on the other hand,

usually desire a quiet, pleasant and safe place to

live. Clearly the conflict of expectations and the

psychology of each group is a major cause of the

neighborhood traffic problem.

Parents fear for childrens'

safety from traffic while

play on the streets,

particularly while walking

to school and the play-

ground.

Using local streets for

through travel in prefer-

ence to the arterials.

Noisy stops and starts at

STOP signs.

Cutting corners of a neigh-

borhood to avoid a busy in-

tersection.

Speeding on residential

streets.

This is a typical neighbor-

hood. The regular grid

pattern permits through
traffic to flow freely onto

local residential streets. If

traffic is congested on the

bounding arterials (Cen-

tral Avenue, Thorough-

fare Way, Broad and Fleet

Streets) or the traffic sig-

nal system provides poor

progression along them,

drivers will speed through

a street meant to furnish

access to local residences

only. Some of the prob-

lems this can cause are

noted on the schematic

neighborhood plan on the

right.

Accidents and near-misses

at local street intersec-

tions.

Outsiders from the shops
and offices along Broad
Street drive in and use the

neighborhood as a parking

lot.

Traffic from all-night fast food stand

and convenience mart loops around
the block and through the neighbor-

hood.

Figure 1. Typical neighborhood with traffic related problems
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Gridiron patterns allow traffic to dif-

fuse over all streets.

Curvilinear suburban patterns are also

subject to through shortcutters.

Physical Causes

Physical causes of the problem relate to the

way cities have been designed, the way in which
traffic demand has grown. The pattern of the

street system, street geometries, location of

major traffic generators, traffic congestion on

major streets and nuances of traffic control can
all contribute to neighborhood traffic problems.

Gridiron street systems allow traffic to diffuse

in all directions on every street. Although city

grids as a rule have clearly defined hierarchies

of arterial, collector and local streets, often the

streets designed to carry high volumes of

through traffic are overloaded. In some of the

older city grids, there is often little physical dif-

ference from a motorist's standpoint between
the designated arterials and collectors and
purely residential streets. If an arterial or col-

lector is congested, the adjacent residential

street in the grid, a parallel path of virtually

equal distance, is an inviting shortcut. Area-

wide conditions of this nature are one aspect of

the physical problem!

Other problems are more site specific and can
occur with or without the grid system. A single

congested intersection can lead to shortcutting.

Often traffic control devices designed to move
traffic on an arterial, such as left turn prohibi-

tions, can force traffic onto residential streets.

Or the presence of high volume traffic genera-

tors within or at the borders of a neighborhood

can lead traffic through it.

Street design is another physical aspect of the

problem. Suburban residential streets have

been constructed to generous standards of

width and geometric alignment. Streets which

are both wide and contain long straight

stretches are most inviting to speeders. Such
streets look like traffic channels rather than

places where people live. Features which make
streets amenable and identifiable as residential

places are frequently overlooked in design.

Many residential area problems are caused

by location of land use activities which encour-

ages or requires traffic to pass through resi-

dential neighborhoods. Where neighborhoods

border on significant traffic generators, or

where such generators are actually located

within the neighborhood, complaints of traffic

12



problems are most intense. Downtowns, shop-

ping centers, hospitals, industrial sites, freeway

off-ramps, and transit stations can be the source

of problem traffic. At rush hours and occasion-

ally other times, the traffic centered on these

places spills over from the major streets into the

residential areas. On a smaller scale, streets

close to major intersections or neighborhood

shopping centers often suffer from shortcutting

traffic and those searching for a parking space.

Another problem stemming from poor plan-

ning is when arterials and collectors are con-

structed with residential uses fronting on them.

These streets are often specifically intended to

serve more traffic and faster traffic than is con-

sistent with an attractive residential environ-

ment. Occasionally the same end result occurs

when suburban areas grow. A street originally

built for access to abutting residences is extend-

ed branched and ends up linking cul-de-sacs,

loop streets and other local access roads to the

main street network.

Finally, devices traditionally used to control

traffic in neighborhoods are not effective in re-

ducing traffic volume or in slowing traffic down
except temporarily. Part of this problem is due
to the fact that traffic management rather than

traffic facilitation is still a relatively new con-

cept in traffic engineering.

In summary, the problems of traffic on resi-

dential streets can be traced to a conflict be-

tween desires of drivers on the street and the ex-

pectations of residents along it. Beyond this, the

problems can be traced to numerous design de-

ficiencies and operational policies which either

fail to take the residential environment into con-

sideration, or which fail to value it as highly as

the need to move traffic.

The basic focus of this report, as well as the

research that will follow it, is on effective tech-

niques which can help to swing the balance of

this conflict in favor of the neighborhoods. As
such, the report is concerned more with "retro-

fitting' ' existing neighborhoods rather than with

proper design for new neighborhoods. Many of

the goals and principles contained herein are

applicable to new residential developments, but

the reader concerned with that problem is

better advised to consult current manuals of res-

idential neighborhood design.

Traffic generators within the neighbor-

hood often cause problems.

Long straight stretches on wide subur-

ban streets encourage speeding.

13



Goals of

street improvement
and traffic management
The goals of street improvement and traffic

management can be structured in different lev-

els. The primary goal is the improvement of liv-

ing and environmental conditions on residential

streets. This is the goal of most schemes. How-
ever, another set of goals relating needs of mo-

torists and needs of people living on other

streets often emerges during the planning pro-

cess. These may be called secondary goals

which often impose constraints on the primary

goal. Finally, there is the "political" goal of pub-

lic officials — to give some indication of re-

sponse and degree of satisfaction to any expres-

sing concern for traffic issues.

Primary Goal

To significantly improve the environmental

conditions of as many residents as possible,

especially those most vulnerable to traffic im-

pacts. The concepts of significant improvement,

numbers of residents affected and vulnerabil-

ity of those affected are particularly important

aspects of this goal. Implicit are positive

changes large enough to be meaningful accruing

to as many people as possible, particularly those

elements of the population most sensitive to traf-

fic effects and negative impacts limited in de-

gree of severity and numbers of people affected

and falling on those least sensitive to traffic

effects.

Since traffic has many impacts, the primary

goal can lead to a number of subgoals:

To reduce traffic accidents and fear of traf-

fic on neighborhood streets. This goal relates to

vehicle accidents as well as subsuming the two

more specific goals immediately below.

To maintain reasonably safe access and con-

venience for local residents, pedestrians, cy-

clists, and wheelchair users. Adequate and rea-

sonably convenient parking, fairly direct routes,

separation of different kinds of traffic in clearly

marked zones, reduction of intersection con-

flicts, the encouragement of predictable behav-

ior, and the provision of optimum information to

road users can serve this goal.

To provide adequate and safe open space for

children's play and other recreational activi-

ties. The street space comprises a substantial

percentage (often about 25 percent) of urban
land and in the inner city it is sometimes the only

available public open space. Use solely by auto-

mobiles when traffic flows are light can be ser-

iously questioned. Multiple use possibilities

have been demonstrated in the increasingly well

known Dutch Woonerven, "residential yards'
'66

andinU.S. "playstreet" applications.65

To eliminate unwanted noise, vibration, and
air pollution. Peaceful, quiet streets and neigh-

borhoods should be the environmental right of

every urban dweller. To the extent that residen-

tial uses often take place on streets designated

to have a major role in moving traffic (arterials

and collectors), this goal must be somewhat com-
promised. But on purely residential streets, its

achievement should take precedence over move-

ment of traffic.

To improve the appearance of the residential

street environment and encourage its main-

tenance by the residents and public agencies.

The appearance of a residential street is usually

improved when it is treated as a residential

place, with thoughtful planting and details that

are pleasant and designed for pedestrian use

rather than driver use (walking surfaces, seat-

ing places, domestic scale signs, and street

furniture, etc.). The intrusion of cars and traffic

signs on the residential character of the place

should be minimized. Good maintenance by resi-

dents can be encouraged by creating spaces for

which they feel personally responsible, with

clearly defined territories.

To encourage neighborhood revitalization

and neighborhood stability. The overall purpose

of street improvement is neighborhood improve-

ment or at least prevention from deterioration.

Traffic restraint may be related to rehabilita-

tion in a number of ways: it may lead to it by im-

proving environmental conditions; it may result

from the efforts of residents to revitalize their

neighborhood; or it may have no relation (in

some cases revitalization takes place despite

heavy traffic, in other cases neighborhoods

without traffic decline for other reasons).
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To reduce crime, particularly street crime

and burglaries. No direct connections between

traffic and crime have been established. How-
ever, studies in Hartford, Connecticut and St.

Paul, Minnesota demonstrate that incidence of

street crimes tends to be less in neighbor-

hoods with complex and confining street patterns

than in ones with open, easily perceived street

grids and that traffic management plans which

create complex and confining street patterns

can reduce the crime rate. Hence, reduction of

crime is a goal of traffic management and street

improvements.

Secondary Goals

To maintain reasonable access for emergen-

cy, transit and delivery services. In cases of

emergency, there must be ways in which these

services can reach every house in the neighbor-

hood within reasonable time. Transit should be

accessible from residences and delivery serv-

ices should have reasonably direct routes

through the neighborhood.

To maintain reasonable access for automo-

biles with destinations in the neighborhood. Ac-

cess to each residence should not involve ex-

cessively indirect or incomprehensible access

routes. Slow but easy movement should be the

rule.

To maintain reasonable access for non-

residential uses. Local merchants need access,

visibility and adequate parking as do local insti-

tutions, transit stations, industry, and other

highly used facilities. Maintaining access from
the major arterial system while protecting the

surrounding residences is a means of achieving

this goal. Special considerations are needed
when non-residential uses are located within a

neighborhood.

To mitigate conditions or compensate those

on residential streets which must carry heavy
traffic. By controlling speeds and traffic com-
position, making traffic behavior predictable,

creating safe and visible pedestrian crossings,

controlling emission, building protective bar-

riers, or increasing setbacks, and providing

compensating improvements such as street

trees, better maintenance, police control, and

substitute open space, the lowered quality of

these streets can be ameliorated. In some situa-

tions financial compensation may be consid-

ered.

Political Goals

To relieve political pressure and respond to

citizen concerns. This common goal is much
more pragmatic and political than those given

above. It is to respond, at least in a minimal way,

to citizen concerns about traffic on their streets.

It may motivate actions which genuinely satis-

fy citizen's needs or perfunctory measures de-

signed simply to get the residents off the offi-

cials' backs.

All the goals listed above appear obvious and
reasonable, but achieving acceptable levels of

satisfaction for all or most of them is often diffi-

cult for there are inherent conflicts between
many of them. The most obvious conflict is be-

tween the primary goals of livability and the

secondary goals of mobility. Even among the liv-

ability goals there can be conflicts. Families

with children may desire measures extensive

enough to make streets safe as play spaces while

just reduction of heavy truck traffic and traffic

noise may be enough to satisfy other residents on

the street. Residents with auto-oriented life-

styles place more value on accessibility than do

others. Sometimes the conflicts lie within the in-

dividual residents themselves. Residents es-

pouse livability goals for their own block of their

own street, but when driving behave as though

mobility goals were of prime importance to

them. Hence, the crux of planning for neighbor-

hood traffic management lies in finding trade-

offs and compromises which allow achievement

of an acceptable level of satisfaction over a

broad range of livability and mobility goals.

Neighborhood
traffic management

Traffic management is only one of a number of

strategies that can help meet the above goals

and improve environmental conditions in resi-

dential neighborhoods. Rehabilitation of hous-

ing, creation of new open space and recreation

areas, planting trees, and townscaping are non-

traffic strategies that may well be used to help
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meet most of the primary goals.

There are also strategies which like traffic

management attempt to improve environmental

conditions by reducing traffic impacts in neigh-

borhoods. Increasing the capacity of arterial

streets, the encouragement of transit use, better

land use planning, even the building of freeways

could relieve the traffic load on residential

streets. Design changes to vehicles, particularly

trucks and motorcycles, to reduce their noise

and air impacts would also benefit the neighbor-

hood environment. However, traffic manage-
ment is one of the most immediate, forceful and
low-cost ways of improving a street's environ-

ment.

There are a considerable number of traffic

management devices which may solve specific

neighborhood traffic problems. These devices

normally aim to control the volume and composi-

tion of traffic on residential streets and the be-

havior of the driver, particularly with regard to

speed, direction, care and predictability. De-

vices range from physical controls which ac-

tually change the street configuration or other-

wise physically affect the vehicle, to passive

controls which induce drivers to act in a desired

fashion as the result of perceptual or cogitative

reaction to the device. As an introduction to the

subject, Figure 2 presents a sampling of the de-

vices and their primary control effects. As a fur-

Median Barriers on a ma-
jor street prevent left turn

entries to the neighbor-

hood or traffic on a local

street from crossing from
one neighborhood to an

;

other.

Circles slow traffic and
provide a visual impres-

sion of street discontinuity.

Channel forces right turns.

No Right Turn signs pre-

vents use of shortcut.

Cul-de-Sac prevent entries

to or exits from the neigh-

borhood.

Chokers narrow the street

at the intersection, slowing

traffic and providing safer

pedestrian crossing.

Semi-diverters prevent

traffic from entering the

block but permit exits.

Diverters force all traffic

to turn at the intersection.

One-Way Out Streets al-

lows exits from the neigh-

borhood but prevent en-

tries.

Figure 2. Solutions to typical neighborhood traffic problems
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ther introduction, Figure 3 presents an illus-

trated glossary of typical neighborhood protec-

tion devices.

Each of these devices has different effects

and different reasons for its use. These effects

and usage considerations are far more complex

than the simplistic notations shown on Figure 2.

In assessing these effects and selecting a control

device for a specific situation, the analysts

should be aware that these complexities are not

limited to the direct effects on traffic. Secondary

effects of the devices may be as useful or influ-

ential as direct traffic control impacts. For in-

stance, on a street where traffic speed is the pri-

mary traffic control problem but where chil-

dren's play space or landscape features are also

lacking, a device (like a cul-de-sac) which cre-

ates play space or landscape opportunity might

be favored over one which simply controls traf-

fic speed (such as an undulation). Details on the

full range of traffic control device effects and
considerations in their selection are presented

in the following chapters.

Traditional versus New Devices

Many of the devices listed in this report are

traditional controls that have been used, mainly

on arterial streets, for years. Channelization,

median barriers, one-way streets, and stop signs

are devices which have been used long enough

that they are generally accepted and usually

obeyed by the traveling public. Other devices,

notably cul-de-sacs and diagonal diverters, are

adaptations of features routinely designed into

new residential subdivisions. In these cases,

while the control may be familiar, the specific

applications of the device itself may be new. Still

other devices, such as speed humps and traffic

circles, represent relatively new approaches.

Experience has shown that often, simply be-

cause a device is new or unfamiliar, it is re-

sented both by drivers and residents as yet an-

other effort by the government to control their

lives. The degree to which this reaction may
occur is largely a local phenomenon to be evalu-

ated; if it can be predicted, use of more tradi-

tional devices which solve at least part of a prob-

lem may be preferable over the theoretically

better "new" solution that creates an uproar.

Positive physical controls

Cul-de-Sac Semi-Diverter

Figure 3. Glossary of neighborhood traffic management devices

Diagonal Diverter
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Traffic Circle SpeedBump

Passive controls

MERCIAL]

EH ICLE5

er4|tons

STOP Signs Turn Prohibitions Truck Restrictions

Psychological controls

JS SPCtO »T*IP£J, EACH 2 i 22 t
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50' AT WEST TO 10' AT CAST )

Lateral Striping Warning Signs

Figure 3. Glossary of neighborhood traffic management
devices (continued)

"Gimmick" Signs
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The need for an
organized planning
process and
community involvement

The complex nature of the residential street,

the variety of users and their often conflicting

goals, the complexity of control device effects on

traffic and the secondary effects of these de-

vices, make it imperative that neighborhood

traffic management actions be a well-organized

planning process. Such a process should include

these basic steps:

• Problem Identification — An exploration of

the specific nature of the problem or problems,

and the issues and individuals involved.

• Alternative Plans Generation — Definition of

the full range of plausible responses to the

identified problems

.

• Plan Selection— Estimating the likely effects

of each alternative and how many people and
whom would benefit or not from these effects,

and choosing an option which has the most ac-

ceptable balance of positive and negative im-

pacts.

• Implementation — Preparing the public for

what is to take place; then actually construct-

ing or putting into effect the planned traffic

control changes.

• Evaluation — Observing and measuring how
the traffic management system actually oper-

ates and identifying features requiring change

or fine tuning.

• Modification — Adjustments to repair minor

functional difficulties or to improve upon the

initial planning concept or a larger-scale re-

consideration of alternatives— a recycling of

the planning process — where the initial

scheme has proven unacceptable or ineffec-

tive.

The planning process should not be onerous

or intimidating. Nor should its details be so over-

emphasized that the fundamental objectives of

the program, traffic management and environ-

mental improvement, are suppressed and the

planning process becomes the objective of itself.
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Its formality and the extensiveness of activity

should be scaled to the needs of the individual

situation. But the essential tasks at each step

should be accomplished. Observations in the

State-of-the-Art review reinforce this point.

Where traffic management had severe diffi-

culties, the difficulty was frequently attribut-

able to lack of an organized planning process or

to missing an essential element of it rather than

to a technical error or to the inherent properties

of the control devices and systems utilized.

At the outset, it must be emphasized that solv-

ing the neighborhood traffic problem is as much
a political problem as it is a technical problem.

Many sorry experiences have shown that a

neighborhood traffic management plan may or

may not succeed if the technical work is not per-

fect, but it will almost never succeed unless ef-

fective and thorough programs of planning and
community relations are developed and carried

on from the very beginning. Too often, well-

meaning engineers have listened to a small

group from a community, prepared and imple-

mented a plan, only to face resentment from

citizens previously unaware or uncommunica-
tive on the subject. This aspect of the problem

has been considered so important that many
agencies will undertake a project only if a sub-

stantial majority of the affected neighborhood

signs a petition requesting or agreeing to the

plan. The planning process must provide a struc-

ture for effectively integrating community in-

puts with technical work.

Because the planning process and citizen in-

volvement are critical, Chapter 4 of this report

extensively documents the steps in planning for

neighborhood traffic management and tech-

niques for citizen involvement which have been
successfully used.

lems for others, there is often a tendency on the

part of political agencies to do nothing for fear of

merely adding to their problems.

The most encouraging discovery in the State-

of-the-Art research conducted in the prepara-

tion of this document is that there are a number
of means, both technical and political, of solving

the neighborhood traffic problem. Where fail-

ures have occurred, more often than not their

cause can be traced to a lack of knowledge about

the effects of particular devices, about how to

involve the public in planning traffic manage-
ment schemes or about the techniques for com-

municating what is known to the public.

This document represents the first step in the

gathering together of current knowledge and its

dissemination. As will become clear from fur-

ther reading of this report, the State-of-the-Art

is still incomplete. There is much still to be

learned. However, the devices and techniques

described in the following chapters should pro-

vide planning agencies with sufficient knowl-

edge to make a positive beginning toward solv-

ing their problems. Hopefully it will suffice until

the further research to be conducted in this

study can fill in some of the gaps in knowledge in

the way in which people, as drivers and resi-

dents, and the devices interact.

Summary — a note on the
State-of-the-Art

From the foregoing discussicn, it should be
clear that while the causes of the neighborhood
traffic problem are fairly clear, the planning

process, both political and technical, can be-

come quite complex. Because the solutions often

benefit some people while creating new prob-
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3
Neighborhood
traffic control

devices and
systems

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a de-

tailed description of each of the numerous con-

trol devices which might or have been used for a

neighborhood protection program. The descrip-

tions follow a highly structured format and in-

clude physical characteristics, primary traffic

effects, typical construction materials and
costs, legal status, and examples of current

practice. The basic intention is to illustrate the

differences in use, impact and cost that can be

expected for each of the devices. As in the

previous chapter, the devices have been organ-

ized into three generic types: positive physical

controls, passive controls, and psychological

controls. The fundamental difference in these

three categories is the way in which the devices

exert control over traffic. Physical devices

force drivers to take or not take certain actions.

Passive controls command or advise that cer-

tain actions be taken or not be taken but, save for

the possibilities of law enforcement and traffic

accidents, nothing prevents motorists from dis-

regarding them. Psychological controls attempt

to induce desired behavior patterns and dis-

courage undesired one by playing upon driv

ers' fundamental perception-reaction traits.

Although physical controls pack the most

punch, they also tend to bring with them more

and stronger secondary impacts of both desir-

able and undesirable natures. As a conse-

quence, in many situations the most absolute

form of control device will not necessarily be the

best choice; a weaker type of device or a mix of

device types may be more suitable.

Table 1 provides an index for the individual

control device sections and summarizes their
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DIRECT TRAFFIC EFFECTS

Volume Speed Directional Change In Emergency &
DEVICES Reductions Reductions Control Composition Noise Safety Service Access

Physical Controls

Speed Bumps Possible Inconsistent Unlikely Unlikely Increase Adverse effects Some problems
Undulations Possible Yes Unlikely Unlikely No change No problems

documented
No problems

documented
Rumble Strips Unlikely Yes Unlikely Unlikely Increase Improved No problems
Diagonal Diverters Yes Likely Possible Possible Decrease Shifts

accidents

Some constrain

Intersection Cul-De-Sac Yes Likely Yes Possible Decrease Shifts

accidents

Some constraint

Midblock Cul-De-Sac Yes Likely Yes Possible Decrease Shifts

accidents

Some constraint

Semi-Diverter Yes Likely Yes Possible Decrease Shifts

accidents

Minor constrain

Forced Turn Channelization Yes Likely Yes Possible Decrease Improved Minor constrain

Median Barrier Yes On curves Possible Possible Decrease Improved Minor constrain

Traffic Circle Unclear Minor Unlikely Possible Little change Questionable Some constraim

Chokers and Road Narrowing Rare Minor Unlikely Unlikely Little change Improved ped.

crossings

No problems

Passive Controls

Stop Signs -^ Occasional Site red. Unlikely Unlikely Increase Mixed results No problems
Speed Limit Signs Unlikely Unlikely Unlikely Unlikely No change No change No effect

Turn Prohibition Signs Yes Likely Yes Possible Decrease Improved No effect

One-Way Streets Yes Inconsistent Yes Possible Decrease Possible imp. No effect

Psycho-Perception Controls

Transverse Markings No change Yes No effect No effect Possible red. Possible imp. No effect

Crosswalks No effect Unlikely No effect No effect No effect Ineffective No effect

Odd Speed Limit Signs No effect No effect No effect No effect No effect No effect No effect

Novelty Signs No effect Undocu-
mented

No effect No effect Unlikely No effect No effect

Specific details of individual applications may result in performance substantially variant from characterizations in this matrix.

See text sections on individual devices for more complete performance data, assessments and qualifications.

Table 1. Neighborhood traffic control device characteristics — Summary
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OTHER CHARACTERISTICS

DEVICES
Construction

Effort & Cost

Landscape
Opportunity

Site or

System Use (

Maintenance &
Dperational Effects Index

Physical Controls

Speed Bumps
Undulations

Low
Low

None
None

Both

Both

Snowplow problems
No problems noted

Rumble Strips

Diagonal Diverters

Low
Moderate to high

None
Yes

Site

Usually system

Snowplow problems
Vandalism

Intersection Cul-De-Sac Moderate to high Yes Both Vandalism

Midblock Cul-De-Sac Moderate to high Yes Both Vandalism

Semi-Diverter Moderate to high Yes Both Vandalism

Forced Turn Channelization

Median Barrier

Traffic Circle

Chokers and Road Narrowing

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate to high

Moderate

Possible

Possible

Yes
Yes

Both

Both

Both
Both

No unusual problems
No unusual problems
Vandalism
No unusual problems

Passive Controls

Stop Signs

Speed Limit Signs

Turn Prohibition Signs

One-Way Streets

Low
Low
Low
Low

No
No
No
No

Both
Site

Both

Usually system

No unusual problems
No unusual problems

No unusual problems
No unusual problems

Psycho-Perception Controls

Transverse Markings
Crosswalks

Odd Speed Limit Sign

Novelty Signs

Low
Low
Low
Low

No
No
No
No

Site

Site

Site

Site

No unusual problems
No unusual problems
Vandalism
Vandalism
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key attributes. Because a structured format has

been used to allow for understanding the effects

of individual devices, certain information per-

taining to all devices such as impact on emer-

gency services, device violations, etc. has been

presented in a separate chapter, Chapter 5. The
information contained in that chapter is vital to

a total understanding of the devices.

An attempt has been made in describing each

device to evaluate its impacts both desired and

undesired. As a general comment on the State-

of-the-Art, more has been planned than has been

implemented, and more has been implemented

than has been evaluated thoroughly. Thus while

the problem of neighborhood traffic manage-

ment is one with widespread and vital concern,

less than might be desired is known about the im-

pacts of most of the devices described herein;

thus the reader looking for the definitive nature

of each device may be disappointed. It is expect-

ed that the future stages of this research project

will provide the details missing in these descrip-

tions.

Readers of the report are cautioned against

using this chapter alone to quickly pick a device

which seems to fit their situation. Once a prob-

lem is identified, the analyst must determine

whether it is site specific (subject to remedy by a

single device at a single location) or endemic to a

larger area (requiring a system of remedial de-

vices). Systematic solutions are indicated when
an entire neighborhood or district requests ac-

tion on a number of problems or when the "solu-

tion" to one site's problem will create a new
problem somewhere nearby. Techniques for

systemic problems are contained in Chapter 4.

The essential point here is that analysts should

not take too narrow a view of the problem and
jump to a solution simply on the basis of char-

acteristics of individual devices as presented

herein.

Solutions to systemic problems require stra-

tegic approaches and the characteristics of in-

dividual control devices affect their suitability

for application in particular strategies. For this

reason, the conclusion of this chapter outlines

some basic area control strategies for respond-

ing to various kinds of systemic problems and the

types of control devices which can be used in

each particular strategy.

Even when problems and the impacts of log-

ical solutions seem confined to a limited site

rather than having systemic effects, there are

no hard-and-fast guidelines leading to simple

choice of the appropriate device. Each situation

to a greater or lesser degree involves a unique

set of circumstances: street character, mix of

resident types, urban activities abutting, street

network setting and geometric considerations.

So even if a problem is clearly defined and site-

limited, it is advisable to carry out at least a sim-

plified version of the planning and evaluation

steps outlined in Chapter 4. Doing so guarantees

consideration of all reasonable options. Rote

application of a uniform solution for all prob-

lems of a similar nature is to be avoided.

The merits of permanent versus temporary

traffic control devices are discussed at length in

Chapter 4 as a strategic planning consideration.

It is essential to recognize that permanent ver-

sus temporary installation can have significant

implications for many of the factors discussed in

this control device chapter — materials, cost

and operational and safety performance. In

many instances the large disparities of experi-

ences reported herein stem from differences be-

tween temporary and permanent installations.

And because of the performance implications

strategic planning decisions on temporary ver-

sus permanent installation may be an important

factor in choice of control device.

Positive

physical controls
Positive physical controls include speed

bumps, rumble strips, median barriers, cul-de-

sacs, semi-diverters, diagonal diverters, traffic

circles, chokers and other less commonly used

devices. Their common characteristic is the use

of a physical device to enforce or prohibit a spe-

cific action, usually the reduction of either

speed or volume. Physical controls have the ad-

vantages of being largely self-enforcing and of

creating a visual impression, real or imagined,

that a street is not intended for through traffic.

Their disadvantages relative to other devices
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are their cost, their negative impact on emer-

gency and service vehicles, and their imposition

of inconvenient access on some parts of a neigh-

borhood.

Bumps, Undulations

Speed bumps
and undulations

Speedbumps and undulations are one of three

physical devices (the others being rumble strips

and traffic circles) which have been used for the

primary purpose of reducing speed. They are

raised humps in the pavement surface extend-

ing transversely across the traveled way. Nor-

mally they have a height of less than 5 inches (.1

meter). Length in the direction of travel distin-

guishes "bumps" from "undulations." Bumps
are abrupt humps, normally less" than 3 feet (1

meter) in length while undulations are more
gradual with lengths of 8 to 12 feet (2-4 meters).

Bumps have most often been installed on park

roadways and private drives and rarely on pub-

lic streets. A recent innovation, undulations

have been installed on public streets in a few
jurisdictions.

Figure 4. Speed bump

There are several reasons their use on public

streets has been limited. The major one is a real

and perceived question as to their safety. A
study in San Jose, California, has confirmed

these safety problems for certain designs.94

These results are summarized in the sections

which follow. The second reason for their lack of

use is that they are not included in the Manual of

Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) and
parallel state traffic control and design

guides.86 As a result, many traffic engineers

consider them illegal. Tests have also shown
that some designs produce less discomfort at

higher speeds than at low ones, in direct contra-

diction to their purpose.
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effect on traffic volumes occurred, in part be-

cause other protective measures in the neigh-

borhood left these test streets as the only ones

with continuity.

Figure 5. British speed undulation. In Toronto (lower view)

undulations have been deployed in pairs.

On a more positive note, a long speed bump, or

undulation, has been developed by the Trans-

portation Road Research Laboratory in Great

Britain.95 While the safety aspects have yet to be

evaluated, this design appears to have promise

for effectively reducing speed.

Primary Traffic Effects

The basic purpose of speed bumps is obvious-

ly to reduce speed. However, the actual design

of the bumps is critical to their ability to achieve

this.

Effect on Traffic Volume. Four trial installa-

tions of undulations 1 2 feet (4 meters) long (in the

direction of travel) and 4 inches high (. 1 meter) in

Great Britain have shown that, though installed

to reduce speed, the humps can reduce traffic

volumes as well.79
"82 The trial installations con-

sisted of five to nine humps spread over a dis-

tance of 1000 to 2700 feet (300 to 810 meters). As
shown in Table 1 , traffic volumes were reduced

by 25 to 40 percent. Another test of this design

has taken place in Toronto, Canada. In this test,

the undulations were placed in pairs 30 feet (9

meters) apart on two residential streets. No

Table 2

Traffic reduction due to use of

Britain

speed undulations in Great

Location

Time
Period

Traffic Volume
Before After %

Cuddleston Way,
Crowley, Oxford

24hrs NA NA -41

Motum Road, Norwich 9hrs 398 271 -32

Palace Road, Harin-

gey, London
16hrs 3212 2413 -25

Abbotsbury Road,

Kensington, London
16hrs 8154 5833 -28

Effect on Traffic Speed. Extensive tests of

speed versus discomfort (as perceived by driv-

ers and passengers) have been made in two

studies in San Jose, California94 and in Great

Britain.95 The San Jose studies evaluated

"short" bumps from 6 inches to 3 feet (.2 to 1

meter) in length and 2 and 3 inches (.1 meter) in

height. All of these bumps tested produced

either no difference or decreasing discomfort as

speed increased. The Great Britain study con-

firmed this conclusion for short humps. Experi-

ences in the few U.S. cities contacted in the

State-of-the-Art search which had tried short

bumps support this conclusion. Though none

had performed formal evaluations, most

withdrew the devices feeling that the higher the

speed, the less traffic was impeded by them.

Boston, Massachusetts, one of the cities con-

tacted, has retained bumps on public streets

though professionals there consider them dan-

gerous and noisy.

The British work has demonstrated that an

undulation 12 feet long (4 meters) (in the direc-

tion of travel) and 4 inches high (.1 meter) did

produce the desired result of speed reduction,

with an undesirable comfort index occurring at

approximately 20 mph (32 kmph). This design

has been tested in four field installations in

Great Britain and has reduced the average

speed to 15 to 25 mph (24 to 40 kmph), with three
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tests in the 15-17 mph (24 to 27 kmph) range. 79-82

The installations in Toronto were successful in

reducing average speeds from 20-28 mph (32-45

kmph] to 15-18 mph (24-29 kmph); the 85th per-

centile speeds were reduced from 20-32 mph
(32-51 kmph) to 19-2 1.5 mph (30-34 kmph). 78

A third study, computer simulation of vehicle

response to two parabolic pavement undulation

designs, indicates that in theory, undulations

can cause drivers to reduce speeds.64 No field

testing of these devices has yet been done in the

United States.

Effect on Noise. The San Jose and Great

Britain studies produce conflicting results with

respect to noise. The San Jose experiment meas-

ured noise at the bump itself, thus making extra-

polation to noise in the neighborhood somewhat
difficult. However, the study estimated that

nearby residences would experience a 10 to 20

decibel sound level increase when vehicles

struck the bump.94 The British test cases, which

measured noise over an entire day, showed re-

ductions in average noise levels on the building

frontage line of 2-5 dBA, primarily due to the re-

duction in volume. 7982 U.S. cities which employ-

ed the short speed bumps but did not perform

formal evaluations usually did characterize the

bumps as noisy.

The Toronto tests found that the undulations

tend to increase noise when struck. 78 Automo-

biles striking them at 10-15 mph (16-24 kmph)
had a noise level equivalent to 25-30 mph (40-48

kmph) on a flat road; trucks passing over the un-

dulations at 5 to 10 mph (8-16 kmph) had noise

levels equivalent to flat road travel at 25-30

mph (40-48 kmph). These tests also indicated

that the lower speeds caused the increased

noise levels to occur over a longer period of time.

It might be concluded that if undulations are as

successful at reducing speed as the aforecited

speed studies indicate, undulations would prob-

ably produce littie net change or even a reduc-

tion in neighborhood noise levels.

Effect on Air Quality and Energy Conserva-

tion. While these effects were not studied, the

need to slow slightly for the bumps would tend to

have a marginally negative effect on air quality

and energy consumption.

Effect on Traffic Safety. The British studies

on short and long bumps have not addressed this

topic. The San Jose study dealt with it extensive-

ly. The study of short bumps showed that they

would "present an immediate and specific

hazard to some vehicles (bicycles, motorcycles,

etc.) and a potential hazard to all vehicles." 94 In

lower speed tests of a fire truck, firefighters

were thrown 6 inches to 1 foot (.15 to .3 meters)

into the air by the bumps. A trained motorcycle

officer was thrown 16 feet (5 meters) in another

test. A bicycle suffered a bent rim in yet another.

These hazards led the San Jose analysts to con-

clude that short bumps are an unacceptable

hazard on a public roadway. State-of-the-Art

search contacts with practitioners in local juris-

dictions across the U.S. found a majority con-

vinced that speed bumps were dangerous. Prac-

titioners normally cited the San Jose work and

isolated tort cases or observed incidents in sup-

port of this viewpoint.

Community Reactions to Speed Bumps. The
number of installations of speed bumps and un-

dulations are too few to generalize on commu-
nity acceptance. However, it can be expected

that the noise of the bumps would be a problem

for people in their immediate vicinity. Some com-

munities which installed short bumps have re-

moved them due to their noise and observed in-

crease in speed.

Uniform Standards and Warrants

Speed bumps are not included in the MUTCD,
nor in any corresponding state traffic control

and design manuals. Some states have specif-

ically rejected inclusion of speed bumps in such

guides.

Undulations have only been used at a limited

number of test sites to date. Specific physical

standards for the device are set forth in the ref-

erenced TRRL report. It is anticipated that au-

thorization and guidelines for their common use

on local residential streets in the U.K. will be

forthcoming in the near future.

Miscellaneous

Conventional speed bumps are reported to in-

terfere with winter snow plowing operations.

Undulations, however, because of their less

abrupt profile, seem unlikely to cause such prob-

lems. No interference with snow plowing opera-
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tions has been reported in the case of the Toron-

to undulations.

Examples of Current Practice

Figure 4 shows a typical short bump used in

many private facilities. Figure 5 is the British un-

dulation currently being tested in England and

Toronto.

Rumble strips

Rumble Strips

Rumble strips, patterned sections of rough

pavement, were developed in the 1960's as a

means for alerting drivers to the presence of a

dangerous condition or a specific control device.

While used primarily on freeways and arterial

streets, they may have potential as a speed re-

duction device in neighborhoods.

Primary Traffic Effects

Effects on Traffic Volume. None

Effects on Traffic Speed. The studies which

have evaluated the effects of rumble strips on

speed show their effect to be mainly at the upper

end of acceptable speeds in residential areas. A
test of 3/4" (.01 meter) chips in Great Britain

showed that 1-foot long (.3 meter) strips caused

discomfort at about 25 mph (40 kmph). 10 A test of

similar material in Contra Costa County reduced

speeds 450 feet (135 meters) away from an inter-

section from 41 to 37 mph (66-59 kmph).45 Other

tests of 3A " (.01 meter) chips in Minnesota show-

ed speeds 300 feet (90 meters) in advance of in-

tersections to slow from 31 to 28 mph (50-45

kmph).60 Clearly, these latter tests show small

effects at speeds above those desirable in neigh-

borhoods. It is unclear if these strips would

cause sufficient discomfort in neighborhoods to

affect speeds. A test of V4" (.01 meter) high

strips, 6 inches (.2 meter) wide and two feet (.6

meter) apart installed in three test locations in

Calgary, Alberta showed reductions in average

speed of 1-4 mph (1.6-6 kmph) with the resulting

speeds being in the 21-28 mph (34-45 kmph)

range.58 Another test in Ottawa, Canada pro-

duced a negligible impact on speed.57 In San

Francisco, rumble strips 3A f
' (.01 meter) to IV2"

(.04 meter) in height reduced speeds from 5 to 15

mph (8-24 kmph) with the post-implementation

95th percentile speed ranging from 16 to 30 mph
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(26-48 kmph).49

Effect on Traffic Safety. The studies show
that the strips have had a noticeable positive ef-

fect in reducing accidents when placed in ad-

vance of a stop sign. At a T intersection in Contra

Costa County, California rumble strips cut the

accident rate by 60 percent.45 Subsequent over-

laying of the strips due to repaving brought

about a return to the previous pattern, again

demonstrating the strips' effectiveness.46 Acci-

dent experience at nine rural intersections in Il-

linois decreased by 32-30 percent. 39 Again,

these are arterial studies; effects in lower speed

residential areas have not been determined. No
specific instances of bicyclist safety problems

resulting from rumble strips have been report-

ed. However, difficulties caused bicyclists by
types of raised pavement markers sometimes

used in rumble strips are well documented.

Effect on Traffic Noise. Noise levels have
been measured only inside the car in the U.S.

studies noted above. The Contra Costa study ob-

served that the 3A" (.01 meter) chippings raised

noise levels from 92 to 100 db, with closed win-

dows. Other studies have suggested more mod-
est increases in the 2-3 db range. In the Calgary

and Ottawa experiments, the strips were re-

moved due to complaints of noise.57
"58 San Fran-

cisco limits application of rumble strips to

streets of less than 2500 ADT (due to problems
with noise on busier streets).

Effect on Air Quality and Energy Conserva-

tion. None demonstrated.

Community Reaction to Rumble Strips. The
studies in the two Canadian cities both produced
negative citizen reactions to the noise levels gen-

erated by the strips.

Typical Construction Materials

• 3A " (.01 meter) chippings sealed in concrete or

patterns of Botts dots

Typical Construction Costs

• $200-400 per approach

Uniform Standards

While not treated in the MUTCD, rumble

strips are a recognized device in basic traffic en-

gineering reference tests.
113, 114 However, no
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Figure 6. Typical rumble strip design— conventional

warning strip application.

Figure 7. Rumble strip installations— for neighborhood

speed control.
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specific warrants or design standards are giv-

en. Examples of designs currently in use are

shown in Figures 6 and 7.

Diagonal Diverters

Diagonal diverters

A diagonal diverter is a barrier placed diag-

onally across an intersection to, in effect, con-

vert the intersection into two unconnected

streets, each making a sharp turn. As such, its

primary purpose is to make travel through a

neighborhood difficult, while not actually pre-

venting it. In actual application, this device is

often best used as part of a system of devices

which discourage or preclude travel through a

neighborhood. Used alone, they will affect only

the two specific streets involved.

Primary Traffic Effects

The primary purpose of a diagonal diverter is

to reduce traffic volume. It is effective in reduc-

ing traffic as a single site application only when
the neighborhood it is intended to protect is a

limited one. If the neighborhood is larger, with

other continuous residential streets parallel to

the "problem street," installation of a single di-

agonal diverter may merely shift through traffic

to another local street rather than bounding ar-

terials and collectors. Single site applications of

diverters where multi-site approaches are need-

ed has been a common pitfall in the use of divert-

ers to date.

The basic advantages of a diagonal diverter

over a cul-de-sac is that, by not totally prohibit-

ing the passage of traffic, it tends to reduce the

out-of-direction travel imposed on local resi-

dents and maintains continuous routing oppor-

tunities for service and delivery vehicles. It also

does not "trap" an emergency vehicle and can

be designed to permit the passage of some emer-

gency vehicles through the diverter.

Effect on Traffic Volume. Studies to date

which have evaluated the traffic effects of diag-

onal diverters have been primarily system stud-

ies; thus the impact of a single installation is dif-

ficult to quantify. One of the earliest installa-

tions, in Richmond, California in the early 1960's

was credited with an overall 16 percent reduc-

tion of traffic on neighborhood streets.
91 Seattle,
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Washington has performed the most compre-

hensive evaluation of this device and has found

that, in a system of devices, traffic on streets

with diverters can be reduced from 20 to 70 per-

cent depending on the system of devices in the

area, as shown in Table 3.
70"73

In these studies,

traffic on non-diverted streets increased as

much as 20 percent. Obviously the amount of

traffic reduction in any case is highly depend-

ent on the amount of through traffic at the prob-

lem site originally.

Table 3

Traffic changes on streets with diagonal diverters in

Seattle, WA
Daily Traffic

Volume %
Street Before After Change

Republican Street west of

17th Avenue
1580 1250 -21

Republican Street east of

17th Avenue
880 380 -57

East Prospect Street 1000 300 -70

16th Avenue at East

Prospect Street

860 340 -60

18th Avenue at East

Prospect Street

500 270 -46

East Highland Street at

17th Avenue
840 290 -65

Evaluation of diagonal diverters has not been
quantified in other cities where they have been
tried, but intuitive and judgmental evaluations

suggest that they are effective in reducing but

not totally eliminating through traffic. In gen-

eral, a pattern of devices that turns a neighbor-

hood with a grid-style street pattern into a maze
tends to be successful whereas systems which
use diverters together with devices such as traf-

fic circles or stop signs are less successful. Diag-

onal diverters tend to be less successful in areas

where heavy pressure on surrounding arterial

streets make the diverter-created maze of local

streets still preferable to some drivers.

Effect on Traffic Speed and Noise. None of

the research documents collected in this study

have formally evaluated the effect on traffic

speed or noise. General comments from citizens

and agency staff suggests that diverters are

most effective as speed control devices only in

their immediate vicinity, within about 200-300

feet (31-61 meters) of the device. However, they

are not primarily installed for this purpose. On
the other hand, diverters may eliminate from the

street a driver population which had formerly

used it as a speedy through route. As a result, the

net effect on speeds experienced along the

streetmay be substantial.

Diagonal diverters impose no specific opera-

tional effects that would affect noise other than

through shifts in volume of traffic and changes

in speeds. Changes in noise levels can be esti-

mated from techniques contained in NCHRP Re-

port 174.84 Occasional tire squeal due to motor-

ists attempting to take the turns too fast may be
noted.

Figure 8. Temporary diagonal diverter— Berkeley, CA.

Effect on Traffic Safety. Seattle, Washington
and Richmond and Berkeley, California have

evaluated accident experience before and after

the installation of diverters. Each study showed
a significant reduction in the number of acci-

dents in the neighborhood; however the actual

number in each case was quite small. The Berke-

ley experience showed that, in parallel to traffic

volume shifts, accidents were shifted to arterial

streets where a more effective program for deal-

ing with them would be possible. As traffic vol-

ume decreased in all cases on the local streets, it

is probable that the accident rate is not appreci-

ably affected by diverters.

Community Reactions to Diagonal Diverters

Appleyard's studies in the Clinton Park neigh-

borhood of Oakland, California found residents

on diverted streets substantially more satisfied

with their neighborhood than residents on other

streets.3 Reaction to diagonal diverters gener-

ally revolves around whether specific individ-
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uals feel they benefit or lose by the device. Resi-

dents generally tolerate the slight inconven-

ience in access which this device creates; they

are less tolerant when the device adds traffic to

their street. They are often less tolerant of the

device in another neighborhood than they are in

their own since they perceive those from a driv-

er's rather than resident's perspective. Voting

patterns for two initiative ordinances to remove

diverters in Berkeley substantiate this. In areas

of the city where few diverters are located, a

majority of voters voted for removal. Areas of

the city where most of the diverters are located

voted overwhelmingly to retain them.

Figure 9. Temporary diagonal diverter— Berkeley, CA.

Desirable Design Features

For a diagonal diverter, the following fea-

tures should be incorporated for a safe and ef-

fective design:

• Visibility. The device should have a high target

value to be easily visible both during the day
and night. Features such as painted curbs and
rails, button reflectors, black and yellow di-

rectional arrow signs (MUTCD sign WI-6),

street lighting and elevated landscaping can

produce a highly visible diverter.

• Delineation. Centerline pavement striping

supplemented in those areas where weather

permits by pavement buttons are useful in fur-

ther identifying the proper driving path.

• Safety. In addition to the visibility items, ma-
terials that do relatively little damage if hit are

desirable. These would include shrubs rather

than trees for landscaping; breakaway sign

poles; and mountable curbs if the device con-

tains additional material besides the curb to

prevent violations. Temporary barricades of

wood and asphalt berm can also be both safe

and effective.

• Emergency Passage. Designs which permit

emergency vehicles to pass while restricting

auto passage are desirable. Since an open

emergency vehicle gap is an open invitation

for other vehicles to pass through as well,

some physical control of the passage may be
necessary. Undercarriage barriers, which

allow emergency vehicle passage while inter-

cepting lower slung cars have been employed
with some success. Designs employing gates or

chains are less desirable, since they require

emergency vehicles to either stop and open the

gate or to "crash" through it. Efforts should be

made to insure that parked vehicles do not

block the emergency passage.

• Drainage. A design which stops short of the

existing curbline will usually allow existing

drainage patterns to be maintained, thereby

reducing overall costs.

• Violation Prevention. Clearly the device itself

should prevent normal traffic from passing

through. Additional wooden or steel posts

along the adjacent properties may be needed

to prevent drivers from driving on lawns,

driveways or sidewalks in deliberate violation

of the device.

• Pedestrians, Bicycles and the Handicapped.

Provision should be made for the continuity of

bicycle routes around the diverter. Use of side-

walk ramps for bicyclists can also aid persons

in wheelchairs. Extension of sidewalks across

the diagonal can provide a safe pedestrian

crossing.

,* — -*7^,y V'f.yr "*^-

figure 10. Typical undercarriage barrier in diverter's

emergency vehicle gap
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• Maintenance. A design minimizing mainte-

nance would minimize the use of plants re-

quiring irrigation. Non-living material would
also reduce costs, so long as the design did not

inherently act as a collector of litter.

Typical Construction Materials

Temporary Diverters:

• AsphaltBerm
• Concrete Blocks

• Wooden Barricades
• Concrete Bollards with connecting boards

or chains

• Steel Posts or U-bars with reflective devices

Permanent Diverters:

• Standard Steel Guardrail
• New Jersey (Concrete) Barrier

• Concrete or asphalt curb— with or without

landscaping or continuing sidewalks

Typical Construction Costs

• Temporary Diverters $500-2000
• Landscaped Diverters $ 1000-1 2000 and up-

wards
• Additional fire hydrants $1500-2500

Uniform Standards

Diagonal diverters are not specifically listed

in the MUTCD or parallel state traffic control

and design manuals. However, they may be de-

fined as a channeling island and may be con-

structed of and marked with devices shown in

the MUTCD or other design manuals. Diverters

are specifically recognized as a form of traffic

control channelization in basic traffic engineer-

ing texts such as Fundamentals of Traffic Engi-

neering. 113

Examples of Current Practice

The physical design of a diagonal diverter can
range from extremely simple and inexpensive to

costly landscapedpermanent fixtures. Figures 8

through 17 show several variations on the

theme. Figure 9 is the most simple design. It con-

sists of standard concrete bars placed across

the intersection and supported by painted pave-

ment markings and warning signs. The installa-

tion is inexpensive, and can be bypassed by fire

vehicles if properly designed. It can be violated

by a determined motorist. Figure 9 shows the use
of concrete bollards as a diagonal diverter, with

• xMmMll
Figure 11. Temporary diagonal diverter— Berkeley, CA.

Figure 12. Temporary diagonal diverter— Victoria, B.C.

Figure 13. Diagonal diverter— Menlo Park, CA.

Figure 14. Diagonal diverter— Berkeley, CA.
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Figure 1 5 . Landscaped diagonal diverter— Portland, OR.

Figure 16. Landscaped diagonal diverter— Oakland, CA.

Figure 17. Landscaped diagonal diverter— Richmond, CA.
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Figure 17a. Diagonal diverter— Minneapolis, Minn.

a low concrete block which permits passage of

trucks and fire vehicles while prohibiting cars to

pass. Bicycles and motorcycles can also easily

pass through this design. Figure 10 shows a

close-up of the undercarriage barrier.

Figure 1 1 shows the use of bollards and con-

necting boards as a diverter. This design suffers

from the lack of emergency passage, which

could be designed as with Figure 10. The figure

shows the use of centerline for added delinea-

tion, and space at the curb for drainage and bi-

cycle passage.

Figure 12 shows the Victoria, B.C. technique

for creating temporary diagonal diverters. The
design is inexpensive and provides a highly visi-

ble target for the motorist to avoid. Note also the

use of wooden posts in the pedestrian area to

prevent violation of the barrier.

Figure 13 shows another low cost, more per-

manent type of diverter. The chain is reflector-

ized for target value, and can be removed, with

some difficulty and delay, by emergency person-

nel. Planters surrounded by metal poles and

raised traffic bars are used in an attempt to add

aesthetics, though it appears everything but the

kitchen sink has been thrown into this installa-

tion. The overall effect is a needlessly cluttered

intersection with little visual impact at a dis-

tance; yet it does perform its intended function.

Figure 14 shows the use of standard guardrail

as a diverter. While low on aesthetic appeal, the

white-painted rail is easily visible to drivers.

Figures 15 through 17 are three examples of

more permanent landscaped diverters. Figure

15 shows a technique of maintaining pedestrian

continuity through the intersection. Figure 16 is

an example of simple landscaping which may be

somewhat hazardous, since the large rocks do

present an obstacle to vehicles jumping the

curb, and no warning signs or markings are

present.

Figure 17 shows examples of diverters which

perform their intended task and also add a

measure of psychological deterrent to through

traffic. The landscaping, when viewed by driv-

ers from a distance, gives the impression of a

street closed to through traffic, an impression

not well presented by a number of the other di-

verters. Note that Figure 17a's design also re-

tains existing drainage patterns by leaving a
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gap between the diverter and the original curb

and gutter. Raised centerline markings provide

emphasized delineation for motorists, and posts

prevent avoidance of the device through use of

the sidewalk or private land.

Intersection cul-de-sac

By definition, an intersection cul-de-sac is a

complete barrier of a street at an intersection,

leaving the block open to local traffic at one end,

but physically barring the other. As such, a cul-

de-sac represents the most extreme technique

for deterring traffic short of barring all traffic

from the street in question.

Primary Traffic Effects

Since a cul-de-sac is completely effective at

its task of preventing through traffic, the choice

of where and whether or not to use it depends
largely on other aspects of traffic movement. For

example, a cul-de-sac is less desirable in the vi-

cinity of fire stations or police or ambulance
bases where emergency vehicle accessibility

must be given high priority. It is less desirable

than other devices in areas where the potential

for multi-alarm fires might exist, since fire de-

partments often wish to maximize the flexibility

of vehicular movement in these places. In loca-

tions where a heavy traffic generator is near, a

full barrier may be the only solution to prevent-

ing shortcutting. On the other hand, the design of

the cul-de-sac must often allow side or rear ac-

cess from a local residential street to a high traf-

fic volume generator fronting on an arterial; in

this case, a mid-block cul-de-sac, discussed in

the following section, may be more appropriate.

A cul-de-sac may be desirable adjacent to a park
or school where the vacated street can be con-

verted into additional play area. Finally, a cul-

de-sac may be considered as a last resort in loca-

tions where obstinate drivers violate other less

effective devices.

Effect on Traffic Volume. Studies which have
evaluated the effect of a cul-de-sac on traffic vol-

ume have all shown them to reduce it effectively.

Cul-de-sacs at the ends of two streets one-half

mile (.8 km) long in Berkeley, California reduced

ADT from 9000 to 600 in one case, and from 5 700

to 1300 in another.8 Two block sections in Palo

Cul-de-Sac/Street Closures
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Figure 18. Alternative diverter locations

Alto, California were reduced to 200 vpd.61 In

Bethesda, Maryland volumes were reduced to

150 vpd.96 Experiments with three cul-de-sac

plans in Dallas, Texas neighborhoods, shown in

Figure 18, reduced traffic within the neighbor-

hood from 10,700 to 3500 for Alternative 1, 3800

for Alternative 2 and 4600 for Alternative 3.
55 In

these and other cases, the cul-de-sac clearly lim-

ited traffic almost exclusively to that generated

locally. Exceptions are the occasional vehicle

which unknowingly enters a blocked street and
then must maneuver to leave it, and those few ve-

hicles which deliberately violate the barrier.

Effect on Speed and Noise. A cul-de-sac is not

a speed attenuating device; thus no evaluations

have been made of this measurement. However,

if the device eliminates a driver population

whichhad previously used the street as a speedy

through route, its ultimate effects on traffic

speeds experienced on the street may be sub-

stantial. Noise has been found to be reduced as a

function of the reduction in traffic volume and

speed.

Effect on Traffic Safety. Safety evaluations

of cul-de-sacs beyond those systemic studies

noted in the diagonal diverters section have not

been uncovered in the course of this study.

Effect on Emergency and Service Vehicle Ac-

cess. The cul-de-sac or complete barrier of a

street is the neighborhood protective device that

is most objectionable to emergency and service

personnel. While designs have been developed

with emergency vehicle passageways, even

these can be rendered ineffective by cars park-

ed in front of the opening. More so than a diago-

nal diverter, a complete barrier can cause con-

siderable interference in the proper placement

of vehicles combating a fire. They also limit the

number of approaches to and maneuverability

at a fire scene.

Police vehicles giving chase to a suspect can

occasionally be inhibited by a cul-de-sac with or

without an emergency vehicle passage. Where
no emergency passage is provided, emergency

vehicles can become "trapped" by a full bar-

rier, requiring slow and difficult maneuvering to

return to a through street. Cul-de-sacs rarely

disturb public transit, since transit routes usu-

ally do not pass through local streets, but clear-
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ly, a cul-de-sac would interfere with any such

routes. School bus and garbage routes can usu-

ally be rerouted to bypass these types of bar-

riers with little inconvenience.

Community Reactions to Cul-de-Sacs. Commu-
nities have generally responded positively to

cul-de-sacs particularly where a number of such

treatments have been installed in a neighbor-

hood. They have been less well received where
they merely shift traffic from one street to an-

other. Some resentment occurs if a long detour

for access is caused by a series of barriers. Spe-

cific problems have also occurred when a bar-

rier is placed next to a residence with its main
entrance on one street and its garage on the

other. A mid-block treatment can often solve this

problem.

Desirable Design Features

A successful cul-de-sac design should incor-

porate the following features:

• Location. Where possible, the barrier forming

the cul-de-sac should be placed at an intersect-

ing through street rather than in the interior of

a neighborhood. Location in this manner mini-

mizes the inadvertent entrance into the closed

street and subsequent maneuvering to exit.

Because limited turning space on retrofit cul-

de-sacs (see below) may force large vehicles to

back out, such cul-de-sacs should not be em-

ployed on relatively long blocks. Reference

sources vary widely in recommendations for

maximum cul-de-sac length in new subdivi-

sions: 250-500 feet, The Urban Pattern; 107 400-

600 feet, Residential Streets;89 1000-1200 feet

or 20 single family units, Community Builders

Handbook. 105 Although this guidance is ambig-

uous, it is suggested that retrofit intersection

cul-de-sacs not be employed on blocks exceed-

ing 500 feet. Figure 19 summarizes considera-

tions in cul-de-sac location.

• Turning Radius. A typical minimum turning

radius standard for cul-de-sacs in new sub-

divisions is 35 feet (10.5 m). This permits free

180° turning movements by autos and smaller

trucks and maneuvering space for larger ve-

hicles. When an existing residential street,

perhaps only 36-40 feet wide is made a cul-de-

sac, only an 18-20 foot turning radius can be

Local With cul-de-sac at internal

location, outside traffic

will wander into the neigh-

borhood and be trapped.

Artarial

i

Cul-de-sac on long block

creates difficulties for

large vehicles which may
have to back out.

Local

rH -I

Local
L

With cul-de-sac at periph-

eral location, outside traf-

fic is barred rather than

trapped.
Artarial

Cul-de-sac on short block

minimizes backing diffi-

culties of large vehicles.

Local

—

«

1

Figure 19. Cul-de-sac location implications
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Figure 20. Temporary cul-de-sac — Los Angeles, CA.

Figure 21. Temporary cul-de-sac — Palo Alto, CA.

Figure 22. Cul-de-sac— Walnut Creek, CA.

Figure 23. Cul-de-sac— Berkeley, CA.

provided in the existing traveled way. Most
auto drivers will be unable to execute con-

tinuous 180° turns in such situations. Bulbing

the turning area beyond the existing curblines

should be considered where feasible. Parking

bans on the approaches to the turning area

can also help ease turning movements. If turns

are too difficult, motorists will inevitably use

private driveways for their maneuvers.

The need for an adequate turning radius is

greatest at cul-de-sacs located within a neigh-

borhood where inadvertent entrances to a

block are more likely to occur. They are need-

ed less where the barrier is at an arterial, and
few strangers are likely to enter the block. In

most existing neighborhood street situations

it will be impractical to provide turning radius

for large single unit and articulated trucks at

cul-de-sacs.

• Visibility. The most important visibility as-

pects for cul-de-sacs are at a distance from the

device itself. Landscaping or other clearly vis-

ible provisions should identify the fact that the

street is not a through street. "Not a Through
Street," "Dead End" (W 14-1)* or "No Outlet"

(W 14-2) signs should be clearly visible at the

block entrance to prevent inadvertent en-

trances.

Visibility requirements for the design itself de-

pend on the nature of the location. Locations

with inherently low surrounding volumes need

little in the way of visibility. Devices adjacent

to arterials should be highlighted with reflec-

torized paddles or button reflectors. Designs

with emergency vehicle passage should in-

clude standard ' 'Do Not Enter' ' (R 5-1 ) signs.

• Drainage. As with diagonal diverters, designs

of full barriers can maintain existing curb and

gutters, minimizing costs associated with re-

vising drainage flow.

• Violation Prevention. In cases where a barrier

is placed in the face of even modest community

or driver opposition, the lawn, sidewalks, and
driveways adjacent to the barrier may require

protection by wood or metal posts to prevent

*Parenthetical references are device identification nomen-

clature from the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control

Devices.
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circumvention of the barrier.

• Pedestrians, Bicycles and Handicapped.

Designs with emergency passage provision

should also provide for these non-motorized

travelers. Without emergency passage, spe-

cial ramps for bicycles and wheelchairs may
be needed if sufficient numbers of them are

present. As with diagonal diverters, pedestri-

an continuity can be aided by extending side-

walks across the end of the barrier.

• Maintenance. Landscaped designs which pro-

vide for no irrigation requirements or for

plantings similar to adjacent parkways can

minimize maintenance requirements.

Typical Construction Materials

All materials listed in the diagonal diverter

section can be equally well used for cul-de-sacs.

Typical Construction Costs

• Temporary Barrier $500-2000
• LandscapedBarrier$1000-12,000
• Additional fire hydrant $1500-2500

Uniform Standards

Permanent cul-de-sacs are a standard treat-

ment in the design of new residential develop-

ments. Retrofit treatments are not currently

recognized in the MUTCD, but can be construct-

ed of materials and techniques present in many
design manuals. Basic traffic engineering refer-

ence texts do acknowledge the use of retrofit cul-

de-sacs for residential traffic management.113

Examples of Current Practice

The physical design of cul-de-sacs, as with all

structural protective devices, can vary from in-

expensive and simple to expensive and fully

landscaped. Figures 20 through 29 present a

sampling of typical treatments. Figures 20-22

represent the least costiy approach to closing a

street. Wooden barricades or asphalt berms, as

in Figures 20 and 21, represent a reasonable

first step or temporary technique for closing a

street. The asphalt berm in Figure 21 includes

provision for emergency vehicles with an under-
carriage barrier to automobiles.

Figure 22 represents a political as well as a

technical solution. In this case, the connection

between two ends of a street was never made in

the first place. The crude fence thus effectively

Figure 24. Cul-de-sac — Berkeley, CA.

igure 25. Cul-de-sac — Menlo Park, CA.

7igure 26a. Permanent Cul-de-sac — Palo Alto, CA.

Figure 26b. Permanent Cul-de-sac — Hartford, CT.
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Figure 27. Permanent cul-de-sac — Palo Alto, CA.

Figure 28. Lanscaped cul-de-sac— Palo Alto, CA.

Figure 29. Landscaped cul-de-sac— Palo Alto, CA.

accomplishes its purpose.

Figure 23 shows the use of chain link fence as

a cul-de-sac tool. The fence was used to extend

an existing school play-yard.

Figures 24 and 25 show the use of bollards

and planters as part of a barrier. In each case,

provision is made for emergency vehicles, al-

though removal of the chain in Figure 25 is some-

what awkward.
Figures 26-28 represent more permanent and

elaborate treatments. Figure 26a, a device still

under construction, shows intelligent use of

planters, provision of emergency passage which

is easily mountable by bicycles, undercarriage

barrier to discourage violation by autos, spe-

cific connection of ramps across the device for

bicycles and wheelchairs, an attractive mount-

ing of the "Do Not Enter" sign, and provision for

drainage in accordance with the pre-existing

pattern. Figure 26b, similar in concept but with

wooden planters rather than the inset concrete

planter wells, was observed to experience a

high violation rate due to the absence of any

physical device discouraging use of the emer-

gency vehicle passage.

Figure 27 shows a similar emergency passage
treatment, but no plant materials requiring

maintenance. The low fence and bench con-

structed of redwood make a visually attractive

device.

Figure 28 shows a cul-de-sac with the vacated

portion of the street converted to a landscaped

mini-park.

Finally Figure 29 shows a typical traffic engi-

neering technique which can aid the neighbor-

hood as well as simplifying a complex intersec-

tion. At this former six-leg intersection, a minor

leg has been blocked to create both of the de-

sired effects. Note that sidewalk ramps, pro-

vided for continuity of bike lanes, are visible in

the foreground.
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Midblock cul-de-sac

A cul-de-sac placed within a block, rather

than at one end, performs the same function as

an intersectional cul-de-sac with two small dif-

ferences. A midblock location can be chosen so

that the residence at a corner will have easy ac-

cess to the attached garage without the need to

travel several blocks to avoid the barrier. Mid-

block cul-de-sacs shorten the distance a large

vehicle which can't turn around would have to

back-up as compared to intersection cul-de-sacs

applied to the same streets. It has the disadvan-

tage of being less apparent to the motorist on the

through streets, so that occasional vehicles will

turn into the blocked street and then have to

work their way out. Traffic effects, design fea-

tures, typical construction materials and costs,

and legal status are similar to those listed in the

previous section.

A midblock barrier can be especially useful in

locations where a high traffic generator borders

a residential area. As shown in Figure 30, the

barrier can permit access to the generator from

an arterial street while protecting the neighbor-

hood from through traffic.

Figures 31-33 show three techniques for con-

structing midblock cul-de-sacs. Figure 31 shows
the use of a fully landscaped median to physi-

cally block the street, as well as making clear

from a distance that the street is not intended for

through traffic. Figure 32 illustrates a special

case where an adjacent park was extended into

the former right-of-way with the aid of a cul-de-

sac treatment. Neither of these designs provide

passage for emergency vehicles.

Figure 33 shows a more elaborate treatment

providing a buffer between residential and com-
mercial districts, with some widening of the

roadway to provide an adequate turning radius.

Siting of the cul-de-sac to provide access to

driveways is well shown in this figure, as is the

provision for emergency vehicles.

Semi-diverter

A semi-diverter is a barrier to traffic in one

direction of a street which permits traffic in the

opposite direction to pass through. In a sense, it

Figure 30. Midblock cul-de-sac

Source: Reference 55
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Semi-Diverters
is a "Do Not Enter" signal to drivers, providing

an added level of warning and physical rein-

forcement to motorists beyond what a simple

sign would do. Because they block only half of a

street, semi-diverters are easily violated, partic-

ularly on low volume streets. At the same time,

they provide a minimal impediment to emergen-

cy vehicles. Experience has shown that they

work best in areas where neighborhood traffic

management is generally well-accepted by the

public.

Primary Traffic Effects

The primary purpose of a semi-diverter is to

reduce traffic volume; it has little value as a

speed reduction device. Its best use is when one

direction on a street is used as a shortcut. A pair

of semi-diverters can be used at opposite ends of

a pair of blocks to effectively discourage traffic

in two directions.

The semi-diverter's main advantages over full

barriers or cul-de-sacs are a reduction of inter-

ference with local traffic and a minimization of

impact upon emergency and service vehicles. Its

major disadvantage is in the ease of violation,

particularly at midblock and internal neighbor-

hood locations where the temptation to violate

the barrier rather than maneuver and retrace

one's path is usually too great.

Effect on Traffic Volume. Evaluation studies

to date have shown that semi-diverters can

make significant reductions in volume though

residents may often focus on the violation level

rather than the reduction level. Studies of a

neighborhood in San Francisco, where semi-

diverters were placed at opposite ends of block

pairs, showed an average reduction on four

streets of 40 percent to an average of 1000 vpd.67

Other semi-diverters have shown similar ef-

fects, though few have been quantified. A study

in Berkeley, California showed a 30 percent vio-

lation rate of total movements approaching the

barrier from the wrong direction; however, this

was only 7 percent of the volume previously us-

ing the street.21

Effect on Traffic Speed and Noise. Since a

semi-diverter is not a speed reduction device,

data has not been gathered that would measure
its effect. However, if it diverts drivers who for-

merly used the street as a speedy through route
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or shortcut, the actual change in speed experi-

enced after installation may be substantial. Ef-

fects on noise levels are directly related to the

reduction in traffic volume.

Effect on Air Quality and Energy Consump-
tion. As with most devices considered herein,

the air quality changes in the micro-environment

are miniscule since most auto-related pollutants

which affect neighborhoods are responsive to

changes in emissions on a regional basis rather

than that in a small, localized area. Energy con-

sumption can be assumed to be somewhat in-

creased due to slightly longer distances and

added stops on arterial streets.

Effect on Traffic Safety. In San Francisco a

study evaluating safety of semi-diverters ob-

served a 50 percent reduction in the number of

accidents over a 4-month period.67 This period is

probably too short to be accepted as statistically

significant. The apparent reduction in accidents

also parallels the almost 50 percent reduction in

volume, suggesting that semi-diverters had no

real overall effect on the rate of accident occur-

rence per unit traffic. Experience in Berkeley

suggests that rather than a reduction in total ac-

cidents, a shift of accident location to major

streets may have occurred. 21
Still, even if just a

locational shift, this effect should be counted as

a benefit because accidents are moved from

local streets where they are extremely disturb-

ing to residents to arterials and collector streets

where they can be dealt with more effectively

using normal traffic safety measures.

Community Reactions to Semi-Diveriers

People living on streets with a semi-diverter

have been generally favorable to them. The ma-
jor negative reactions have been due to the ob-

served violations and lack of enforcement to pre-

vent them.

Desirable Design Features

• Location. A semi-diverter is best located at the

end of a block to prevent entrance and permit

exit. Diverters located in a way such as to pre-

vent exit are easily and frequently violated.

Experience suggests that semi-diverters in

midblock locations are also more frequently

violated than end-of-block placements, though

they still have some effectiveness.

Figure 31. Landscaped midblock cul-de-sac — Richmond,

CA.

Figure 32. Midblock cul-de-sac with park — Palo Alto, CA.

Figure 33. Permanent midblock cul-de-sac — Berkeley, CA.

Figure 34. Semi-diverter— Pleasant Hill, CA.
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Figure 35. Semi-diverter— San Mateo, CA.

Figure 36. Semi-diverter— Walnut Creek, CA.
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Figure 37. Semi-diverter treatment — Walnut Creek, CA.
(Note evidence of avoidance route on lawn at right)

Figure 38. Semi-diverter— Berkeley, CA.

• Visibility. Since the semi-diverter tends to be a

somewhat small device, care should be used to

insure visibility, particularly at night. "Do Not
Enter" (W 5-1) signs, painted curbs, and re-

flectorized signs and construction materials

are useful for aiding visibility. "Not a Thru
Street" signs are needed at the entrance point

of a block to prevent inadvertent entrance and
subsequent maneuvering to get out.

• Violation Prevention. Constriction of the trav-

eled way in the direction in which traffic is

permitted to pass the diverter can make viola-

tions difficult.

• Emergency Passage. This is inherently per-

mitted by the design of the device. As long as

sight distance is good, it is quite acceptable for

emergency vehicles to travel in either direc-

tion on the "open" side of the semi-diverter.

However, if traffic is queued on the "open"

side, awaiting a gap in cross street traffic,

emergency vehicle passage can be delayed.

• Bicycles and the Handicapped. Care should be

taken to provide a legal bypass for bicycles

and wheelchairs; otherwise cyclists in partic-

ular will dangerously violate the device by rid-

ing "wrong way" on the open side.

Typical Construction Materials

Materials used for diagonal diverters are

equally usable for semi-diverters.

Typical Construction Costs

• Temporary Semi-Diverters $300-1200

• Landscaped Semi-Diverters $1000-8000

Uniform Standards

Semi-diverters are not included in the Manual
of Uniform Traffic Control Devices. Like other

diverters, they define an area which is not in the

traveled way and can be comprised of elements

included in the MUTCD and other design man-

uals. Semi-diverters are recognized as residen-

tial traffic control treatments in some basic traf-

fic engineering reference texts.43

Examples of Current Practice

Figures 34-38 show some design techniques

for semi-diverters. Figure 34 illustrates the

placement of a guard rail semi-diverter at an in-

tersection with a major arterial. This is perhaps
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the most effective treatment, since the narrow-

ing of the local street makes right turns from the

arterial (in violation) most difficult. Figure 35

shows the use of a guard rail semi-diverter at the

intersection of two local streets. Pavement bars

painted white are used to give added emphasis

to the presence of the barrier.

Figures 36 and 37 show another inexpensive

treatment; in this case, a standard design for the

New Jersey concrete median used for freeways

and high-speed facilities is used as the barrier.

This is a somewhat unforgiving design when
struck by a vehicle, particularly when struck

from the side by a vehicle on the arterial street.

Figure 37 shows signs and pavement markings

on the arterial street to guide arterial traffic

safely away from the diverter. In addition, the

prominent tracks on the lawn at the right of the

figure dramatically show the extent of driver at-

tempts to circumvent the device. Clearly, addi-

tional posts or barriers are needed to prevent

such violations.

Finally, Figure 38 shows the use of bollards as

a semi-diverter in a midblock location. All of

these illustrations are temporary or low cost de-

signs. More elaborate landscaped fixtures simi-

lar to illustrations shown for diverters and cul-

de-sacs are possible.

Forced turn

channelization

Forced turn channelization usually takes the

form of traffic islands specifically designed to

prevent through traffic from executing specific

movements at an intersection. Its basic function

is the same as a diagonal diverter — to make
travel on local streets difficult, but not prevent it

entirely. Generally this technique is best used at

an intersection of a major and a local street,

where the major street is basically unaffected

by the channelization, or even has its traffic flow

qualities enhanced, while through traffic on the

local street is prevented. Employed in such loca-

tions, it prevents traffic flow from one neighbor-

hood to another across the major street. It can

also be used on purely local streets to permit

turning movements other than those possible

with a diagonal diverter. However, it is more

Forced Turns
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Figure 39. "Star" diverter

Figure 40. Partial diagonal diverter

likely to be violated within a neighborhood, since

the threat of enforcement is minimal.

Primary Traffic Effects

As noted above, the primary purpose of

forced turn channelization is to make travel

through neighborhoods difficult, while not pre-

venting it entirely. As shown in Figures 39-44,

forced turn channelization can take numerous
forms and must usually be customized to deal

with specific traffic movements to be prevented.

Because channelization has become a well-

accepted and well-used traffic control device, it

tends to have a higher level of obedience than

the other partial restrictions, particularly when
used on an arterial street.

Effect on Traffic Volume. Documented stud-

ies of this device generally show that their suc-

cess depends on whether or not the movement
prevented is a significant one. For example, an
evaluation of a neighborhood in Seattle using so-

called "star" diverter, which permits only right

turns on all approaches, had little effect on over-

all volumes.70 Channelization on a street in Palo

Alto, California reduced volumes to 1000 vpd,

while increasing them on surrounding residen-

tial streets.61 The channelization in Figure 43 in

Richmond, California is effective in preventing

traffic from passing through a neighborhood to

access a major shopping center.

Effect on Traffic Speed and Noise. Channeli-

zation tends to have a minimal direct effect on

speed, other than the required slowing for turn-

ing. But if it diverts a driver population which

had previously used the street as a high speed

through route, the actual change in speeds ex-

perienced on the street may be marked. The

amount of noise reduction is parallel to the

amount of traffic volume and speed reduction.

Effect on Air Quality and Energy Consump-

tion. While this technique does add some slow-

ing and accelerating, as well as added distance

on other routes, the effect is considered to be

negligible.

Effect on Traffic Safety. Studies have not

evaluated the safety effects of these devices,

primarily because their effects tend to be mask-

ed by other traffic actions. However, numerous

traffic engineering studies have shown that
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channelization tends to increase the safety of lo-

cations where the design adds clarity and sim-

plicity and is easily understood.

Community Reaction to Channelization. Pro-

grams involving channelization have generally

been acceptable to communities where proper

planning and communication has occurred. Spe-

cific problems have come from specific individ-

uals or high volume traffic generators whose ac-

cess has been impaired. Citizens have also com-

plained where the design did not adequately

prevent violations from occurring.

Desirable Design Features

General practices in the area of channeliza-

tion including design of effective turn radii,

merging distances and visual clarity, are appli-

cable to this device. Other desirable features in-

clude:

• Visibility. Channelization will usually be con-

structed of some type of raised material, ei-

ther curb and gutter, concrete bars, or asphalt

berm. Painting the devices white will add to

the visibility, as will standard signs ("No Right

Turn," (R 3-1); "No Left Turn," (R 3-2); etc.)

indicating the turns permitted and/or prohib-

ited. Since channelization is generally limited

in size and close to the traveled way, the num-

ber of signs and other vertical visibility indi-

cators should be limited to minimize physical

targets and maintenance while maximizing

visual target value.

• Delineation. Striping parallel to the device

and continued (dashed) through the intersec-

tion aids in the clarity of the design.

• Safety. Minimizing the "clutter" of excessive

signs can minimize the potential for fixed ob-

ject accidents. However, sufficient signing

should be present to avoid inadvertent viola-

tion of the intent of the channelization.

• Violation Prevention is best done by assuring

that the channelization covers a significant

part of the intersection, thereby narrowing

the area where illegal turning movements can

be made.

• Emergency Passage. High speed emergency
passage is generally difficult to provide for

without also providing for easy violation of the

Figure 41. Forced turn channelization— Seattle, WA.

Figure 42. Channelization to limit certain movements

Figure 43. Forced turn channelization— Richmond, CA.
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Figure 44. Forced turn channelization— Berkeley, CA.

Figure 45. Forced turn channelization — Berkeley, CA.

Figure 46. Forced turn channelization (ineffective design]

— San Francisco, CA.

intent of the device. However, emergency ve-

hicles can usually maneuver around such

channelization without severe delay. Channel-

ization using raised bars or asphalt berm can
be traversed by emergency vehicles with some
difficulty and discomfort, particularly to fire-

fighters riding on the outside of an apparatus.

• Pedestrians, Bicycles and the Handicapped.

Special care should be given to providing

routes for bicycles through a channelized

area; otherwise, cyclists will tend to make
their own way, often in violation of the chan-

nelization and sometimes at a hazard to them-

selves. Islands designed to give adequate ref-

uge for pedestrians should also provide for

ramps for wheelchairs.

Typical Construction Materials

• Concrete Blocks
• AsphaltBerms
• Curb and Gutter (Islands)

• Pavement Buttons

Typical Construction Costs

• Asphalt Berm and concrete blocks $200-

1500
• Islands $1000-10,000

Uniform Standards

Channelization is a well-acceptedMUTCD de-

vice, which recognizes the use of all the above

materials for use in control of turning move-

ments.

Examples of Current Practice

The design of forced turn channelization is a

task which must respond to unique conditions of

each location. Thus, the approach of customiz-

ing each design must be used. Figures 39-46 pre-

sent only a few of the possible techniques.

Figure 39 is a diagram of the Seattle "star."

The design of the island permits only right turns

from all approaches.

Figure 40 represents a hybrid of the star and

the diagonal diverter, providing for more turn-

ing movements than either. Figure 41 shows an

actual installation.

Figure 42 shows a diagramatic use of raised

islands to prohibit certain movements. The shape

of the islands can limit or permit certain desired

movements, depending on the specific situation.
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Figure 43 shows the use of islands at an en-

trance to a major shopping center. The islands

force traffic leaving the center to turn, thus

avoiding the neighborhood in the background.

They also force traffic from the neighborhood to

use another entrance to the center. The overall

effect is to limit the use of the local street as a

shortcut. Note that the design makes no special

provisions for bicycles, though pedestrians are

well served with signal actuation buttons on the

median island.

Figure 44 shows the use of bars and buttons to

force all traffic to enter or leave a major traffic

generator (a city maintenance yard); through

traffic is not permitted. While not inherently an
absolute barrier to traffic, the design has result-

ed in effective reduction of traffic. Clearly, this

design is dependent on community acceptance

and obedience rather than on physical con-

straint of traffic movements.

Figure 45 shows a simpler forced turn chan-

nelization comprised of centerline striping and
raised bars.

Figure 46 shows the wrong way to design

channelization. The island is so short that it is

easily and frequently violated.

Median barrier

The median barrier is a standard traffic engi-

neering device generally used to improve flow

on a major arterial street. It has been used to

limit the number of places where left turns can
be made, thus concentrating turns at places

where they can be better controlled, often with

turn pockets and signals. Median barriers also

limit the number of places where through traffic

on local streets can flow from one neighborhood
to another.

The median barrier is one of the few devices

which can aid arterial flow and neighborhood

protection at the same time. By restricting the

number of through and turning movements at an
intersection, a median barrier can be as effec-

tive as a full or partial barrier or diverter in re-

ducing traffic on residential streets. Since the

median barrier is an accepted arterial treat-

ment, it is less likely to arouse opposition than

other more obvious physical treatments. In

terms of planning, the designer or planner need

Median Barriers
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only consider the needs of the neighborhood as

well as the arterial in choosing where to create

breaks and turn pockets in the median.

A median barrier is most effective in locations

where through traffic is prevented from cross-

ing on a number of local streets; otherwise, the

effect would be to merely shift traffic from one

local street to another. Often, maintaining

median continuity across several local streets is

not possible on arterials with commercial devel-

opments since this type of land use usually re-

quires numerous breaks in the median. The pos-

sibility of designing midblock pockets for U-turn

opportunities in such areas could be considered.

However, the advisability of this adjustment will

depend on the traffic characteristics of the ar-

terial in question. Median barriers do not neces-

sarily require extra pavement width; concrete

bars placed across an intersecting street on the

centerline of an arterial can serve the function

quite well.

Primary Traffic Effects

Neighborhood traffic management related

purposes of a median barrier are to prevent left

turns onto and from a minor street, to prevent

traffic on a minor street From crossing a major

arterial, to improve arterial flow, and secondar-

ily, to reduce speed. In conventional applica-

tions, median barriers also help prevent head-on

collisions of opposed direction traffic. Median
barriers have been shown in numerous studies

to have a beneficial safety effect as well.

Effect on Traffic Volume. The use of the medi-

an barrier as a protection device has been best

documented in Gothenberg, Sweden.26, 30 Medi-

an barriers were used on a loop road around the

central business district, resulting in a traf-

fic reduction of 70 percent on streets inside the

loop and an increase of 25 percent on the cir-

cumferential street. In the United States, the em-

phasis in the use of this device has related to

their effects on arterial streets, rather than on

the neighborhood. However, they have clearly

had a beneficial, if unquantified, effect on re-

ducing volumes on some local streets.

Effect on Traffic Speed and Noise. Median
barriers have been infrequently used to control

speeds on small radius curves on arterial and re-

sidential streets. By preventing traffic on the

outside of the curve from crossing the centerline

to "straighten out the curve," the median bar-

rier emphasizes the degree of curvature and
causes traffic to slow. A study in Richmond, Cali-

fornia on a 150 foot (45 meters) radius showed
that the installation of 1 Vi " (.03 meter) high con-

crete bars reduced average speeds from 22 to 16

mph (35-26 kmph).92 Installations on 170-275

foot (51-83 meter) curves in Concord, California

reduced speeds on the outside of the curve by 8-

10 mph (1 3-16 kmph), but had no effect on speeds

on the inside of the curve.53 Curves with radii

greater than 300 feet (91 meters), with safe

speeds in excess of 30 mph (48 kmph), will gener-

ally be unaffected by this treatment.

Median barriers which reduce accessibility

to neighborhood streets may exclude a driver

population which formerly used the streets as

speedy shortcuts. In this sense they might sub-

stantially change speeds experienced along re-

sidential streets.

No evaluation of the impact of median bar-

riers on noise has been discovered in the data

gathered in this study. To the extent that they re-

duce traffic volume or speed, noise is likely to be

reduced.

Effect on Air Quality and Energy Conserva-

tion. The use of median barriers has a marginal-

ly positive effect on air quality and energy con-

servation when they improve the quality of flow

along an arterial street. Some of these benefits

can be lost, however, if turning movements be-

come so concentrated at specific locations that

excessive delay and waiting time occurs to turn-

ing vehicles. However, as with all of the devices

discussed herein, the effect on air quality on

local streets is primarily related to over all traf-

fic emissions in the region and little affected by

small changes in localized emissions.

Effect on Traffic Safety. Studies of median

barriers have shown that they improve the safe-

ty of the arterial street, and that the improve-

ment is inversely proportional to the number of

openings permitted in the median. 17 The effect

on safety of local streets has not been quanti-

fied, but a reduction in accidents proportional to

reductions in traffic can be presumed.
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Desirable Design Features

Details of effective design for median barriers

are contained in most state design manuals.

Warrants and design details are also contained

in two NCHRP documents: NCHRP Report 93,

"Guidelines for Median and Marginal Access

Control on Major Roadways";37 and NCHRP Re-

port 118, "Location, Selection, and Mainte-

nance of Highway Traffic Barriers." 38 These

publications are concerned primarily with the

barriers effect on the arterial streets. Desirable

design features in regard to protection of local

streets include:

• Location. Location of a median barrier should

include consideration of prevention of

through traffic and shortcutting; however, it

must also provide access to high traffic gener-

ators bordering a neighborhood. Where these

generators exist, some other type of device

may be appropriate.

• Visibility. Visibility is rarely a problem since

arterial streets where medians are placed

are usually well lit. Use of reflectorized but-

tons and "No Left Turn" (R3-2) signs can im-

prove visibility of the median from the local

street.

• Safety. The two key items for a safe median
design involve end point design and pedestri-

an protection. Design of the end point should

minimize damage to a vehicle that strikes the

end of the barrier. Techniques such as mount-

able curb, burying of guard rail ends, and a

tapered end for the New Jersey concrete bar-

rier are effective. Signs, light poles and other

fixed objects should be located as distant as

possible from the end of the barrier. Diverging

striping in advance of the barrier is also effec-

tive.

Protection for the pedestrian can be ac-

complished by use of sufficiently wide medi-

ans to give the pedestrians "trapped" on the

island a relative feeling of safety. Standard

minimum design widths of four feet generally

do not meet this objective; 6 feet (1.8 meters)

is a more desirable goal. Additional pro-

tection may be provided through the use of

guard rail around the pedestrian area; how-

ever, such a design adds another fixed object

Figure 47. Median Barrier — Albany, Ga.

Figure 48. Median Barrier — Redwood City, CA.

Figure 49. Median Barrier — Los Angeles, CA.
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near the travel path, with an inherent potenti-

al for fixed object accidents. The probabili-

ties for both fixed object and vehicle-

pedestrian accidents on a median should be

considered when this added level of protec-

tion is provided. Traffic signals designed to be

actuated on the median for the separate sides

of a roadway also improve pedestrian safety

while minimizing delay to the motorist.

• Emergency Passage. Emergency passage

across a median barrier is provided at regu-

lar median openings. In addition, mountable

curbs or ramps and paved emergency vehicle

passages can be provided.

Typical Construction Materials

Common construction materials include

raised concrete islands, concrete bars, asphalt

berms, "New Jersey Barrier" with or without a

raised island, and standard guard rail with or

without a raised island.

Uniform Standards

Median barriers are a recognizedMUTCD de-

vice and are provided for in State design manu-
als.

Examples of Current Practice

Figures 47 and 48 show two typical uses of

raised median islands to limit turning move-

ments to right turns only. Figure 48 adds visibili-

ty emphasis through use of a Right Turn arrow.

The latter technique has little value in regions

where snow is a problem; a "Right Turn Only"

sign could aid visibility in all cases.

Figure 49 illustrates the use of concrete bars

in a painted median to prohibit left turns.

Figures 50 and 51 show the use of concrete

bars and asphalt berm to reduce speed. As
noted, these devices are only partially effective

on curve radii of less than 300 feet (9 1 meters).
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Figure 50. Median Barrier — Concord, CA.
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Traffic circles

Traffic circles are another arterial treatment

which have recently gained increasing usage in

residential areas. Originally used mainly in

European and eastern U.S. cities at complex in-

tersections, smaller circles are now being tried

mainly as speed control devices. They also have

some impact on traffic volume. In this latter use,

they have little impact unless used as part of a

group of circles or other devices that slow or bar

a driver's path.

In such situations, volume reductions result

from psychological rather than physical

impacts on traffic. Their presence when viewed

from a distance gives an impression of obstruc-

tion to traffic. If drivers have encountered real

barriers at other points in the community, they

are likely to believe that the circle is yet another

one and change routes before they get close

enough to see what it actually is.

Actually, traffic circles have little effect ei-

ther on traffic volume or speed. But they do give

the neighborhood a feeling that "something has

been done." As with other devices, the percep-

tion rather than the reality of an impact may be

most useful.

Primary Traffic Effects

Effect on Traffic Volume. The studies which
have examined traffic volume effects of traffic

circles have also included other devices in their

proximity; thus the effects of circles on volumes

is not presently quantifiable. Professional state-

ments on this effect have been largely subjec-

tive, and in some cases biased toward a particu-

lar selling point. The case for circles as a volume

reducer is thus not clear.

Effect on Traffic Speed. The effect on vehicle

speed has been shown to be related to the size of

the circle, the distance from the circle at which
speeds are measured, and the presence or ab-

sence of additional obstructions at the intersec-

tions.

A study in Sacramento101 tested the effects of

varying the size of the circle on traffic speed us-

ing temporary circles made from sand-filled bar-

rels, supplemented by "Keep Right" signs. "Af-

ter" measurements were made one week follow-

Traffic Circles
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Figure 52. Temporary Traffic Circle — Seattle, WA.
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Figure 53. Temporary Traffic Circle — Berkeley, CA.

Figure 54. Temporary Traffic Circle — Berkeley, CA.

ing the change in circle size at distances 50 and
300 feet (15 and 91 meters) from the intersec-

tions. Speed differentials 300 feet (91 meters)

from the intersections were negligible; however,

the larger circles were shown to be effective

within 50 feet (15 meters) of the intersection, as

shown in Table 4.

Table 4

Vehicle speeds for various traffic circle sizes in Sacramen-
to, CA; 50 feet from intersection

Circle Diameter 85th Percentile Speed

Feet Meter MPH Km/H

No Circle 26-38 42-61

14 4 26-28 42-45

16 5 24-28 38-45

20 6 21-24 34-38

24 7 20-21 32-34

Another study in San Francisco49 confirmed

that within 300 feet (91 meters) of an intersec-

tion, the circle has little effect; however, speeds

were reduced to 16 mph (26 kmph) at the inter-

section.

Other studies have shown less effect. A tem-

porary circle in Saratoga, California showed
that a circle reduced speeds by 3 mph (5 kmph)
from an 85th percentile speed of 32 mph (51

kmph) at a distance of 85 feet (26 meters) from

the intersection.68 An unquantified study in

Berkeley, California indicated that the circles of

10-20 feet (3-6 meters) in diameter had little ef-

fect on speed.21

Effect on Noise, Air Quality, and Energy Con-

sumption. No studies have evaluated these ef-

fects. It can be deduced that the effects in the

areas are marginal as they relate to small effec-

tive changes in speed.

Effect on Traffic Safety. While no formal sta-

tistics exist on traffic circle safety, considerable

observations have been made of unsafe prac-

tices caused by circles. They present an in-

creased hazard to pedestrians by bringing vehi-

cles, some at relatively high speeds, nearer to

the curb where the pedestrians are waiting. The
deflection they cause to an automobile can also

impinge upon a bicyclist's path. Observations

have also been made of vehicles striking curbs
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or jumping over them into lawns when diverted

by circles. Vehicles are frequently observed

passing to the left of a circle when completing a

left turn. Each of these are unsafe actions which
can be directly attributed to the device itself.

The lack of substantiating accident statistics

tend to speak more to the short time of usage and
usage on low volume streets rather than neces-

sarily indicating inherent safety of the devices.

Community Reaction to Traffic Circles

Community reaction to traffic circles has

been mixed. Some people, particularly those in

the immediate vicinity of a circle, perceive a re-

duction in the speed of traffic. Others perceive

them to have no effect or to act mainly as a nui-

sance. The mixed reception makes prediction of

the acceptance of this device rather difficult at

this time.

Desirable Design Features

• Location. Traffic circles should not be located

where a clear pedestrian or bicycle demand
may create conflicts as noted above.

• Visibility. The circle itself should be made of

materials with a high target value for both

day and nighttime visibility. "Keep Right"

(R4-7) signs should be visible on all ap-

proaches.

• Delineation. Centerlines should be used on

each approach to guide traffic around the cir-

cle.

• Safety. Crosswalks should be located out of

the influence zone of a circle. Parking restric-

tions should be placed adjacent to the inter-

section to minimize conflicts with parked ve-

hicles.

• Size. The circles should be large enough to im-

pact speed, as shown in Table 3, but they must
permit trucks and fire engines to make all nec-

essary turning movements.

Typical Construction Materials

Temporary Circles: barrels or concrete bol-

lards

Permanent Circles: bollards or curbed island

with or without landscap-

ing

Figure 55. Temporary Traffic Circle — Nighttime Photo

Berkeley, CA.

Figure 56. Permanent Traffic Circle — Seattle, WA.

Figure 57. Midblock Traffic Circle — Del Mar, CA.

Figure 58. Permanent Traffic Circle — Berkeley, CA.
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Chokers/Narrowing

Typical Construction Costs

Temporary Circles $500-2000; Landscaped

Circles $1000-10,000

Uniform Standards

Traffic circles are not a specific entry in the

MUTCD. However, they may be considered to be

channelizing islands and are in common use as a

traffic control device.

Examples of Current Practice

Figures 52-54 show three examples of tempor-

ary traffic circles. Figure 52 illustrates the use

of barrels; in this layout, however, the circle is

so small and appears so obviously temporary as

to have a minimal effect. Figures 53 and 54 illus-

trate the use of bollards and connecting boards

to create circles of larger size. All three make
use of the "Keep Right" (R4-7) sign to aid visibili-

ty. Figure 55 shows a desirable feature for all

neighborhood control devices, a high level of

nighttime visibility. Figures 56-58 are examples

of landscaped circles on local streets. Figure 56

is in need of added delineation with centerlines

and pruning of shrubbery to reveal the "Keep
Right" sign. Figure 57 shows the use of a mid-

block circle constructed as part of the original

street plan. Figure 58 shows a high level of delin-

eation; it also shows posts on each corner as a

guard to the sidewalk and lawn.

Chokers
A choker is a narrowing of a street, either at

an intersection or midblock, in order to reduce

the width of the traveled way. While the term

usually is applied to a design which widens a

sidewalk, it also includes the use of islands

which force traffic toward the curb while reduc-

ing the roadway width.

Observations have shown that a choker's

greatest value may be in the pyschological or

perceptual area rather than in its direct effect

on traffic. Widened sidewalks increase pedes-

trian crossing safety and safe areas for people

to walk or play, or they may provide added area

for landscaping. Often their greatest impact is

in improving the appearance of the neighbor-

hood, rather than reducing traffic.
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Primary Traffic Effects

Effects on Traffic Volume. Studies to date

have shown that chokers are effective only

when they either reduce the number of lanes of

travel, or where they add friction to a consider-

able length of street. A study in Fullerton, Cali-

fornia showed traffic reductions of 15-30 per-

cent (from 7900 to 6900 on one section and

13,000 to 9500 on another) along a collector

street where an island type of choker was used

as shown in Figure 65. 28 Locations in San Fran-

cisco, California showed reductions in traffic in

conjunction with a street plan that narrowed the

traveled way and permitted angle parking.

Other locations, where intersectional "bulbs"

were constructed showed unquantifiably small

effects on volume.

Effects on Speed. One study of the effect of

chokers on speed in San Francisco showed that

they had an insignificant impact.49 A study of an

Ottawa, Ontario street showed that chokers

could reduce average speeds by 1-4 mph (1.6-6

kmph) with resulting speeds in the 30 mph (48

kmph) range. 57

Effects on Noise, Air Quality, and Energy Con-
servation. No studies have evaluated chokers in

these terms. However, the effects can be de-

duced to be insignificant.

Effects on Traffic Safety. Bulb type chokers

can improve the safety of an intersection by pro-

viding pedestrian and drivers with an improved
view of one another. They also reduce pedestri-

an crossing distance thereby lowering their ex-

posure time to vehicles.

Typical Construction Materials

Chokers are generally constructed as bulbs

by a reconstruction of existing curbs. Island

type chokers can be either curb and concrete is-

lands, pr concrete bars or buttons.

Uniform Standards

Chokers canbe considered to be either normal
extensions of the existing curb or channelizing

islands as defined in the MUTCD and parallel

design manuals.

Examples of Current Practice

Figures 59-65 show examples of current chok-

Figure 59. Choker — Berkeley, CA.
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Figure 60. Choker design on one side of a roadway. Location

on alternate sides at successive intersections creates ser-

pentine alignment.

Figure 61. Choker for speed reduction — Cupertino, CA.
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Figure 62. Choker with angle parking — San Francisco, CA.
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Figure 63. Choker — Oakland, CA.

Figure 64. Midblock Choker — Lafayette, CA.

er usage. Figure 59 illustrates the use of con-

crete bars to reduce the roadway width as well

as the need to consider the turning radius of fire

vehicles.

Figure 60 illustrates the concept of construct-

ing bulbs on one side of a street and moving traf-

fic towards the opposite curb. In places, this de-

sign can be more economical than choking both

curbs. Alternating the side of the street bulbed

can also create a serpentine alignment and
view-screening effect over a distance, indicat-

ing that the street is not intended for through

traffic. The design's weakness is in directing ve-

hicles toward an existing curb, creating the po-

tential for accidents for vehicles jumping the

curb.

Figure 61 illustrates the use of concrete but-

tons and bars as a choker to reduce high speed

turning of a sharp corner in a residential neigh-

borhood. This design combines choking with the

"median on curve" and "forced turns channeli-

zation" devices discussed previously.

Figure 62 is an example of using chokers to

shield an entire block providing added sidewalk

area as well as angle parking. Narrowing of the

traveled way to one lane in each direction is the

most important feature of the design. Figures 63

and 64 are examples of choker designs which

have little effect on traffic but add visual ameni-

ties to the street.

Figure 65 is an island choker design used ef-

fectively in Fullerton, California.

Figure 65 . Typical Island Choker (City of Fullerton, California Design)
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Other positive

physical controls

Among the other positive physical controls

which have been tried, or which exist by default,

are residential pedestrian and play streets, ex-

treme narrowings, full street closures, gates

movable by automobiles, rough pavements and
valley gutters. Each of these devices may have

some utility to residential street traffic manage-
ment programs.

In Delft, Holland there has been an active pro-

gram to convert residential streets into pedestri-

an-dominated "residential yards" (they are

called woonerf).66 '

19 The program has empha-
sized pedestrian priorities on these streets, but

has stayed with "integrated" solutions, where
vehicles and pedestrians are mixed. Sidewalk

and curbs are eliminated as shown in Figure 66,

but the whole street surface is paved for pedes-

trians. The street is designed so that the drivers

must attend "incessantly to the fact that the car

is only one of the users and a guest to other func-

tions having priority." The streets are broken up
in their length with planters, walls, benches,

barriers, and mounds. The profile where a car

can drive is no more than 6 feet (2 meters) for

two-way traffic with a widening for passing

every 100 feet {30 meters) and usually shifts

every 125 feet (38 meters). Changes of route are

overaccentuated by pavement pattern con-

trasts to appear more abrupt than they really

are. One-way streets are not advocated because
cars are tempted to drive at higher speeds. At
crosswalks where children play, additional nar-

rowing, bumps, and thresholds are used. Park-

ing spaces are designed and limited so that only

vehicles of up to 2 2 feet ( 7 meters) by 6 ( 2 meters)

can enter these areas. (Greater width, probably

9 feet [3 meters] would be necessary if the con-

ceptwere to be applied in the U.S. because of the

wider vehicles in use here.) Right-angle parking

spaces are preferred because they demand
more attention from the driver and can be used
better by children when they are empty. Parking

spaces are limited to clusters of six or seven. The
planners have been especially aware of the

multi-functional nature of the traffic control de-

vices. This treatment is notable as being com-
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ftyfe,.
Figure 66. Woonerf — Holland

Source: RoyalDutch Touring Club ANWB.

pletely opposite to the usual United States em-

phasis of separating vehicles and pedestrians.

The key to its success appears to be a combina-

tion of narrow traffic ways, short blocks, and
emphasis on drivers' awareness on sharing of

the right ofway.

fofwird visibility distinct

f
L Stopping distinct ^ Djgtinet betwttn biys .. Stopping distinct

On Straightaways

.

Hrm%ri visibility taltna

on Curves .

and at Intersections.

Figure 67. One Lane Street Concept.

Location and spacing of passing turnouts

Source: Reference 108

Officials in The Netherlands are extremely

enthusiastic about the effectiveness of their

woonerfs. But the radical reconstruction neces-

sary to convert the typical U.S. residential street

to a woonerf configuration would be extremely

costly. In fact, cost is probably prohibitive ex-

cept for the possibility of "showcase" applica-

tions. By contrast, in The Netherlands wooner-

ven can be created at a cost only incrementally

above periodic maintenance costs. This is be-

cause most residential streets, curbs and side-

walks there are constructed of paving blocks

bedded in sand. Due to settlement, all the blocks

are takenup and reset at intervals of six years or

so. At such a time there is little extra cost in-

volved in resetting the blocks in patterns

characteristic of a woonerf rather than of a nor-

mal street — only costs for design, street furni-

ture and plantings are extra.

In Britain, another type of radical street re-

construction scheme has been studied though

not yet applied. This involves an extreme nar-

rowing of the traveled way to a single vehicle

lane of about 13 feet (4 meters).
108 Used bidirec-

tionally, the street would have occasional

turnouts for vehicles in opposed directions to

pass one another. Excess street space is con-

verted to sidewalk or landscape areas or used

for parking bays where needed. As a protection
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against head-on collisions, the narrowed sec-

tions are installed only at locations where sight

distance is adequate. Despite this, it appears

that the design enhances the possibility of driver

error leading to such collisions. The psychologi-

cal effect of the extreme narrowness, the need to

stop for opposed traffic and the inability to pass

same-direction traffic, are held likely to discour-

age use by through traffic and limit speed. As
with woonerven, construction cost may pre-

clude generalized use of this treatment in the

U.S. But both these type treatments which very

positively control streets while leaving them
open offer obvious advantages for emergency

and service access over the barrier concepts

presented previously in this report.

A similar narrowing scheme in which chokers

(see prior section) are used to confine the road-

way to a single bidirectional lane at discrete

points rather than for sections of some length

has been used somewhat in Europe. Often these

are specifically designed too narrow for large

trucks but wide enough for normal autos to pass.

No performance data on these has been ob-

tained.

Temporary play streets are common in some
East Coast American cities, notably Philadel-

phia and New York which each had 150 in

1975.65 These streets are temporarily closed

during specified hours in the summer vacation.

Many are operated with supervisors and tem-

porary equipment. The surface of the street is

marked to facilitate the conduct of various

games. They are usually sponsored by block as-

sociations or community organizations. Many
are on one-way streets, and there must be assur-

ance that the street closing will not adversely af-

fect delivery, parking, or cause problems of di-

verted traffic. The size of these programs speaks
both to the level ofneed and the capacity of these

street systems to function with so many street

closures. Most of these streets are in low-income

neighborhoods, and the main objectives are to

reduce accidents and provide youngsters with

play space during the summer.
Total closure of streets is another physical

control which has been practiced to a greater

extent in Europe than in the United States. Gen-

erally, the total elimination of automobiles from

a street has been limited to central business dis-

Figure 68. Central Valley Gutter — Del Mar, CA.
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Figure 69. Transverse Valley Gutter — Redwood City, CA.

In Sweden, sweeping switchbacks . . .

and tight kinks are considered for

speed control. But vehicles "straighten-

ing out the curve" are a concern.
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tricts, rather than residential areas. In the

United States, such a proposal in residential

areas would of necessity be limited to areas

where vehicular access to homes and garages

was not absolutely necessary. Areas with alleys

to provide access might be suitable for such

treatment.

Gates are another physical technique which
has had little application to public streets in the

United States. Mechanical gates have been used

to control access to private parking facilities

and elaborate architectural gates have been

used at the entrances to exclusive residential

areas. In Windsor Park, Great Britain there has

been some success with movable gravity-closed

gates which are opened by the car softly striking

the gates themselves.2 The design is rather

crude. The driver must judge how hard to hit the

gate so as to open it yet not bounce back to hit his

car. The potential for children being hidden by

the swinging gates is high. Despite this they have

operated to the satisfaction of residents and

have been without accidents for 30 years. There

would appear to be potential for improving upon

this design, assuming that legal implications can

be satisfied. ^
Introducing curvatures on a previously

straight alignment has been discussed as a phy-

sical speed control device. In San Francisco's ill-

fated Richmond district traffic control project,

chokers were installed on opposite sides of alter-

nate blocks to create a serpentine alignment.

However, due to public controversy the devices

were removed before performance measures

could be taken. Swedish reference sources sug-

gest the possibility of introducing sweeping cur-

vatures or tighter kinks ("knixars") into the

roadway alignment as speed control mea-

sures. 115 But they warn of possible associated

safety problems. Even farther fetched is the

British "Z-track" concept. 2
Still in the paper

stage, this concept involves the use of curbs or

other barriers to contort the roadway align-

ment, actually in the approximate shape of the

letter N rather than Z, so that a vehicle must ac-

tually back down the crossbar in order to con-

tinue.

Two existing devices which tend to control

traffic as an unintended by-product of their pre-

sence are valley gutters and rough pavement. As

shown in Figures 68 and 69, valley gutters may
run parallel or perpendicular to the direction of

travel. In either case, they appear to be

somewhat effective in reducing speeds in their

immediate vicinity. Likewise, roads with rough

surface, possibly in need of repaving, have a

speed reducing effect. In neither case can it be

suggested that streets should be designed to in-

clude valley gutters and rough pavement in or-

der to reduce speed; however, the effect may be

reasonable argument for delaying repaving of

purely residential streets.

Passive controls
Passive controls involve the use of regulatory

signs to inform the driver that a specific action is

not permitted, while not physically preventing

the action. As such, passive controls are more
easily violated than most physical controls.

Their advantages include the fact that some can

be in force during only portions of the day thus

retaining total access for residents during the

remainder of the day. They also impose fewer

constraints on emergency vehicles, which can

ignore them when necessary with little problem

or hazard. Experience has shown that even with

the violations, some passive controls produce a

significant improvement in the level and effect

of residential traffic.

Passive controls are most effective in areas

where general respect for all types of traffic

control is high, where there is a reasonable ex-

pectation of enforcement, or where there is little

driver resentment of the specific device. Where
any of these conditions do not exist, for example,

where numerous stop signs are used in opposi-

tion to major traffic flows or where a turn prohi-

bition is installed and no reasonable (from the

driver's viewpoint] alternative exists, violations

of the device can be expected.

Signs which have been used (or may have ap-

plication) in the protection of neighborhoods in-

clude Stop, speed limit, turn prohibition, one-

way, "School, Slow," "Do Not Enter," "Not a

Through Street," "Dead End," "Local Access

Only," and truck restriction signs. Traffic sig-

nals also have potential as a passive neighbor-

hood protection device.
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Stop signs

The basic purpose of stop signs is to assign

right-of-way at intersections with significant

volumes or safety problems; warrants for the in-

stallation of stop signs for these purposes have

existed for many years; yet, stop signs are per-

sistently requested by citizens in order to con-

trol speed or reduce volume. A number of stud-

ies have tended to show that they have little ef-

fectiveness in these areas.

Primary Traffic Effects

Effect on Traffic Volume. Studies show that

in order to have a significant effect on volume, a

street must be stopped at virtually every inter-

section. Even so, stop signs are not always effec-

tive at diverting volume. A series of stop sign in-

stallations in a Saratoga, California neighbor-

hood showed that traffic patterns changed
somewhat, but overall traffic entering the neigh-

borhood increased over a one-year period, at

least in part due to new homes.22 An area-wide

stop sign program in Palo Alto, California tem-

porarily reduced neighborhood traffic until ar-

terial congestion causedvolumes on local streets

to return to former levels. Before and after stud-

ies on a street in Seattle, Washington showed in-

significant diversion. 71 Two successful applica-

tions were made in Glendale, California where
traffic volumes on a former through street were
reduced by 60 percent to 1850 vpd, 29 and Co-

vina, California16 where installations on two

streets one-fourth mile (.4 km) in length, were
claimed to be effective in reducing volume. Nu-

merous other examples, mostly unsuccessful or

marginally successful have been noted. It can be

safely generalized that where local streets offer

significant savings in time over arterial and col-

lector routes or allow avoidance of congestion

points, STOP signs will do little to effect traffic

reductions. But when the local street's advan-

tage over other routes is marginal they may be

enough to shift traffic.

Effect on Traffic Speed. For many years, traf-

fic engineers have received requests from citi-

zens for the installation of stop signs to reduce

Stop Signs
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Figure 70. Speed profile for street before and after stop

sign installation

speed. The traditional answer is that stop signs

are not intended or effective as speed control de-

vices, but are intended and should be used for

right-of-way assignment. Statistics on stop sign

effectiveness tend to bear out the traditional re-

sponse. The signs affect speed in the immediate

vicinity of the sign, as shown in Figure 70, but be-

tween intersections they are either ineffective

or produce the contrary effect. For example, a

study in Palo Alto showed that in an area with

numerous stop signs and a prima facie 25 mph
(40 kmph) speed limit, the average speed 300 feet

(91 meters) in advance of the signs exceeded the

limit at 41 out of 60 sites; the 85th percentile

speed exceeded the limit at 57 out of 60 sites.
77

Studies inWalnut Creek, California showed that

speeds increased after installation of stop

signs;93 studies in Pleasanton,62 El Monte27 and
La Mirada, California47 and Troy, Michigan7

showed no effective difference in speeds after

stop sign installation. A study in Saratoga, Cali-

fornia showed an average reduction in speed of

less than 3 mph (5 kmph) at six intersections fol-

lowing the installation of stop signs.
22 The gen-

eral conclusion from these studies must be that

stop signs have little overall effect on speed, ex-

cept within approximately 200 feet (61 meters)

of the intersection.

Effect on Traffic Noise, Air Quality and En-

ergy Consumption. Stop signs tend to increase

noise in the vicinity of an intersection by adding

acceleration and braking noise, normally more

than cancelling the noise reduction effect of any

decreases in traffic speed. None of the studies

evaluated quantitatively addressed this specific

component of noise. While the deceleration and

acceleration which stop signs induce does tend

to increase air pollutant emissions and fuel con-

sumption, these changes are inconsequentially

small at low volume residential street intersec-

tions.

Effect on Traffic Safety. The traditional traf-

fic engineering belief is that STOP signs not war-

ranted by traffic volume conflicts or specific site

safety conditions (such as inadequate sight dis-

tance) would tend to increase traffic accidents.

However, evidence to date on the safety effects

of STOP signs placed for volume and speed re-

duction purposes is somewhat mixed. Isolated
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studies in Pleasanton62 and El Monte, 27 Cali-

fornia showed increases in the number of acci-

dents in the range of 500-600 percent. A larger

study in Palo Alto, California showed little

change in the accident rate.
77 However, a study

of 57 new four-way stop intersections in Phila-

delphia showed that accidents were reduced

from 273 to 35 in a one-year period. 34 A study of

38 intersections of major streets in St. Paul, Min-

nesota showed that conversion from 2-way to 4-

way control reduced the accident rate by 56 per-

cent; however, these intersections had volumes

in excess of what would be expected on a resi-

dential street.
97 Another study of 15 intersec-

tions in Concord, California showed a 70 percent

reduction in accidents after the installation of 4-

way stop signs, many with volumes below the

warrants of the MUTCD.54 Without detailed in-

spections of the individual sites, it is difficult to

assess reasons for the mixed results or why the

traditional traffic engineering belief is not more
convincingly supported in the empirical data. It

seems probable that at some of the intersections

where safety decrements were measured, place-
ment of the signs in poor visibility positions and

lack of supplementary markings account for the

accident experience rather than fundamental

characteristics related to the warrants. It also

seems probable that the cases where safety ex-

perience was improved include instances where
traditional warrants for stop installation were
actually met. Further cases which experienced

safety improvements likely include intersec-

tions with conditions borderlining traditional

warrants.

Citizen Reactions to Stop Signs. Stop signs

have a very positive image with most citizens,

who often see them as a solution to "near miss"

as well as actual accident problems. They are

also perceived as being beneficial to speeding

problems. Negative reactions to stop signs come
mainly from residents at the corners who are

subjected to additional noise from stopping and
accelerating vehicles and from motorists who
perceive they are being stopped needlessly.

Uniform Standards and Warrants. Stop sign

details and warrants for installation are includ-

ed in the MUTCD.86 However, the warrants re-

late to right-of-way assignment and response to

site safety conditions and the MUTCD specifi-

cally advises that stop signs should not be used

for purposes of speed control.

Obedience to Stop Signs. Numerous studies

have been prepared regarding the degree to

which stop signs are obeyed.22,77,7,20,23 As a gen-

eral summary, when not required to stop by

cross traffic, only 5-20 percent of all drivers will

come to a complete stop, 40-60 percent will come
to a "rolling" stop below 5 mph(8 kmph), and 20-

40 percent will pass through at higher than 5

mph (8 kmph). The study in Berkeley, California

showed that signs placed on arterials and col-

lectors for the purpose of speed reduction were
the most flagrantly violated. 21 Thus, stop signs

placed in violation of the standard warrants

tend to be resented and to some extent ignored

by drivers, whereas signs placed for right-of-

way purposes tend to be more usually respected.

Speed limit signs
Speed limit signs are a regulatory device in-

tended to inform motorists of an absolute or

prima facie speed limit imposed by the govern-

ing agency. Traditionally, they have been estab-

lished on the basis of the existing 85th percentile

speed on the street or highway in question. In

residential neighborhoods, speed limits are

usually established on a prima facie basis, and

signs are installed onlywhen a problem or neigh-

borhood request occurs. As a basis of compari-

son, Tables 5 and 6 show a range of neighbor-

hood and school zone speed limits for cities of

various sizes 100

Effects on Traffic Volume. None

Effect on Traffic Speed. Studies evaluating

the effect of speed limit signs on speed have been

largely confined to arterial streets and high

speed highways. Performance in the high speed

highway cases is considered non-relevant to the

residential street situation and not discussed in

the assessment below. Findings in United States

and European arterial surface street speed limit

studies differ. In the United States, studies have

generally shown that speed limit signs have very

little impact on driver speed on surface arteri-

als. A study dating to 1948 in Champaign and Ur-
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Special Signs/Speed Limit Signs

bana, Illinois concluded that:98

• Traffic consistently ignores posted speed

limits, and runs at speeds which the drivers

consider reasonable, convenient, and safe

under existing conditions

• Drivers do not operate by the speedometer

butby the conditions they meet

• The general public gives little attention to

what speed limits are posted

• The general public has a false conception of

speed.

In 1956-58, speed limits were raised on 22

miles (35 km) of streets in St. Paul, Minnesota.

Speeds which had previously exceeded the 30

mph (48 kmph) limit were basically unchanged
by 35 and 40 mph (56 and 64 kmph) limits.

4 A
study in 1960 of 34 speed zones in various U.S.

locations in which limits were raised in 30 and
lowered in four showed the following:50

• Where speed limits were raised, the 85th

percentile speed decreased by 0.2 mph (.3

kmph). Motorists observing the posted limit

increased from 38 to 84 percent.

• Where speed limits were lowered, the limit

had little effect on traffic behavior, and vol-

untary observance of speed limit signs de-

creased about 10 percent.

A study in Indiana in 1961 of posting speed

limits at the border ofurban areas found that the

85th percentile speeds were slightly higher af-

ter speed limit signs were posted. 25 A study on

local streets in La Miranda, California in 1967

showed that 25 mph (40 kmph) signs did little to

slow drivers, with 86 percent driving in excess

of the limit.
31 Comparisons of similar collector

streets in Ottawa, Canada showed that speed

limits of 25 mph (40 kmph) and 30 mph (48 kmph)

resulted in 85th percentile speeds of 35 mph (56

kmph), regardless of which limit was posted.59 A
test of speed warning signs in Warren, Michigan

which advised motorists of the proper speed to

travel in order to clear a signal found that these

signs too had little effect.
35 By contrast, a test of

this system in Germany, where the speed was
mandatory rather than advisory, was success-

ful. A study of odd numbered speed limits (19, 2 1

,

22 mph) (30, 34, 35 kmph) in Saratoga, California
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also had no significant effect. The only positive

application of speed limits on urban streets has

been in limited cases where speed limit signs

were posted on streets previously without lim-

its.
56

Little formal documentation on the effective-

ness of speed limit signing on local residential

streets was found in the State-of-the-Art search.

Yet traffic engineers contacted uniformly ex-

pressed total lack of confidence in this device as

a solution to local residential street problems.

One documented study which was found, per-

formed in La Mirada, California, firmly supports

the common traffic engineers viewpoint. The

data summarized below shows that speed limit

signing had virtually no effect on distribution of

traffic speed even after reinforcement by means
of a police speed enforcement campaign.

In Europe speed limits have generally been ef-

fective in reducing speeds on streets, though not

always have the reductions been to the limit.

Studies in Great Britain, Ireland, Belgium,

France, Germany, the Netherlands and Switzer-

land all showed reductions in the 85th percen-

tile speeds.74,43 Like the U.S. work, most of these

studies were on roads with collector, arterial or

surface highway functions, not local residential

streets.

Explanations for the discrepancy in U.S. and
European results on arterial/collector streets

are speculative. It has been conjectured that

Europeans consider conformance to a speed lim-

it to mean traveling at or below the limit while

Americans (drivers and enforcement officers)

tacitly consider traveling at speeds 5 to 10 mph
above the limit as being compliant. If true, this

basic difference in the meaning of a limit could

obviously be a factor. Or it may simply be the

case that American drivers rely more on their

own judgment of safe and reasonable speed than
the posted limits while Europeans are more
strongly influenced by the signs.

Very recent German studies have specifically

considered the effect on residential streets of

low speed limits — 30 kmp (just under 19 mph).

Results reported are sketchy but seem more con-

formant to American experience than to prior

European reports. Studies in Wiesbaden and
Hamburg have found that local street drivers do

not alter their speed as a result of speed limit

Table 5

Speed limits on two lane streets in selected U.S. cities
100

Number of Citie9 Reporting Indicated Limits

Population Population Population
Speed Limit ioo,000+ 50,000- 25,000-

MPH (Km/H) 100,000 50,000 Total

20 (32) 1 12 4

25 (40) 23 29 16 68

30 (48) 37 29 8 74

35 (56) 12 28 11 51

40 (63) 4 5 1 10

45 (71) 4 6 2 12

50 (79) 3 2 5

55 (87) 1 1

60 (95) 10 1

65 (103) 4 5 9

70 (111) _2_ 2

91 106 40 237

Note: Data taken before 55 mph speed limit

Table 6

Urban school zone speed limits100

Percent of jurisdictions

reporting indicated limit

MPH(Km/H)

Group 15(24) 20(32) 25(40) 30(48) Other Total

States 42

Cities over 100M 30

Cities 50-100M 26

Cities 25-50M 33

15 12

31 27

27 36

33 24

2

1

3

31 100

10 100

10 100

7 100

SPEED DATA
10 Mile Pace

Location and Date Range Percentile Speed Speed % All Samples

50 85 97

Mansa Drive Near Avion

Morning:

3-17-66 6:30-9:00 A.M. Th.

Before 25 MPH speed sign.

20-
43 30 37 40 27-37 70%

1-19-67 6:30-9:00 A.M. Th.

After 25 MPH speed sign.

& before speed enforcement.

19-
41 31 35 39 25-35 77%

8-17-67 6:30-9:00 A.M. Th.

After speed enforcement.

22-
39 30 35 39 25-35 75%

Afternoon:

3-17-66 3:00-6:00 P.M. Th.

Before 25 MPH speed sign.

20-
43 30 34 40 25-35 83%

1-19-67 3:10-6:00 P.M. Th.
After 25 MPH speed sign,

& before speed enforcement.

20-
43 30 35 40 24-34 72%

8-17-67 3:00-6:00 P.M.

After speed enforcement.

19-
45 30 36 39 27-37 78%
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signs. Bremen, Karlsruhe and Nuremberg
rejected local street speed limits of this type be-

cause of ineffectiveness of the control. Berlin,

Hanover, Cologne and Munich have introduced

such local street speed limits in individual cases

but regard their effectiveness with scepticism.
116

Effect on Noise Air Quality and Energy Con-

sumption. If as suggested above, it is concluded
that the limit signs would have little or no effect

on traffic speed or volume, the device would not

be expected to have any effect on noise, air qual-

ity or energy consumption.

Effect on Traffic Safety. Excluding effects of

speed limit changes on high speed highways
(e.g., the reduction to the 55 mph limit in the

U.S.), effects on traffic safety have been report-

ed only in the surveys conducted in Europe. In all

of those cases studied, speed zoning produced a

reduction in accidents.74

Uniform Standards and Warrants. Speed lim-

it signs are a recognized control device in the

MUTCD and guidelines for establishing limits

are presented in basic traffic engineering refer-

ences and in the laws of the various states.

Community Reaction to Speed Limits. If speed
limit signs posted are significantly lower than

prevailing traffic speed, residents normally

place some hope in them or in subsequent en-

forcement. However, if the posted limits are

within a few miles per hour of the previously pre-

vailing traffic speed, they really don't address

the resident's problem and are viewed with de-

rision. And since many residents feels that

speeds of 25, 30, or 35 mph (limits which, judging

from Table 4, are in force on roughly 80 percent

of the residential street situations in the U.S.)

are too fast for their street, the basic issue is not

whether the signs are effective but the way in

which the speed limits themselves are set for

local streets in the U.S.

Turn prohibition signs

Turn prohibitions involve the use of standard

"No Right Turn" (R 3-10)* or "No Left Turn" (R

'Parenthetical nomenclature refers to MUTCD designa-

tions.
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3-2) signs, with or without peak hour limitations

to prevent undesired turning movements onto

residential streets. They are best used at the

periphery of a neighborhood rather than within

it, a use which will prevent traffic from entering

a neighborhood altogether and which will also

result in a lower rate of violation.

Turn prohibitions have the significant advan-

tage of being effective only during specified

hours of the day, if desired. If shortcutting is oc-

curring only in one or both peak periods , restrict-

ing turns only during these periods can allow

residents full accessibility during the remainder

of the day.

Since turn prohibitions are clearly a passive

device, their success will depend on their gener-

al acceptance by the affected drivers. In areas

where regulations are frequently flaunted or

poorly enforced, they will have relatively little

effect. Their effectiveness may also be reduced

if turns are not permitted or provided for on al-

ternate arterial-collector routes or present a

significant perceived delay to drivers. Thus im-

provement to an arterial condition may be a pre-

requisite to the successful installation of turn

prohibitions.

Primary Traffic Effects

Effect on Traffic Volume. Turn prohibition

signs have been shown to have a significant ef-

fect in reducing turning volumes, though some
violation in the range of 10-15 percent of the

original turning volume may be expected. Their

effect is thus significant, though less than posi-

tive physical barriers. Actual traffic reduction

potential depends on the percentage of total

traffic on the streetwhich the turning movement

to be prohibited comprises. Jurisdictions using

turn prohibitions for neighborhood traffic man-

agement have reported results in different

ways, complicating clear assessment herein.

Studies in Montgomery County, Maryland re-

port that peak hour turning prohibitions reduc-

ed volumes by as much as 90 percent in one case,

and to volumes of 40 vpd in another.96 Another

neighborhood controlled by signs in this county

showed only one street with volumes in excess of

2000 vpd. In Hawthorne, California turn pro-

hibitors successfully protected one street from

800-900 vph which were bypassing a signalized



intersection. However, lack of a comprehensive

neighborhood signing program resulted in the

traffic being diverted onto other local streets

rather than onto arterials.33

Effect on Traffic Speed. No direct effects on

traffic speed are expected. However, to the ex-

tent that the device may exclude from the street

a driver population which had formerly used it

as a speedy through route, significant changes

in speeds experienced are possible. No studies

of speed effects on the "protected" streets have

been reported by jurisdictions using this device.

Effect on Noise, Air Quality and Energy Con-

sumption. Noise reductions are proportional to

reductions in volume. Effects on air quality and

energy consumption can be presumed negligi-

ble.

Effect on Traffic Safety. The traditional ra-

tionale for turn prohibitions has been to improve

traffic flow and safety along arterial and collec-

tor street corridors. Though none of the jurisdic-

tions using turn prohibitions for neighborhood

traffic has reported studies of safety effects,

there is no reason to believe the device's site

safety performance is any different than when
used for conventional traffic control purposes.

However, as with conventional applications,

there is the possibility that the prohibitions will

force motorists to make turns at less safe loca-

tions or by means of hazardous maneuvers.

Hence, in considering any installation of turn

prohibitions, whether for conventional traffic

engineering purposes or for neighborhood traf-

fic management, the analyst should determine

that safe and reasonable alternatives to the pro-

posed prohibited movement do exist.

Turn Prohibitions

Figure 71. Turn prohibition signs, peak/hour — Berkeley,

CA.
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Desirable Design Features.The basic require-

ment for this or any other sign is visibility. The
City of Hawthorne found that 36" by 48" (.9 by

1.2 meter) signs were required, though the more
standard 24" x 30" (.6 by .9 meter) are usually

acceptable. Signs and pavement markings in ad-

vance of the turn can also aid visibility.

Uniform Standards and Warrants. Turn pro-

hibition signs (right and left) are officially recog-

nizedMUTCD devices.

One-way Streets/Do Not Enter

One-way streets

One-way streets can be used in two ways to

protect a residential area. The traditional tech-

nique is to develop a one-way couplet to increase

capacity in an area; if effective, the improved

operations can draw some traffic formerly using

local streets onto the new arterial streets. In a

residential area, however, this technique is

rarely effective, since at least one of the one-

way streets is usually residential in character.

As a result the one-way couplet simply transfers

the penalty of traffic from one or several lightly

impacted residential streets to a single one

whichbecomes severely impacted.

A more successful though less frequently

used technique is the use of one-way streets to

make travel through a neighborhood difficult, if

not impossible. Two basic techniques of accom-

plishing this aim are shown schematically in Fig-

ure 72. At the top of the figure is a typical two-

way residential street grid. The central portion

shows the technique of turning the local street

pattern into a type of maze through the use of

short sections of one-way streets. The design al-

lows for local access, somewhat circuitously,

but inhibits through movement. The lower por-

tion of the figure shows a technique of pro-

viding a limited number of entrances to a neigh-

borhood and making most streets into one-way

exits. The maze pattern tends to spread the local

traffic onto a number of streets, while making

access quite difficult for some blocks. The limit-

ed entrance patterns tends to concentrate local

entering traffic onto a few streets, but provides

easier and more intelligible access patterns.

Both techniques can effectively discourage

through traffic.
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Temporary or reversible one-way streets

have been used in applications to provide in-

creased peak direction capacity and improve

flows. The possibility of doing exactly the oppo-

site of this — temporary or reversible one-way

streets aimed in the direction opposite of peak

period dominant flow direction— might also be

considered as a possible neighborhood traffic

management application.

The use of one-way streets has the great ad-

vantage of being a standard control that is well-

accepted by the public. It also provides a mini-

mum impedance to emergency vehicles, which
can easily and safely violate the signs. When
converted to one-way operation, narrow streets

where parking had been prohibited can often

gain an added parking lane, thus providing an

added benefit to residents. As with many non-

physical controls, one-way street systems are

subject to deliberate violation, but experience

shows a rather low violation rate, perhaps due

to the fact that any violation will occur over a

period of several seconds or minutes — what-

ever the time is needed to traverse an entire

block or blocks — whereas other devices re-

quire only a short and fast period of violation.

Violation of one-way streets is more likely to be

pointed out to the motorist by residents and pe-

destrians than are violations of other devices.

Primary Traffic Effects

Effect on Traffic Volume. One-way streets

used to create discontinuities in a street system

have shown a high level of effectiveness. A
neighborhood in East Bethesda, Maryland using

the technique, reduced maximum hourly vol-

umes to less than 1 50 vehicles on all streets.96 In

Kansas City, Kansas, a reduction of 20-30

percent was observed after certain blocks in a

neighborhood were made one-way.44 The City

Center of Bologna, Italy76 has been successfully

designed to this concept, as have neighborhoods

in Toronto and St. Louis, in Barnsbury and Pim-

lico, London and Nagoya, Japan.3 On the other

hand, a single street in San Jose, California was
converted to one-way without maze or other

treatment to the rest of the neighborhood. 18 The
result was no impact to shortcutting in one of the

peak hours and diversion to another local street

in the other peak hour. This example illustrates
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Converging one-ways meet diverging one-ways
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Figure 73. Typical channelization for residential intersec-

tions with opposing one-way movements

the need to use one-way streets as an overall

neighborhood, rather than a single location,

treatment.

Effect on Traffic Speeds. The studies evaluat-

ing use of the maze technique have not evaluated

speed. Speeds have traditionally been higher on

through one-way streets. In residential traffic

management applications, this tendency can be

counteracted by limiting the number of blocks

with one-way continuity. And as with other de-

vices which attempt to limit traffic volume and
through traffic, use of one-way streets in pat-

terns to achieve that objective may exclude a

driver population which formerly used the

streets as speedy through routes. Hence, speed

reductions may be realized.

Effect on Noise, Air Quality and Energy Con-

sumption. While there is again no documenta-

tion, the effects on air quality and energy con-

sumption can be deduced to be marginal. Noise

reductions can be expected parallel to traffic

volume reductions.

Effect on Traffic Safety. No documentation is

available on the effects on safety of one-way

streets as employed for traffic restraint pur-

poses in residential areas. But for rather ob-

vious safety reasons, careful treatment is essen-

tial at intersections where opposite direction

one-way blocks meet and where a two-way block

meets an opposed one-way.

Uniform Standards and Warrants. One-way
streets are a traditional traffic engineering

measure and signs and markings related to one-

way operation are included in the MUTCD.

Desirable Design Features

• System discontinuity

• Maintenance of reasonable access routes for

local residents and visitors

• Minimizing of the length of one-way continuity

to reduce speeding

• Use of "No Thru Traffic" signs to prevent in-

advertent entry of through traffic

• Limited channelization (paint or paint and

bars) at the point where opposing one-way

streets meet (See Figure 73)
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Other passive controls

Traffic Signals

Traffic signals are an obvious but expensive

control device that can affect neighborhoods in

many ways. Delays at arterial signals are a

prime reason for shortcutting and an efficiently

run signal system can do much to reduce through

traffic's use of neighborhood streets.

Signals can also be used to improve control of

access to neighborhoods as well as to add de-

lays, at a high capital cost, to local streets; it is

uncommon though that local streets would often

satisfy standard warrants for signal installa-

tion. In Sacramento, California closely spaced

signals with slow progression speeds have been

proposed as a deterrent to through traffic on

local streets in a neighborhood located between
the freeway ring and the central business dis-

trict.

A novel use of signals to reduce speeding at a

Los Angeles, California intersection could have

application to the neighborhood situation. 15 An
actuated signal is designed with loops to sense

speed. If the cross street is clear, autos traveling

at the proper speed are given a green light while

speeding autos are stopped. As with stop signs,

the device is effective primarily near the inter-

section, in this case within 300-600 feet.

Yield Signs

Much of the evaluation of yield signs was per-

formed in the 1950's when the signs were first

introduced. No studies have been uncovered
that have evaluated yield signs as a neighbor-

hood protection device. However, two studies

have evaluated stop signs, yield signs and no
control in terms of their efficiency at low volume
intersections.6,32 Both studies, conducted in In-

diana, suggest that at volumes below 200 vph on

the controlled legs of an intersection, no signs

are an acceptable control in terms of accidents,

operating cost, and efficiency. From 200 to 800
vph, yield signs are as effective as stop signs in

terms of accidents, and are superior in terms of

energy and delay costs. Above 800 vph, stop

signs are more effective. In all of these cases,

stop signs are desirable if sight distance is un-

acceptable according to the present standards.

Traffic Signals
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School Zones

"School" signs and flashing beacons are fre-

quent and standard throughout the country to

warn drivers of the presence of school children

in the area. Flashing yellow beacons were stud-

ied at several locations in Kentucky and shown
to be effective in reducing average speeds by 3-4

mph {5-6 kmph). 103 The use of signs and flashers

time-coordinated with the presence of children

appears to also be important. Whereas signs

continuously present are not always effective, a

study in Alabama of a rotating "School" sign,

visible only during hours before and after

school, was effective in reducing speeds about 5

mph— from 25 to 20 mph (40 to 32 kmph). 1

Slow Signs

While not in the MUTCD, "Slow" signs are a

frequently used warning sign at locations

thought to have some hazard. A study in Indiana

on a tangent section of highway with no obvious

need for slow signs showed that they had no ef-

fect.
41 A study on a steep curvilinear street in

Millbrae, California showed that speeds in-

creased after the signs were installed.
51 These

limited samples are not large enough to make a

positive statement about the effectiveness of

"Slow" signs, but they do not suggest that they

would have great value on residential streets.

Access Regulation Signs

"Do Not Enter," "Not a Thru Street," "Dead
End," "Local Access Only," and "Thru Vehicles

Prohibited" signs have all been used as regula-

tory or warning signs in various traffic situa-

tions and have potential use for neighborhood

protection. Normally used to indicate the pro-

hibited travel direction on one-way streets, and

at the surface street end of freeway exit ramps,

"Do Not Enter" signs have occasionally been

used on residential streets in lieu of but with the

same purpose as semi-diverters. "Not A Thru
Street" and "Local Access Only" signs in the

regulatory black on white format could conceiv-

ably be effective in reducing traffic volume on

residential streets. A local ordinance limiting

continuous travel on streets where such signs

are posted could provide legal basis for the con-

trol. The ordinance would specify that vehicles

traveling on a street so posted would have to

stop at a destination or turn off the street within

a set number of blocks or else be subject to a traf-

fic citation. "Dead End" and "Not A Thru
Street" signs in the warning black on yellow for-

mat could conceivably be posted on local streets

at their intersections with arterials and collec-

tors to discourage traffic from using them even
though the streets posted are actually contin-

uous. This deceit is likely to be most effective in a

community where enough cul-de-sacs, diverters

and semi-diverters have been deployed. Drivers

there would be conscious that many streets are

blocked and, except in their own immediate

neighborhood, uncertain as to which streets

really go through and which don't. However, we
believe that chicanery of this type would under-

mine driver confidence in traffic signs and
should not be attempted. No documentation of

any of these applications has been obtained in

the course of this study.

Truck Restrictions

The establishment of truck routes and use of

truck route signing is a well established practice

used both for neighborhood protection and to

keep trucks on streets with sufficient strength to

accommodate them. Regulations permitting

truck travel on a street for a limited number of

blocks and only for pickup and deliveries are

also common.

Parking Control

Parking provisions and control can directly

affect the volume of traffic on residential

streets, particularly where these streets are

heavily used for commuter parking. Parking con-

trol may be the only effective traffic manage-
ment device in a neighborhood if the problem

traffic is comprised predominantly of outsiders

who use the streets for parking. And sometimes

the parking itself is considered by residents to

be a primary problem. There are three basic

control approaches to deal with outsider park-

ing in neighborhoods: bans, time limits and resi-

dent preferential parking.

Bans may prohibit parking all-day or for that

period of the day most effective against outsid-

ers and least disturbing to residents (9 or 10 am
to 3 or 4 pm). Outright bans are a feasible ap-

proach only when residents are not dependent
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on curb space for any of their own parking

needs. Midday bans may be workable when res-

ident dependence on street parking is only for

nighttime storage of vehicles. Parking for resi-

dents' visitors is almost always a problem with

bans. And usually there is enough resident de-

pendence on curb parking or inconvenience

from its unavailability that bans are not a realis-

tic solution.

Time-limit parking in the midday period can

be effective against commuters parking on

neighborhood streets. This is true so long as the

duration limit would force commuters to move
their car more than once during the normal

working day. And availability of curb spaces,

though duration limited, solves most of the prob-

lem of parking for residents' visitors. But if the

problem parkers are short-term visitors to an

adjacent shopping or activity center rather than

all-day commuter parkers, time limit parking

may not keep them off the neighborhood streets.

And unless residents have absolutely no de-

pendence on daytime curb parking, the duration

limits will be a nuisance.

Resident preferential parking schemes com-

bine either bans or time limit parking (usually

the latter) with an exemption of residents' vehi-

cles from the parking control. Exemptions are in-

dicated by stickers placed on residential vehi-

cles. These are either given or sold to qualified

residents of the preferential parking district.

The resident preference element eliminates the

primary drawback of using parking bans or time

limits for controlling outsider parking and park-

er traffic in neighborhoods. Since a 1977 United

States Supreme Court decision upholding such
preferential parking measures in Arlington, Vir-

ginia, a number of communities have implement-
ed or taken similar schemes under active con-

sideration. 106

Scant data on the impacts of such schemes is

currently available. Obviously, reductions in

parking, traffic and the attendant noise and
other problems are dependent upon the outsider

component of parking initially. However, expe-

rience in cities like San Francisco, California;

Arlington, Richmond and Charlottesville, Vir-

ginia; Milwaukee and Madison, Wisconsin; Bal-

timore and Montgomery County, Maryland;

Minneapolis, Minnesota; New Orleans, Louisi-

ana; Salem, Oregon; Wilmington, Delaware and

many others now implementing parking controls

will merit future scrutiny.

Controls
dealing with
driver perception
and psychology
Control devices in the previous section can be

classified as trying to specifically prevent,

through physical and legal means, an undesired

action by a driver. Another approach to the

problem is to try to work on the psyche or atti-

tude of the driver, to encourage him to do the

proper thing rather than preventing him from

doing the improper thing as the other devices do.

Lateral bars

Experiments with these types of devices have

been quite limited, and only two have been dis-

covered which show significant effects. A study

in Great Britain evaluated the use of bars paint-

ed laterally across a roadway over a length of

one-quarter mile (.4 km); the bars were sepa-

rated by 10 to 20 feet (3 to 6 meters), becoming

more closely spaced as the intersection ap-

proached. 24 The study showed average speeds

150 feet (45 meters) from the intersection reduc-

ed from 35 to 27 mph(56 to43kmph) as a result of

the device; accidents were reduced from 14 to 2

in a one-year period before and after installa-

tion. An installation in Long Beach, California

shown in Figure 74, reduced the 85th percentile

speed from 40.5 to 38.5 mph (65 to 62 kmph); the

percentage of drivers exceeding the 35 mph (56

kmph) speed limitwas reduced from 60 to 35 per-

cent. 5 However, a similar installation in Sara-

toga, California showed a negligible effect.69

Another study in Great Britain showed that the

effect of the pattern on the driver's speed is de-

pendent on the interaction between topography

and the pattern, and is improved if a driver has

had a previous encounter with the pattern. 12
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Crosswalks
Numerous studies have been made on the ef-

fectiveness of marked pedestrian crosswalks in

regard to safety and impact on pedestrians' and
drivers' perception. A thorough study was made
of 400 unsignalized intersections in San Diego,

California, each with one marked and one un-

marked crosswalk.36 While the marked cross-

walks in a sample of 40 of these intersections at-

tracted 75 percent of the pedestrians crossing

the street, the entire sample showed that 85 per-

cent of the accidents occurred in the marked
crosswalk. The study concluded that pedestri-

ans show less caution in using marked cross-

walks than shown at unmarked locations. In

terms of attractiveness, the study showed that

where travel distance is the same, pedestrians

with a choice between the marked and unmark-

ed crossing chose the marked crosswalk 80 per-

cent of the time; if the marked crosswalk re-

quired extra distance, it did not effectively at-

tract users.

Limited sample studies at the University of

California showed that the painting of a cross-

walk did increase the percentage of drivers who
would yield to a pedestrian; however, the major-

ity of drivers still failed to yield.40,88

Evaluation has also been made of the zebra-

type crosswalk in comparison with unmarked
crossings. The San Diego study showed that this

design was 94 percent effective in attracting

pedestrians at five locations. However, the acci-

dent rate was essentially the same for the zebra

crossing as for the unmarked crossing at the

eleven intersections studied. Other studies in

Great Britain showed that zebra crossings had
little effect either on driver behavior or on the

accident rate at an intersection.42,99 In these

studies, the zebra crosswalks were effective in

attracting pedestrians to them. One Great Brit-

ain study concluded that the risk to pedestrians

was less at a zebra crosswalk than at other

points within 50 yards (45 meters) of the cross-

ing.
48 In summary, the studies indicate that

crosswalks of the common and zebra design both
are effective in attracting pedestrians, but the

driver reaction and accident rates are not usu-

ally beneficial.
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Safety board *WI>

In an attempt to deal with safety problems in a

neighborhood, the city of Concord, California in-

stalled a neighborhood traffic safety bulletin

board. 14 The concept on which the bulletin

board was based is that the perceived problems

are not caused by "outsiders." Rather they are

believed to be caused for the most part by the

neighborhood residents while they themselves

drive and by the residents of nearby neighbor-

hoods. The bulletin boards were an attempt to

get residents to connect their concerns about

neighborhood traffic with their own behavior as

drivers. This, it was hoped, would motivate resi-

dents to drive slowly and conscientiously on the

streets of their own and nearby neighborhoods.

The concept was not wholly successful due to

vandalism and lack of continuing interest.

Odd speed limit signs

The city of Saratoga69 also attempted to at-

tract the driver's attention with unusual speed

limit signs, as shown in Figures 75 and 76. The
signs had no noticeable effect, and were fre-

quent targets for souvenir hunting vandals.

They are also in violation of the MUTCD, which
requires speed limits and advisories to be multi-

ples of 5 mph (8 kmph).86

Other signs

Many cities have attempted to attract the

driver's attention through the use of unique and
unusual signs such as those shown in Figures 77-

79. Other examples include some of the follow-

ing messages: 13

• Slow — Pheasant crossing — Drive Carefully

— Thank You

• No signal ahead

• We are not fooling— 30mph (48 kmph)

• Somewhere Ahead— Radar

•STOP

• Dear Crossing

• Slow-Children at Play

• 35 Children Live On This Block— Drive Care-

fully

Source: Reference 5

Figure 74. Typical lateral striping to give impression of in-

creasing speed

Figure 75. Odd speed limit sign— Saratoga, CA.

Figure 76. Odd speed warning sign— Saratoga, CA.
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All of these attempts, and many others have

had a questionable effect. They have usually

been installed as final attempt after everything

else has failed. Little evaluation has been done.

In general, this entire area, if it can be at all suc-

cessful, will require additional research and a

higher level of quantified evaluation.

Speed actuated
flashing warning
or limit signs

A possible psychological control which might

be attempted involves coupling speed detection

technology, flashing beacons and standard or

possibly unique signs. In operation, if a vehicle

were traveling above the desired limit, speed de-

tection gear would trigger a flashing beacon

sign installation, calling attention to the sign

message and singling out the driver traveling too

fast. Signs associated with the beacon could be

standard ones — speed limit or SLOW signs for

instance — or special messages might be con-

sidered.
Figure 77. Attention getting sign— Concord, CA.

THIS MEANS
SLOW DOWN
AND STOP

FOR
CROSS
TRAFFIC

I.

Figure 78. Attention getting sign— Walnut Creek, CA. Figure 79. Yield sign with supplemental message —
Skokie, H.
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System
considerations

Most neighborhood traffic problems are area

problems rather than conditions peculiar to a

single limited site. Many of the devices used to

treat neighborhood problems have impacts

which extend well beyond the immediate area of

their deployment. Some devices must be deploy-

ed in a series of installations to be effective

neighborhood traffic management tools. And
even if they are not dependent on the presence of

other devices for inherent effectiveness, com-

binations of devices can have synergistic ef-

fects. For these reasons, the pattern or system-

atic way in which devices are deployed can be a

significant determinant as to how effective the

devices are in managing neighborhood traffic, in

how drivers react to them, and the extent to

which the devices pose inherent inconveniences

to residents of the protected neighborhoods

themselves. The various strategies pose trade-

offs between the degree of protection from

through traffic and compromises to resident ac-

cess, internal neighborhood circulation and
emergency and service access. This trade-off

and the specific nature of the individual neigh-

borhood's problems are primary considerations

in choosing a control system strategy. Over and
above the complex and interactive nature of

problems, the fundamental concept of the resi-

dential neighborhood as a discrete area and
entity to be treated in a holistic way underlies

the organized approach to traffic management.

The "neighborhood unit" in American planning,

Buchanan's "environmental areas," "wooner-

ven" in the Netherlands and "traffic cells" used

in Japan and other countries all define discrete

residential districts where traffic behavior is to

be controlled on internal streets and through

traffic confined to peripheral streets.

Basic strategic neighborhood traffic manage-
ment systems include: peripheral barriers, in-

ternal systems of four types — return loops,

anti-through systems, mazes and internal ob-

struction schemes.
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Figure 83. Anti-through system — Motorists can't travel

completely across neighborhood to opposite side from entry

although not necessarily forced to return to boundary of

entry.

Peripheral barriers

Peripheral barrier treatments are ones which
prevent traffic from entering the neighborhood

by means of controls placed at neighborhood

street intersections with bounding arterials and
collectors. This form of boundary control can be
achieved using physical devices such as cul-de-

sacs, semi-diverters and median barriers or

passive devices such as turn prohibition signs

and one-way streets. A primary advantage of

the peripheral barrier system is that the poten-

tial intrusive traffic encounters the protective

barriers while it is still on the bounding streets

and still has a clear option to use these routes to

its destination with little out-of-direction travel

or delay. By contrast, with internal systems driv-

ers are first led into the neighborhood before

being blocked and perhaps disoriented, trap-

ped, certainly frustrated and possibly enraged.

Another advantage of peripheral systems is that

motorists are less likely to violate them along the

busier streets where the perceived likelihood of

enforcement is greater. Peripheral barrier

treatments work best when the problematic

through traffic is on a single axis of the street

grid as shown in Figure 80. The treatment shown
allows streets at right angles to the problem flow

to be left open so that local trips can enter from
the sides; entries are blocked in problem direc-

tions.

If through traffic incursions are problems on

two axis of the street grid, the peripheral bar-

rier scheme does not work quite so well because

gaps must be left in the protective cordon to pro-

vide opportunities to allow neighborhood resi-

dents to return home. If this is done, the streets

left open will suffer from a concentration of

through and local traffic. One solution to the two
axis problem is to supplement peripheral de-

vices with internal devices to prevent the open

streets from becoming through routes as shown
on Figure 81. Even if this is done, the peripheral

barrier scheme tends to be less effective in re-

sponding to biaxial through traffic problems

than in the single axis situation.

Another advantage of the peripheral barrier

scheme is that inconvenience to residents as

drivers is relatively limited. Traffic flows inter-

nal to the neighborhood are unobstructed, resi-
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dents have freedom of egress in any direction

and reasonably convenient access in returning

to the neighborhood.

Guidelines for

peripheral barriers

If the through traffic enters and exits neigh-

borhood streets with left turns to and from the

bounding roadways, left turn prohibition signs

can be effective. This is particularly true if the

problem occurs at peak periods only. Supple-

mentary "time in effect" signs can be added to

place the control in force during periods when it

is needed but leaving free access to all travelers

at other times of the day. If the problem traffic is

comprised of traffic crossing the bounding

streets from adjacent neighborhoods plus some
left turning traffic to and from the bounding

streets, median barriers may be appropriate. If

the problem traffic originates from several di-

rections, or is heavily comprised of right turning

traffic, semi-diverters are appropriate. Full cul-

de-sacs may be substituted for semi-diverters if

other conditions make restriction of egress also

desirable. Where semi-diverters are desirable

but conditions such as emergency vehicle ac-

cess considerations preclude their use, one-way
streets in the outbound direction may be substi-

tuted.

Internal barrier systems
Internal systems are preferred over periph-

eral ones in cases where problem traffic is bi-

axial, where boundary street oriented office-

commercial uses extend partially into the neigh-

borhood along local streets, where traffic con-

ditions preclude a peripheral scheme or where a

large traffic generator which requires good ac-

cess, such as a hospital, is located within the

neighborhood. Internal barrier systems are of

three types: return loops, anti-through and
maze.

As shown in Figure 82, return loops force traf-

fic entering from any one of the streets bounding
the protected neighborhood to return to the

same boundary street from which it entered.
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Figure 84a. Maze — Motorist has no direct path across

neighborhood but through travel is possible.
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While return loops are extremely effective in

limiting through traffic in the neighborhood,

they are also extremely restrictive on resident

travel, since each residence has access to only

one boundary of the neighborhood. Internal ve-

hicular travel in the neighborhood is virtually

impossible and the system poses considerable

barriers to emergency and service travel.

Figure 83 shows a typical anti-through sys-

tem. It prevents traffic from traveling complete-

ly across a neighborhood to the opposite side al-

though the motorist is not necessarily forced to

return to the same boundary street from which
entry was made. In anti-through systems, most

residences have accessibility to two of the neigh-

borhood boundaries although internal neighbor-

hood travel by automobile is still problematic.

Barriers to emergency and service vehicle trav-

el are still formidable though less so than in the

case of return loop system. Return loop and anti-

through systems work well to combat through

traffic incursions on both axes of the residential

grid. However, more limited systems of either

type can be devised to respond to problems on a

single axis while leaving the remainder of the

neighborhood street network relatively unob-

structed.

Maze systems use physical barriers or other

controls in a less intensely restrictive way. In

these schemes the object is to leave no street as a

continuous through path across the neighbor-

hood. As shown in Figure 84, through penetra-

tion is possible, but only by following a circui-

tous path dodging around diverters and cul-de-

sacs and other barrier devices. The theory be-

hind the maze is that it will be sufficiently con-

fusing to non-local travelers that they will not

continue to attempt passage. For drivers famil-

iar enough with the system to know how to get

through, the out-of-direction travel and turning

will make the route through the neighborhood

unsatisfying as a short cut.

Of all the internal barrier systems, mazes en-

tail the least inconvenience for residents as most

residents have access to all of the bounding

streets; usually only one or two blocks of out-of-

direction travel is required and a fair degree of

internal vehicular circulation within the neigh-

borhood is preserved. However, this increase in

resident access convenience is secured by hav-
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ing a system which is less positively effective

against through traffic.

Figures 82, 83 and 84 all show return loop

anti-through and maze systems designed to com-

bat biaxial traffic incursions. However, all

three can be designed to affect problem traffic

on a single dominant axis if necessary. As noted

above, internal systems are particularly effec-

tive when a special traffic generator requiring

good access is located within the neighborhood,

complicating the problem of combating thru

traffic. Figure 84b shows a typical example of a

hospital and related medical offices (hatched

areas) located within a neighborhood and a

maze system designed to discourage thru traffic.

Note that the medical complex is directly acces-

sible from all four of the bounding arterials.

Principal devices in return loop, anti-through

and maze systems are diverters, semi-diverters,

cul-de-sacs, median barriers and one-way

streets.

The three types of systems described above

are intended primarily to reduce traffic vol-

umes. Figure 85 illustrates a scheme intended to

reduce neighborhood speeds. A series of ob-

structions within the neighborhood are intended

to reduce speed while not necessarily reducing

through traffic, though this may in fact occur a

system is needed to prevent traffic from trans-

ferring to another local street and avoiding the

obstruction. These devices have the least impact

on service and emergency vehicles and also

allowunimpeded access to residents.

The foregoing has focused upon applications

in grid pattern situations. In some suburban sit-

uations, problems are analogous to those on a

grid and the peripheral or internal barrier strat-

egies may apply as shown below on Figure 86. In

other situations, subdivision street patterns pro-

duce problems unique to modern suburban de-

velopment. A residential collector street is

pressed up the valley with a few cul-de-sacs

branching from it. Traffic is not a problem. Later

the collector is extended and more branches are

added. Now all the residents living on or close to

the collector trunk feel they are exposed to too

much, too fast traffic. In such situations none of

the barrier strategies are applicable since the

problem is the only way in and out of the area.

Here reliance on speed control devices, whether

'Cut-through )

route"

Position of the freeway interchange and
congestion at busy arterial intersections

leads traffic from one neighborhood to

cut through another even on a non-grid

system.

Busy Intersection

Shortcut

In certain circumstances, shortcutting

can be as much a problem on non-grid

systems as on the grids.

Figure 86. Non-grid system problems
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physical, passive or psychological, is the only

traffic control recourse. Residential protection

or amelioration schemes can be considered as

alternatives to traffic control in this situation.*

*This example has been cited to demonstrate a residential

street traffic problem in the context of a modern suburban
environment. Virtually any arterial or collector street front-

ed by residential development whether in a grid or non-grid

system, whether urban or suburban, is in somewhat the same
situation and has the same limited set of countermeasure op-

tions.
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4
Planning for

neighborhood
traffic management

Introduction

An effective, well-organized planning process

is the single most important element in the crea-

tion of a successful neighborhood traffic man-
agement program. It seems overemphasizing the

point to say the planning process is more impor-

tant than selection of the "right" device; more
important than design; or more important than

implementation technique. Yet experiences re-

ported in cities contacted in this State-of-the-Art

search feature some successful efforts and nu-

merous failures. In virtually every case, the

failure of a program can be traced directly to

either a breakdown in the planning process or

the failure to have a structured process at all.

For this reason, this chapter has been de-

signed to illustrate the more effective technical,

political and social techniques for achieving a

successful program. The chapter begins with an
illustration of specific problems which have

been observed in the unsuccessful efforts. It

then concentrates on technical evaluation and
community involvement techniques which have

been used in the more successful program. The
planner should be aware, however, that each

local situation is unique. His main task in using

this chapter will therefore be to select those

techniques, from the many presented, that are

most applicable to his problem.

Some Problems with Previous
Neighborhood Traffic Management Programs

The contacts with local jurisdictions across

North American cities uncovered a number of

basic reasons why neighborhood traffic man-

agement (NYM) programs were unsuccessful.

These reasons are summarized here to alert pro-

fessionals to possible pitfalls to be avoided. They
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include:

• Total lack of action. Cases where no action

whatever was taken can be traced to lack of

procedures for receiving and recording citi-

zen complaints, lack of perception by staff of

the true nature of the problem or complaint,

available data failing to confirm a stated

problem, or lack of resources (staff, time

and/or money) to deal with the problem.

• Leaping to "obvious solutions" . Seemingly ob-

vious solutions usually had hidden impacts

not discovered until after implementation; the

true need were not completely known, or bet-

ter solutions were passed over either in haste

or ignorance. Eliminating the needs assess-

ment and alternative evaluation steps usually

caused difficulties which could have been

avoided with more time, care and a step-by-

step analysis.

• Too limited focus. Neighborhood traffic prob-

lems are frequently more complex and ex-

tensive than the complaint initially brought to

the professional's attention. If professionals

react to the initial complaint or complaint site

alone, they may overlook the systematic na-

ture of neighborhood traffic problems and the

potential systemic impacts of site-oriented so-

lutions. As a result, the problem is not solved

but simply pushed elsewhere. The problem

identification and assessment stage must be

broad-searching in initial examinations.

• Lack of community involvement. If the af-

fected neighborhood is not involved in the

planning yrocess at an early stage, problems

have developed because: (1) critical details

which only community input can provide were
not taken into account; (2) concern for the

problem was limited to the original complain-

ants who comprised a small segment of the

community affected by the solution; (3) the so-

lution involved secondary impacts unaccept-

able to the majority of those affected, or (4)

those affected simply reacted adversely to a

change to which they had no input and which
took them by surprise. The planning process

should include a well-orchestrated program
for community information and involvement

at all stages.

• Discontinuity. Gathering data, assessing the

problems and conceiving solutions takes time.

From the community's perspective, this ap-

pears as brief flurries of activity interspersed

among lengthy periods of delay and no action.

During these periods the community's

support for the planning effort can melt away,

or the community may in frustration and
anger use the political process to institute in-

adequate solutions. The community involve-

ment process must be organized to give a

sense of continuous progress in planning acti-

vities during periods when technical progress

cannot keep pace with public expectations.

Newsletters, experiments and "early action"

implementations are good ways of maintain-

ing a sense of momentum while technical

studies are ongoing.

• Setbacks — Abandonment or Salvage?When
"solutions" didn't work out, some commun-
ities simply abandoned the effort. Others

were able to salvage the attempt by testing

proposals temporarily, by modifying devices

based on field experience or by recycling the

study process to produce a better solution. A
formal procedure for evaluation after imple-

mentation — including the possibility of test

applications and plan modification — should

be a feature of the planning process as should

the possibility of repeating the entire plan-

ning effort.

• No final resolution. In a few communities, dis-

cussion of issues and modification processes

have carried on for years without satisfac-

tory resolution. This can ultimately have a de-

leterious effect on the community's ability to

carry out essential planning and engineering

functions. The process should have limits so

that, after a reasonable period for adjust-

ments and reappraisals, any further appeals

must move outside the planning process to de-

cision-making bodies such as a city council or

the courts.
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Structuring an Effective Planning Process

Planning for neighborhood traffic manage-
ment is normally done in cognizance of but inde-

pendent from the ongoing formalized city and re-

gional planning process structure.

An effective planning process for a neighbor-

hood consists of the following steps:

• Assessment of Problems andNeeds

• Development of Alternative Plans

• Evaluation of Alternative Plans and Plan Se-

lection

• Implementation of Selected Plan

• Evaluation of Selected Plan

• Modification of Plan and Recycling the Pro-

cess

Each of these steps involves technical effort

by the professional and involvement of the com-

munity. The sections which follow delineate the

components of each of these steps, noting neces-

sary technical and community involvement tech-

niques. All of the techniques have been used to

some extent by State-of-the-Art cities observed,

though none followed the process exactly or

completely. Thus what follows is an "ideal"

planning process synthesized by the research

team from current successful practice. The
planner is again left with the task of choosing

those techniques which best fit the local situa-

tion.

Why Community Involvement Is Necessary

Cities observed in this State-of-the Art review
provide examples where well-intentioned ef-

forts have failed because community involve

ment was inadequate or non-existent. The need
for an effective community participation pro-

cess is evidenced not only from a technical, but

also a political or social standpoint. Engineers
and planners may propose a technically correct

solution relative to the data they have, but the

solution may not solve the real problem because
it does not address the unrecorded incidents ob-

served by and of concern to the community. Or
the community, distrustful of the professionals,

may use political muscle to gain implementation
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Why Community Involvement Is Necessary

Reliable Techniques and References for

the Community Involvement Process

of a scheme which has overwhelming technical

weaknesses. Community involvement allows the

professionals to learn of residents' perceptions

of problems, their depth of feeling about their

needs, their ideas about what ought to be done

and data items which only people as close to the

situation as residents can observe, while profes-

sionals let residents know the physical, legal, fi-

nancial and technical constraints on what can

be done.

Local traffic schemes arouse powerful emo-

tions and have widespread impact. Politically,

neighborhood traffic management is controver-

sial because inevitably some people gain and
some lose. The public participation process per-

mits assessment and exposure of potential

trade-offs before implementation. Communica-
tion with potential opposition raises the possibil-

ity of working out compromises during the plan-

ning stage. And if adverse effects are not "ad-

vertised" in advance, the fact that they do occur

might be used to discredit the planning pro-

cess — it will be alleged that the process and the

plan were defective because of these "un-

planned" and "unforeseen" adverse impacts.

People are also far more likely to accept a plan

or take responsibility for making it successful if

they have been part of the planning or design

process.

The following section provides an assessment

of reliable techniques and references for the

community involvement proces, highlighted by

documented experience in some of the case

study cities. Specific guidance for community
involvement is also presented within each sec-

tion describing the individual steps in the plan-

ning process.

Techniques For Community Involvement

A diverse array of community involvement

techniques developed for other types of plan-

ning activities is potentially adaptable to neigh-

borhood traffic management. Community in-

volvement usually operates at two levels:

• participatory programs involve community
' 'leaders' ' and '

' active citizens'

'

• outreach programs to communicate with the

"silent citizens," normally the vast majority

of residents.
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Table 7

Community involvement purpose by program stage

Program Stage Community Involvement Purpose

Needs Assessment

Generating

Alternatives

Plan Selection

Implementation

Evaluation

and Modification

Notify community that process is on-

going

Receive community complaints

Determine problems and assets

Gauge level of concern and points of

conflict

Familiarize community with con-

straints and issues

Focus data gathering activities

Obtain citizen ideas and suggestions

for solutions

Sound out professionals' solution

ideas with citizens

Test strengths and weaknesses of sol-

utions

Draw out points of conflict

Advise public of likely effects of each
alternative

Obtain public's weighing of trade-

offs involved in each alternative

Test support for each alternative

Work out compromises to potential

conflicts

Build a consensus and commitment
for a single alternative

Inform public of plan chosen

Ease acceptance of the plan

Identify problems early and make
responsive adjustments

Inform the public of measured ef-

fects of the plan

Learn of unforeseen problems or un-

expected severity of foreseen ones

Conceive and assess potential modifi-

cations

Committees, commissions, councils, discus-

sion groups and other small meetings are the

principal form in which leaders participate.

Larger meetings, public hearings, design-ins

and workshops are the primary means by which

public officials can relate with larger numbers

of active citizens. The main instrument used to

learn about silent citizens' problems is the sur-

vey. Outreach techniques to inform them in-

clude use of media announcements and articles

(newspapers, radio and TV), posters at promin-

ent locations and leaflets mailed out or distri-

buted by hand. Table 7 shows the functions of

community involvement at each stage of the

neighborhood traffic planning process. Natural-

ly, different types of involvement techniques are

needed to meet the disparate objectives at each

stage. Figure 87 presents a range of involvement

techniques and indicates which ones may be

useful at each planning step. Descriptions of

these techniques are provided on Figure 88.*

Many of the techniques shown may be more so-

phisticated, costly or time consuming than is ap-

propriate in the context of the particular com-

munity and problem under consideration. The
following are major factors to consider in select-

ing techniques most applicable to the particular

situation and community.87

• The intensity and pervasiveness of the com-

munity's interest in the traffic problem.

Where strong interest is limited to a few resi-

dents, outreach approaches are indicated.

Where interest is broad based, direct partici-

patory techniques can predominate.

• The community's attitude, positive, negative,

or neutral, toward the traffic problem. When
a community has already developed an atti-

tude, more sophisticated techniques may be

required to assure fair consideration of all al-

ternatives.

• The community's cohesion which greatly

determines the ease with which consensus

can be reached on a proper course of action.

• The community's expectations of its role in

the planning process, which can determine

what techniques they will accept and consi-

der legitimate.

• The community' s past experience with citizen

participation and particular techniques.

• The community's median education level

which can influence success of techniques

heavily relying on certain skills, such as

reading and writing.
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*Figures 87 and 88 are adapted from Effective Participation

In Transportation Planning, a comprehensive survey of tech

niques used in overall transportation planning programs.

Appendix A, drawn from the same source, summarizes re-

sources required in using these techniques. Appendix B pro-

vides a listing of seven other comprehensive reference docu-

ments on community participation techniques and processes,

with particular emphasis on transportation planning. De-

tailed discussion of techniques highlighted in this section may
be found in these references. Further discussion and applica-

tion of the community participation process to cities observed

in this State-of-the-Art review is presented in other sections

of this chapter.
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Planning Steps

In general, esoteric techniques should be

avoided and the simplest techniques which seem
likely to produce satisfactory results should be

tried.

Needs Assessment

Generating Alternatives

Plan Selection

Implementation

Evaluation and Modification

f£JT4

fff*J4'4rfff$#ffffJf&#$fff?£f&g4

Indicates a technique that may be useful at that step.

Adapted from: U.S. Federal Highway Administration, Socio-Economic Studies Division. Effective Citizen

Participation in Transportation Planning, Volume I; Community Involvement Processes,

Washington, D.C. Government Printing Office, 1 976 (p. 25).

Figure 87. Citizen participation in the transportation planning process
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PARTICIPATION TECHNIQUES

Public Information Program: The provision to the public of

information on a particular plan or proposal usually over a

long period of time.

Drop-In Centers: Manned information distribution points

where a citizen can stop in to ask questions, review litera-

ture, or look at displays concerning a project effecting the

area in which the center is located.

Hot Lines: Any publicized telephone answering service con-

nected with a planning process and used to answer citizens

directly, to record questions to be answered with a later re-

turn call, or to provide citizens a recorded message.
Meetings-Open Information: Assemblies held voluntarily by
the agency to present detailed information on a particular

plan or project at any time during the process to all interested

parties.

Surveys: Structured questioning of a probability sample of

citizens who statistically represent the whole population.

Focused Group Discussion: Small meetings (8-10) guided by
a trained moderator using a prepared outline and based on
the assumption that the group collectively has more infor-

mation and insight than the individual members (synergy).

Delphi: A method for systematically developing and express-

ing the views of a panel of individuals on a particular subject.

Initiated with the solicitation of written views on a subject,

successive rounds present the arguments and counterargu-

ments from the preceding round for panelists to respond to as

they work toward a consensus of opinion or clearly estab-

lished positions and supporting arguments.
Meetings — Community-Sponsored: Assemblies organized
by a community group, these meetings focus upon a particu-

lar plan or project with the objective to provide a forum for

discussion of various interest group perspectives.

Public Hearings: A method usually required by law when
some major governmental program is about to be imple-

mented or prior to passage of legislation; characterized by
procedural formalities, an official transcript or record of the

meeting, and its being open to participation by an individual

or representative of a group to present views for the official

record.

Ombudsman: An independent, impartial official who serves

as a mediator between citizen and government to seek re-

dress for complaints, to further understanding of each
other's position, or to expedite requests.

Advocacy Planning: A process whereby affected groups

employ professional assistance directly with private funds
and consequently have a cliet-professional relationship.

Charretts: A process which convenes interest groups (gov-

ernmental and non-governmental) in intensive interactive

meetings lasting from several days to several weeks.
Community Planning Centers: Ongoing local bodies which
independently plan for their community using technical as-

sistance employed by and responsible to a community-based
citizens group.

Computer-Based Techniques: A generic term describing a
variety of experimental techniques which utilize computer
technology to enhance citizen participation.

Design-In and Color Mapping: A variety of planning methods
in which citizens work with maps, scale representations, and
photographs to provide a better idea of the effect on their

community of proposed plans and projects.

Plural Planning: A method whereby each interest group has
its own planner (or group of planners) with which to develop a

proposed plan based on the group's goals and objectives.

Task Force: An ad hoc citizen committee sponsored by an
agency in which the parties are involved in a clearly-defined
task in the planning process. Typical characteristics are
small size (8-20), vigorous interaction between task force and
agency, weak accountability to the general public, and speci-

fic time for accomplishment of its tasks.

Workshops: Working sessions which provide a structure for

parties to discuss thoroughly a specific technical issue or

idea and try to reach an understanding concerning its role,

nature, and/or importance in the planning process.

Citizens' Advisory Committees: A panel of citizens called to-

gether by the agency to represent the ideas and attitudes of

their groups and/or communities.

Citizen Representatives on Policy-Making Boards: The part-

icipation by citizens as either appointed or elected members
of public policy-making boards.

Fishbowl Planning: A process involving citizens in restruc-

turing a proposed plan before adoption. Fishbowl planning

uses public meetings, public brochures, workshops, and a ci-

tizens' committee; the brochures provide continuity between
successive public meetings.

Interactive Cable TV-Based Participation: An experimental
tool utilizing two-way coaxial cable TV to solicit immediate
citizen reaction; this technique is only now in the initial

stages of experimentation on a community level.

Meetings — Neighborhood: Meetings held for residents of a

specific neighborhood that has been, or will be, affected by a

project or plan. Usually they are held either very early in the

planning process or when plans have been developed and
response is needed.

Neighborhood Planning Councils: A structure for obtaining

participation on issues which affect a specific geographic

area; the council serves as an advisory body to the public

agency in identifying neighborhood problems, formulating

goals and priorities, and evaluating and reacting to the

agency's proposed plans.

Policy Capturing: A highly sophisticated, experimental

method involving mathematical models of policy positions of

parties-at-interest. It attempts to make explicit the weighing

and trading-off patterns of an individual or group.

Value Analysis: A process which involves various interest

groups in the process of subjectively ranking consequences

of proposals and alternatives to articulate community goals

against which alternative plans can be evaluated and
consensus for one alternative be developed.

Arbitrative and Mediative Planning: The utilization of labor-

management mediation and arbitration techniques to settle

disputes between interest groups in the planning process.

Citizen Referendum: The choice by citizens between pro-

posed measures via balloting, may be an official, statutory

technique or unofficial.

Citizen Review Board: A structure whereby decisionmaking

authority is delegated to citizen representatives who are

either elected or appointed to sit on a board with the authori-

ty to review alternative plans and decide which plan should

be implemented.

Media-Based Issue Balloting: A tool whereby citizens are in-

formed through public media such as newspapers or TV of

the existence and scope of a public problem, alternatives are

described, and then citizen are asked to indicate their views

and opinions in a ballot to be returned for counting.

Figure 88. Description of participation techniques
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PARTICIPATION PROCESS SUPPORT

Citizen Employment: The direct employment of client repre-

sentatives; results in continuous input of clients' values and
interests to the policy and planning process.

Citizen Honoraria: Payments originally used as an incentive

for participation of low-income citizens; honoraria differs

from reimbursement for expenses in that it dignifies the sta-

tus of the citizen and places a value on his/her participation.

Citizen Training: Instruction in technical issues, planning, or

leadership for participants.

Community Technical Assistance: The provision of profes-

sional staff and/or technical information and explanations to

interest groups so they may develop alternative plans or

articulate objections to plans and policies proposed by the

agency.

Coordinators or Coordinator/Catalysts: An individual who
has responsibility for providing a focal point for citizen parti-

cipation in a project, being in contact with all parties, and
channeling feedback from citizens into the planning process.

Game Simulations: Experimentation by citizens in a risk-free

setting with various alternatives (policies, programs, plans)

to determine their impacts in a simulated, competitive en-

vironment where there is no actual capital investment and no
real consequences at stake.

Group Dynamics: A generic term referring to either inter-

personal techniques and exercises to facilitate group inter-

action or problem-solving techniques designed to highlight

substantive issues.

Figure 88. Description of participation techniques

(continued)

Source: FHWA, Selecting Effective Citizen Participation

Techniques, 1979. (pp. 4-5).

Community Involvement And
The Professional's Role

Community involvement has been heavily

emphasized herein because of shortcomings ob-

served in programs to date. However, planners

and traffic engineers cannot rely on community
involvement alone to produce successful traffic

management programs. Professionals have a

vital role to play in assembling and interpreting

technical information, in defining the full range

of alternative solutions, in identifying technical

constraints, in estimating the effects of alterna-

tive schemes, in acting as an intermediary be-

tween conflicting groups and in advocating

schemes which appear most effective, benefi-

cial and equitable. A program devoid of true pro-

fessional analysis is as likely to fail is one in

which the community has little or no voice.

Problem identification

and needs analysis

Elements of a Community Needs Assessment

The plajining process usually begins with citizen

requests for action or with the professional's per-

ception that a problem exists. In either case, the

planner must gain a thorough understanding of the

problem both in technical terms and from the com-

munity's point of view. With this background, a

technical evaluation of need can be made to com-

pare perceived problems with objective data that

may or may not confirm the problem. Effective anal-

ysis at this stage of the planning process requires:

• Searching for all possible points of view. At-

tempts should be made to involve merchants, re-

sidents and commuters who may not actively

participate in public hearings but who will be af-

fected by any plan.

• Outreach to silent citizens. Although outgoing

and active citizens easily become involved, the

vast majority of people, even though they have

strong feelings on an issue, do not write letters to

editor, petition city councils or attend public

meetings. If the community involvement process

is to be effective and truly representative, it must

reach out to these silent citizens. Early use of

mass media, publicity and opinion surveys are

good ways of gaining silent citizens' inputs at the
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start of the planning process.

Efficient utilization of citizen involvement or

input. Early involvement is vital to assure that the

process is directed to citizen needs rather than

following preconceived notions of officials. Citi-

zen involvement must be sufficiently focused to

provide useful input. Surveys which ask citizens

to prioritize their concerns on a general level

about neighborhood issues such as traffic, beau-

tification, maintenance of housing stock, etc., do

not address the problems which traffic manage-

ment can solve. Usually more direction is re-

quired; any survey should seek reactions to spe-

cific issues such as: "heavy traffic on my street

affects my walking pattern ..." or "the noise

of truck traffic keeps me awake at night ..."

Proper weighing of viewpoints. Recognition of

different viewpoints and needs in the neighbor-

hood should be acknowledged, as should deter-

mination of whether a vocal majority or minority

is representing interested parties at public hear-

ings/neighborhood meetings.

Sensitivity to special resident groups. Residents

most vulnerable to changes in traffic patterns in-

clude the elderly, handicapped and children.

These groups are usually less vocal, less organ-

ized participants in the public or political pro-

cess and their needs and concerns are different

than those of other residents. Similarly, recogni-

tion should be given to different residential pre-

ference or lifestyle groups, e.g., those who spend

a majority of their time at home versus those

working during the day and often seeking relaxa-

tion and enjoyment outside their home.

Sensitivity to perceived as well as measurable

problems. The nature of traffic engineering as it

is practiced on arterial and higher order facul-

ties is usually to rely heavily on evaluation of ob-

jective and quantifiable data. On local neighbor-

hood streets, a different approach is needed.

Driver actions which citizens on local streets

perceive as problems often "measure" to be

quite normalwhen they are evaluatedby arterial

standards. The key to successful assessment of

neighborhood traffic problems is to understand

the residents' perception of the neighborhood,

and to use measures which respond to the re-

sidents' perceptions and expectations rather

than the drivers'.

(T

Modification

and the

Recycling
Process

^
Problem
IdeatiftcatioB

and Needs
Analysis

JJ Generating

Alternative

Plans

• Elements of a Community Needs Assessment

• Citizen's Direct Input — Community Involvement in

Needs Assessment

• Environmental and Resident Activity Observations

• Synthesizing Community Input and Technical Measure-
ments
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• Organized analysis program and relevant obser-

vations. Resources can easily be wasted collect-

ing large amounts of irrelevant data or converse-

ly critical data items may be overlooked. Once

the issues and individuals involvedbecome clear,

an organized approach to the needs assessment

is essential.

• Proper staff and resource support. In the cities

observed, traffic engineers often assumed res-

ponsibility for performing a needs assessment.

While their technical input was complete and re-

liable, their handling of community participation

was often ineffective or virtually non-existent.

Planning departments can usually offer gui-

dance in community participation techniques

such as surveys, interviews, presentations and

meetings.

Initiating The Needs Assessment

When should a formal needs assessment be
undertaken? If the objective traffic statistics

available or casual direct observation present

direct evidence of a problem, there is clear indi-

cation that some sort of analysis should begin.

However, the absence of such direct objective

evidence in an initialjscreening is not a suffici-

ent basis for concluding that no problem exists

and therefore no assessment is needed. As is dis-

cussed at length subsequentiy, data customarily

collected by traffic and planning professionals

or the way they customarily analyze and inter-

pret that data may not be relevant to the actual

concerns of residents and other street users.

If a sizeable minority of residents or users of a

block, street or area complain about some condi-

tion, or if a majority of people in a particularly

vulnerable or sensitive group (i.e., the elderly,

parents with young children) complain, then

there indeed is some kind of problem, even if not

reflected in normal traffic data.

Techniques and Measures for

Problem Identification and Needs Analysis

Community needs analysis has two points of

focus, resident conditions and traffic service

conditions. Resident analysis assesses the

needs, problems and impacts of traffic on resi-

dents, and other institutions sensitive to it. Traf-

fic and services analysis assesses the needs and

problems of all those who wish to have access to

or through the area.

The traffic analysis and resident analysis act

as mutual checks, ensuring that there are

gounds for community concerns, that solutions

will be relevant to residents' concerns and that

basic transportation needs will be met. Taken to-

gether they generate a "before" data base upon
which performance of the "solution" eventually

implemented can be evaluated.

Techniques used for resident analysis and
traffic service analysis fall into five main cate-

gories: citizens direct inputs, traffic/service

observations, environmental observations, ob-

servations of resident activities, and records.

Table 8 presents a range of measures in each of

these categories. The large number of measures

reflects the diversity of traffic impacts and the

limitations of individual measures. No single

measure or small group of them is sufficiently

comprehensive to reasonably relate to all of the

issues of possible concern. And even where mea-
sures are relevant, reliability of the measure
can be a problem.* Direct inputs of citizens are

usually relevant but not necessarily reliable. Di-

rect observations and records are usually reli-

able but not always directly relevant. For this

reason Table 8 arrays measures by resident and

traffic conditions each purports to assess, and

rate each for relevance and reliability. The
table also demonstrates why traffic counts are

the most predominant measure in current

use — volume counts are a highly reliable and

at least somewhat relevant indicator on virtual*

ly every needs issue.

The needs assessment should not become an

immense data-bound project. Table 8 provides a

basis for organizing an analysis plan so that only

those measure relevant to the specific problem

at hand are used. Because neighborhood traffic

concerns often involved microsale issues and

impacts, data should generally be aggregated at

the block level. Data should be assembled not

just for the apparent problem site but for the full

area likely to be impacted by the problem or by

its solution.

*A measure is said to be reliable if different people indepen-

dently evaluating a condition or event consistently coincide in

rating it.
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Table 8

TECHNIQUES AND MEASURES OF ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION

TECHNIQUES MEASURES QUALITIES MEASURED

* «
<? r"> GG £/ G _* <£" V < gC (W F* (ft

i

CITIZEN INPUTS resident needs / values 3|3 3 31 3 31 3 3!3l3 3
I

satisfaction/ disturbance _3l3 3 313 3|3 3 ! 3 ! 3 3
suggested improvements O c 6j OiOl iO O OIO 0|
traffic needs/ values

i

<~\
j
^

|

-

TRAFFIC/ SERVICE traffic volume • ]• i • • !•!•! • • •

OBSERVATIONS speed • •!• •! • !• !•
parking . . . • • • •
composition •'• •

1 • • •
!

safety, conflicts
1

A i •
obedience

• l«
i

•
access

|

• !•!•
ENVIRONMENTAL traffic noise

•i
OBSERVATIONS traffic safety conditions •

i
1

street access
! • • • •

walking, cycling &
handicapped conditions • • •

space analysis \w_ • i
!

• !

visual quality •
RESIDENT street activities • [•_ • • !

OBSERVATIONS walking, cycling &
handicapped behavior • •

parking activities !•
RECORDS accidents • • •1

i

crime statistics •
existing traffic counts • • •

| • • • • • •

census data Q

land use data o

. ..

assessed values O

station and route inventories • •
£ highly relevant and reliable

O highly relevant, somewhat reliable

• highly reliable, somewhat relevant

O somewhat relevant and reliable

3 highly relevant, reliability varies
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Citizens' Direct Input —
Community Involvement in Needs Assessment

The techniques used at this stage include re-

ceipt of initial compaints, direct interpersonal

communication, and outreach to the larger com-

munity. Neighborhood traffic management pro-

grams usually start with the receipt of individu-

al compaints or petitions for action. This is a nor-

mal aspect of many governmental processes; the

key element is that an efficient method of logging

and analyzing the requests should occur, so that

each complaint is fairly dealt with and so that re-

peated requests from a single area can be seen

as a more positive indication that a problem

exists.

When an agency decides to undertake a pro-

gram in an area, interpersonal communication

between the agency and the citizens is impera-

tive. Contacts with the most concerned individ-

uals can help focus on the greatest needs, and

community meetings can produce more detailed

viewpoints from a larger segment of the com-

munity. However, those who complain to an

agency and those who attend public meetings of-

ten form only a small percentage of the neighbor-

hood population. -

To determine the needs of the silent citizens,

and to alert them at an early stage that actions

are being considered, outreach techniques —
including formal surveys, informational bro-

chures and similar techniques — should be ini-

tiated. At this point no formal solutions which

may appear as a threatened action should be put

forth. However, the agency should have some-

thing concrete for the citizens to react to in order

to stimulate reactions and new thinking. Lists of

specific problems (e.g., noise, safety, visual

quality) related to the citizens' own neighbor-

hood and generic illustrations of possible solu-

tions are most effective.

Figures 89 and 90 show two graphical tech-

niques intended to stimulate reaction; Figure 91

is a typical questionnaire used in Seattle as part

of an outreach program to determine neighbor-

hood feeling. This questionnaire is especially

good at searching for people's perception of

problems as well as producing a preliminary in-

dication of problems and inconveniences which

the various control measures might produce.

Traffic/Service Observations

This section summarizes the most important

measures, including specific details on why cer-

tain data is needed andhow to interpret it. These

measurements are those primarily used in eval-

uation of alternatives and follow-up evaluation

of implemented plans; thus a thorough initial

data collection is vital to eventual "before and

after" evaluation. The material which follows is

pertinent to how the data is used in the needs as-

sessment process. Additional details relating to

what to collect is contained in Appendix C.

Total Traffic. Most jurisdictions today have a

functional classification system which desig-

nates the general purpose a street should serve.

Few have specified upper limits to the volume

for each classification and used them as thres-

hold levels above which a street can be con-

sidered a candidate for management. Daily vol-

umes of 1000 to 2000 or peak hour volumes of

100 to 200 vph have been used for local residen-

tial streets, but no national consensus exists.*

Table 9 presents one attempt at this type of clas-

sification with desirable maximum volumes for

each class.
89

Table 9

Street classification

Classification Usual ADT Range

Place 0-100
Lane 75-350
Local 200 - 1000
Collector 800 - 3000
Arterial (or higher) Over 3000

Source: Reference 89

Resident demands for changes in neighbor-

hood traffic conditions do not seem in any way
linearly related to the actual traffic volume. Ra-

ther, it appears that complaints about traffic oc-

cur whenever the actual conditions on the street

differ from resident's expectations as to what

*Traffic volume ranges in this section do not relate to capaci-

ty in the traditional traffic engineering sense. Most streets

are physically capable of carrying much more traffic than

the levels indicated on Table 9. Also note that volume ranges

are expressed in vehicles per day (vpd) rather than average

daily traffic (ADT) because when dealing with low volume

streets most professional simply use the raw ground counts

rather than factoring them to produce an ADT.
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TRAFFIC IN
NEIGHBORHOODS
Prepared by the Department of City Planning to assist neighborhood planning programs

The traffic problem

in neighborhoods

The cars come from two sources: (1) increasing car

ownership by city residents; and (2) In certain areas,

increasing volume of auto commuters from Marin, the East

Bay and the Peninsula. Those who live In the path of

major traffic corridors bear the burden of both in-town

and out-of-town commuters traveling to the downtown.

CHANGES IN PEOPLE ANO AUTO POPULATION
I960 TO 1970

TOTAL ADDITION TO SAN
FRANClSCOS VEHICULAR
POPULATION 45. 977

TOTAL PEOUCTiON OF $A
FRANCISCO S HUMAN
POPULATION 24.6*2

TRAFFIC INTO AND OUT OF THE CITY
EVERY 24 HOURS

In neighborhoods throughout San Pranclsco th*re is a

concern about traffic. The concern takes many forms. In

•one areas It Is the occasional speeding car using what

should b« a safe residential street that causes the prob-

lem Other areas suffer In varying degrees from an exces-

• lv« volume of traffic on local streets.

Long-cime residents can remember when there was very

little traffic on residential streets. They remember when

walking was a quiet pleasure, when you could back your car

out of the garage safely and get a good night's sleep in

Che front bedroom. In some areas of the city, this has

changed. No subtle research is required to determine the

cause of this change. A comparison of photographs taken

20 and 30 years ago and similar views today will suffice.

In the pa«t, there w*re few cars parked along the curb and

fav moving down the street. Today's view typically fea-

Cures continual rows of cars parked along curbs and a

steady procession down the street.

Fulton Street near Divisadero in 1936

Many of our major arterial streets are congested with

traffic. The result Is often that cars overflow onto

adjacent parallel streets as some drivers seek and follow

hortcuts through residential neighborhoods. The Invasion

of neighborhoods by the commuting car driver Is deatruc-

tlw« of a good neighborhood environment.

The same place 38 years later in 1974

Figure 89. San Francisco. A Newssheet, "Traffic in the

Neighborhoods. '

'
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"TO LIMIT TRAFFIC IN YOUP- OWN NEIGMBORHOOP :

FiK*t, with the help ofyour cit/ ena/neer;
pYepare a map of all -the streets awd ofner
public property', and as* him tr> helpyou
ee&ima-te. the avnouvrr of -traffic . Ylal< and
drive, tafc -foyowr neighbor*, and ifyou can^

and tde city planning department will help
you, eend around a e^edHonnaire to 6ee what
pi&blems and <n«e-rs- people ftel they Have.

Show theee on maps and add some photos
ifyou ojh, of some of tine best dud wor*t things

\\

' ... put the two- map*
tog^ttiee; and /fyou'ne

ludcy you may fina
1

ttiaf ty taeina,

advarrtaap. of
1 6ome

a&rete, <x*v\t of the

pr&blem* wight be
eolved. Af-fhfr
pint, -ta<e this map
ioyour pbnrim&dif'
ecror am a<iK ibr h»
•dear? on what afreet?

may te modified te

carry le** -hsuff/c,

and which peripheral

Street* may ^vfi

the "capacity" Ho
handle rnore -traffic,

OUR NEI6H&ORHOOD SURVEY

cJiu >&0ml £kw3
nmdjL -fii -tet- tot*

ajruL ffl«*t

-rt«. «^&* fw^«4W. Jj.*i»««"s\./ -t-™

i rwtl> £)AWt^ I /^^^ \

-t£o maeJi A0ph«W"

' ,.,lhen fry oar«owe
alternate street plane

...onemitfirrwea
central pane-Ike mall

and mostly dead-end
styte-t<?(cul-de-sae£).

This wouW mean
doeinq one street-

aitirtN, and moat
neighborhoods would

find that hard -hi do.

Another plan mig/rf

be to. mane 'loop'
street*,, which d/lows

access to all bome&
but matee thronfth
tra-ffic impassible,

meaning no <, .

and les^ nd*e

lepf ©rree-te csin be
created by a simple

<\tty-comer barrier,

or "diverter"., avid a,

Sign *t ttie beginning

Pead end* can be
rWily made wirti*

minimal closure, and
rubber "bollards." insure

fihetmcK a\cce<&.

Le«* K/idical «vi'*ion

can al«o e/ow iratRc
Two cownan mcane
are "necKiitfadovin',

or Speed bump*.

While « curb-t*tw*tti

routi is t*^t, biiae-laiirt

am \x. ontated wi*
br/g)7f painting,.

Here i« ttie iohd of
compromise plan

lialy -te re^ul-r -fepo

aohieviitg
>
^i3nr^aal<>

and ateo efftefyMg
the city engineer'*

Interttf in Kceepingj

gA=d acce<&-ror

emerafney and mam-
-tenance wehi'cle*. 1>k«

ar& through tftreets, kwt

thejy'/e bewt witti

short straigjTt

sfwtehe«. Cnly-rwo
rJ^/ertFrt avid one
closed idiocy, were.

v\ecetr<,ary to create

the central opw^aa.
TWo cwl-de-«c*
limit thie number of- OUR NEISHBCflHOODS

floret p^sinti; -fnjm

surtoundiitg, avenue.
Whije the amown+af
paving, K7 «till hig/i,

2Q% of it- b*.* been
convertsd to \aMvaped
mlKWay*, bitawyi,
and-ine simple,

dtiertion device* will

have a siapipieartt

effect 01 the Gf/tsAity,

Safety, arsd r\cbne<ri

dfyour neigjibarhoad

environment for

mora detailed iteac

and -to 6ee what ft"

miapf \oo< Wue,

LIFT
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Source: Jack Sidener, "Recycling Streets," November 1975



MADRONA COMMUNITY TRAFFIC CONTROL COMMITTEE

The Madrona Community Council is working with the Seattle Engineering Depart-
ment and the Department of Community Development to study traffic problems
and implement a system of traffic controls to solve those problems. The Com-
munity Council has been awarded $213,000 of Community Development Block Grant
Funds to that end.

The following preliminary questionnaire will allow each of the residents of
your community to provide us with more detailed concerns and information about
your neighborhood street. Please feel free to qualify or explain your answers,
The results of this questionnaire will be presented to the Community Council
for our review.

PLEASE COMPLETE AND MAIL WITHIN 2 DAYS

How do you feel about the following:

Traffic Volume? Major Problem

Vehicle Noise?

Vehicle Odors?

Vehicle Lights?

Major Problem_

Major Problem^

Major Problem_
TF

Minor Problem_

Minor Problem__

Minor Problem_
I

Minor Problem
11 12

Comment on the nature of the problem (time, frequency, place, etc.)

Are the following safety concerns on your street:

Vehicles traveling at excessive speeds? Often
14 15

Obstacles which prevent full view of approaching traffic at corners,
i.e., parked vehicles, shrubs, or fences?

Often Seldom If often, where?
~HT ~TT 18

Mark with "S" on map on opposite side.
Non-neighborhood vehicles using your block? Often Seldom

19 20

In your opinion, how many of the vehicles are using your street for a

shortcut through the neighborhood:
Less than one-fourth About one-half More than three-fourths

21 22
,

23

{This will be compared with scientifically collected data later)

Do you believe there are parking problems on your street? Yes No
24 25

Unsafe for childrenIf yes, why? (Mark with "X") Shortage^
26

Impaired visibility at intersections
~28~

Not enough people park on their property (driveway, garage)

Figure 91. Madrona neighborhood questionnaire, Seattle

5. How many cars do you own?
31

6. Which of the possible following inconveniences would you accept

a) Making your street one-way Yes^
~32~

No_
33

b) A stop sign at your corner Yes^

~Ta~
No_

~ir~

c) Special bumps to slow cars (undergoing legal

opinion) Yes No_
"3T"36

d) Special information signs (local access, etc.) Yes ~W No_
39

e) Roadway realignment causing a change in your

route Yes No
40 41

f) Traffic circles in center of intersection to

slow traffic Yes_
"42

No_
T3
-

9) Angle (diagonal) diverter (similar to the one

at 23rd and Spring) Yes_
"41
- No_

45

h) Cul-de-sac (dead-end with turn-around) Yes_ No_
TT~46

i) Closer traffic supervision by Police Department Yes_
~W~

No_
~49~

i) Regularly park in your garage or driveway Yes
"50

No_
~vr~

1. Mark locations on map (other side) of any accidents

(mark with "A") that occurred on your street in the

Frequency of near accidents: Often
52

or near-accidents
past 2 years.
Seldom

53

8. Comment in detail on any problems special to your block

covered in the above questions.

that are not

Address Name (Optional)

at the CommunityIf you have any questions, please leave a message for me

Council Office, phone 329-0220 between 9:00 a.m. and noon

Sincerely,

JAMES HAMILTON, Madrona Community Council
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conditions on that particular street should be.

This lends some support to the concept of using

comparisons of actual traffic volume to desired

range by functional classification as an indica-

tor of need for traffic management action.

While there is not a linear relationship be-

tween compaints and traffic volume, there is a

critical volume range in which resident expecta-

tions seem most likely to differ from actual con-

ditions. This occurs on moderately traveled

streets — streets serving from slightly under a

thousand to roughly three thousand vehicles per

day, particulary streets classified as "local"

streets.

Below 800 vpd, conditions normally meet ex-

pectations though complaints sometimes occur

when a large percentage of the volume is com-

prised of through trips. Complaints on lightly

traveled streets most often focus on other con-

cerns like occasional speeders or a site-specific

hazardous condition.

In the 800-3000 vpd range, residents have the

image and expectation of their street as a quiet,

lightly traveled one. But this range appears to be
a threshold at which residents generally become
conscious of traffic as an irritant. They become
aware of traffic noise; of occasional conflicts

while entering or leaving their driveways, of the

need to always be wary when crossing streets

and increasingly concerned for the safety of

children playing in or along the streets. Hence,

in this threshold range conditions do not match
expectations, and residents demand changes —
in specific less traffic. And their demands for ac-

tion tend to be most persistent and vocal.

At volumes above this "critical" range, more*
residents are concerned about traffic than on

lightly traveled streets. But residents of these

moderately traveled streets (above 3000 vpd)

seem to perceive their street as an active rather

than lightly traveled one. Hence, while more
may be disturbed, residents' expectations are

for measures to control traffic's most extreme
impacts (i.e., eliminate speeders, provide safer

* Actual numbers concerned about traffic on a street of any
given volume tends to be a function of numerous vari-

ables — traffic speed, dwelling type and setback from the

street, presence of children, and numerous resident demo-
graphic factors.

crossings for children) rather than for large-

scale traffic reductions.

Above 10,000 ADT, the numbers of people dis-

turbed by traffic seems to stabilize (does not in-

crease with increased traffic volume) and actu-

ally complaints about traffic tend to be fewer
and less intense than on the light and moderately
traveled streets. A number of factors may ac-

count for these observations. The 10,000 ADT
level seems to be an upper threshold in the sense

that if a resident is at all susceptible by traffic-

related environmental conditions, the indiv-

idual's irritation level is likely to be reached be-

fore traffic reaches 10,000 ADT. Residents on
streets above 10,000 ADT may concede that

theirs is a truly busy street and traffic reason-

ably "belongs there." Hence, they tend to com-

plain only in the wake of major incidents (i.e., a

child-pedestrian fatality). Also residents who
are somehow insensitive to traffic impacts (the

hard-of-hearing elderly person undisturbed by
traffic noise or the single young-adult usually

home only late at night when there is no traffic)

or who accept not-particularly-desired traffic

impacts as a trade-off for other considerations

(the limited income family living on a busy street

because of lower rent there) tend to comprise an
unusually large portion of those living on a heav-

ily traveled street. In general, while large num-
bers of people on busy streets may not like traf-

fic conditions there, in most cases they do not ex-

pect or strive for improvements in those condi-

tions through traffic restraints. In fact, busy

street residents may not even perceive any

changes in environmental conditions as a result

of traffic volume changes which would cause

large perceptible differences in conditions on

the light and moderately traveled streets.

The conclusion that measures to reduce traf-

fic volume should be concentrated on streets in

the "critical" and moderately traveled ranges is

a valid generalization. This strategy focuses on

the volume range of greatest resident sensitivity

and complaint. Potential productivity in terms of

increasing resident satisfaction is high since re-

latively small reductions can put traffic below

the threshold at which residents normally

become irritated. And the size of reduction

needed to cross the threshold is usually small

enough that there is a fair prospect of achieving
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it without incurring major adverse impacts else-

where. By contrast, a busy street's traffic could

be reduced from say 18,000 ADT to 14,000 ADT
without any meaningful change in the residents'

perceptions of conditions. Meanwhile, the

amount of traffic diverted in this latter case is

substantial enough that adverse impacts else-

where seem likely.

Focusing traffic reduction measures on
'

'criti-

cal volume range" streets should not be re-

garded as an absolute principle. Unwarranted
through vehicles may comprise most of the traf-

fic on a street still in the low volume range. Or a

local street may be loaded not just into the
'

' criti-

cal" range but well into the moderate or even

busy range by overflow from a congested major

street or overloaded intersection. Both these

types of conditions may well warrant traffic re-

duction measures.

Through Traffic. The nature of some street

patterns may be such that even though the "crit-

ical " volume range is reached on a street desig-

nated as local, the traffic is still composed of

local residents accessing their homes. Or even

on a relatively lightly traveled local street, the

total volume of traffic may seem far more than

what should be using the street for local access.

Surveys or estimates of through traffic can help

to determine if neighborhood intrusion really ex-

ists, and if so, how great a reduction can be anti-

cipated by a management program.
Traffic Speed. The problem of traffic speed is

as much a problem of perception as it is a prob-

lem of reality. The key point in measuring speed
on residential streets is that the standard tech-

nique of determining the 85th percentile speed

has little meaning. It is the speed of the highest

15%, or even less, that often arouses the fears,

anger, and frustration of residents. It is the fear

of the infrequent speeder, the possibility that a

child might not be expecting a speeding car, and
the insult that the speeding motorist represents

to a homeowner enjoying a peaceful quiet after-

noon, that causes much of the problem. This as-

pect should receive as much attention as those

cases where the speed of all cars is a demonstra-

ble problem. Perceptions of speed may also re-

sult from accelerating and braking actions.

Another key point is that traffic need not be
"speeding" to be considered "too fast" for resi-
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dential areas. European planning practice is

aiming for speed ranges on local residential

streets well below the 25-30 mph limit common
intheU.S.

Traffic Composition. This measurement is

needed only to confirm the presence of trucks,

buses, and/or motorcycles when complaints are

possibly caused by these particular types of ve-

hicles are received.

Capacity Studies. The ability of designated ar-

terial and collector streets to accept traffic di-

verted from local streets by traffic management
measures is a fundamental constraint to be con-

sidered in the assessment. Consideration of

major street capacity constraints as a causal

factor in local street problems is also important.

Traffic Safety. Because of the low volumes in-

volved, accidents on local streets are a statisti-

cally rare event. A neighborhood unit is rarely

large enough to allow statistically significant

measurements of accident rates. In this case,

the evaluation must be a qualitative judgement

of whether incidents, rather than accidents, are

occurring; whether the potential for accidents

(i.e., presence of children near speeding cars)

exists; and whether resident perceptions of

safety problems are valid or imagined. Figure 92

is an illustration of a real case in San Francisco

where incidents rather than accidents define

the perception of the problem. This is clearly a

volatile issue in which resident opinion and por-

fessional opinion may diverge with little formal

data on either side. Use of city wide accident

data may be useful, but comparison with small

local areas will still rarely be statistically valid.

Other hard data measures are possible. In Ber-

keley, observations of obedience to traffic con-

trols in residential street situations were used
as an indicator of potential hazard. In Britain

and Holland, counts of vehicle/pedestrian "con-

flicts" are used as indicators. Field observa-

tions of such conditions as sight lines at intersec-

tions, visibility of traffic, control signs and mark-

ings or absence of needed signs and markings,

streetlighting, presence or absence of side-

walks, bikeways and handicapped ramps and
similar considerations should be included in the

safety assessment. Some cities have included a

map on resident questionnaire surveys, request-

ing residents to locate and describe accidents
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and hazardous incidents in which they were in-

volved or witnessed.

Service Access. Major routes used by regu-

larly routed services and emergency vehicles

are essential data to be considered in needs as-

sessment. An inventory of key routes (i.e., main
egresses from fire, police and ambulance sta-

tions, public transit and school transit routes)

and locations critical to operations should be

compiled during needs assessment. Further de-

tails on this issue are presented in Chapter 5

.

Resident Access. Travel time measures from

residences to the arterials and collectors bor-

dering a neighborhood and to key points in the

community (the freeway entrance, downtown,

the shopping center) comprise not so much a

needs assessment measure as an essential "be-

fore" measure against which eventual condi-

tions must be evaluated.

Environmental Observations

Measures of noise, air pollution, space occu-

pancy, play, walking, cycling and parking condi-

tions, visibility or visual quality or defenses

against intrusion can be assessed by field obser-

vations and used as needs indicators. Some,

such as noise levels, have been quantified more
thoroughly than others; but it is important that

those like visual quality be, assessed at least

qualitatively.

Traffic Noise. Except in unusual cases, traffic

noise measurements are rarely needed. The
techniques in NCHRP Report #174 are usually

sufficient to estimate noise from traffic volume,

composition, and distance from the roadway.84

The more difficult issue is the level of acceptable

noise. The Environmental Protection Agency
has set an L^ level of 65 db as their criterion for

acceptable exterior noise in a residential area;

FHWA uses an L10 level of 70 db in the peak hour.

These are roughly equivalent to the sound of a

vacuum cleaner. There is considerable question

as to whether these levels are acceptable to resi-

dents, and experience suggests that the accept-

able level is in part a matter of personal experi-

ence and expectation. Figure 93 illustrates an-

other part of the San Francisco perception of the

problem. Additional research is needed to deter-

mine, in actual application, threshold levels of

traffic noise in residential areas that are accept-

able to residents.
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Air Quality. Residents express strong

concerns about air quality. But in most residen-

tial areas, air quality problems stem from total

regional traffic and other sources rather than

from the presence of neighborhood traffic.

While this is a problem for traffic and automo
biles in general, a neighborhood traffic manage-
ment plan will have little effect. Hence, a task

for professionals involved in residential street

projects lies not in measuring air quality condi-

tions but in dispelling resident misconceptions

about what effect neighborhood traffic manage-
ment might have in improving air quality. Some-

times residents' complaints about air quality re-

late to fumes from individual vehicles — a

phenomena also difficult to measure or affect by
neighborhood traffic controls.

Visual Quality and Space Analysis. Neighbor-

hood traffic management devices may achieve

changes beyond the immediate objectives of

controlling traffic. Traffic control measures
offer inherent possibilities of beautifying the

neighborhood through landscaping and other

amentiy features (i.e., miniparks, benches).

These landscape and amenity features may be-

come as important a motivation for implement-

ing the device as is the desire to control traf-

fic. To establish a rationale for such broad pur-

pose actions, inventories of visual quality, dwell-

ing maintenance and the amount of area in the

neighborhood allocated to various uses are help-

ful. The analyst may attempt to assess visual

quality and maintenance (Are gutters, side-

walks and lawns clean and tended? What are

the characteristics of vegetation and landscape
along the street? Is paint peeling off siding, win-

dows broken or boarded up? Are derelict cars a

feature of driveways and curbsides?) by simple

rankings or by making a more sophisticated at-

tempt (as in the Bath, U.K. work117
) using a speci-

fic checklist or grading matrix. Quantitative or

qualitative analyses of outdoor space utilization

(i.e., relative areas devoted to traffic, parking,

sidewalks, yards and gardens, parks and play

space) can help identify neighborhoods where
space available for certain uses is deficient and
point to traffic management controls most

responsive to the deficiency. For instance, in a

neighborhood short of private yards, parks and

play space, cul-de-sacs might not only solve a
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traffic problem but also supply the needed play

space by making the streets safe and useful for

this purpose. On streets with parking deficien-

cies, chokers sheltering angle parking bays

might increase the parking supply as well as

serving a neighborhood traffic control function.

Pedestrians, Bicyclists and the Handicapped.

Basic measures considering pedestrians,

involve inventories noting presence or absence

of sidewalks and sidewalk continuity, sight dis-

tance at crosswalk areas. Counts of pedestrians

are normally warranted only at high activity lo-

cations where signalization or grade separation

might be considered. Notation of delays or con-

flicts in crossing streets at key points (i.e., a

route to school) is a key measure. For bicyclists,

notation of key routes and destinations, points of

conflict with traffic, inadequate widths, sight

distances and site-specific hazards are basic

considerations. For the handicapped, notation

of locations (or absence) of ramps, sight distance

(wheelchair height) at crossings and points

where traffic poses particular conflicts for per-

sons with impaired mobility are basic inventory

items.

Observations of Resident Activity.

Observing resident behavior, walking,

cycling, parking, or other street activities such
as street play is perhaps the only accurate way
to assess the impacts of traffic on street life, es-

pecially that of children. For this reason, behavi-

oral observation is an increasingly common
technique for assessing environmental condi-

tions especially where there are significant

numbers of people involved. Techniques are

straight-forward. For instance, simple notations

of where street play takes place and where traf-

fic appears to regularly conflict with street play

is all that is required.

Parking Conditions. Simple parking use obser-

vations can quantify resident dependence on

street parking and its use by outside commuters.

This is classified as a resident observation ra-

ther than a traffic observation because in neigh-

borhood situations, unlike most parking studies,

the issue is not how much parking space is used,

butwhouses it, residents or outsiders.

Records.

Existing data files on traffic accidents, socio-

economic conditions and concentrations of par-

ticularly vulnerable population groups (from the

census) land use surveys, crime and assessed

values can be used where available. Analysts

are cautioned that such data may be outdated or

too coarse grained (i.e., not atblock level).

Synthesizing Community Input

and Technical Measurements

Given these community input and technical

measurements, the professional or the com-

munity must decide if a problem exists, how
large an area the problem covers, where the

most severe problems are and whether neigh-

borhood traffic management is applicable.

While this is a highly judgemental process, the

following questions may provide useful gui-

dance:

• Does the technical data confirm the commun-
ity perception? If not, is the community per-

ception more important than technical data

or vice versa? Even if there is no confirmed

"problem," is there a reasonable opportuni-

ty to improve on existing conditions?

• Is the problem site-specific, or does it cover

an entire neighborhood? If it is site-specific,

will the solution cure the problem or merely

shift it to another location? If the latter is

true, would a site-specific solution do any

real harm elsewhere or is a systemic solution

advised?

• Does the problem exist throughout the day or

at specific periods?

• Will a solution in one neighborhood cause re-

sentment in another one? Will it stimulate
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requests for similar action in other neighbor-

hoods?

• Which neighborhoods should receive priori-

ty attention?

• Are complaints of traffic problems sympto-

matic of other problems such as crime, dirty

streets, no place to play, etc.? Can neighbor-

hood traffic management help to solve these

problems, or is it irrelevant?

• Is the community united in its viewpoint of

the problem, or are there internal conflicts?

Are all views known well enough to define

the problem?

These questions are illustrative of key consi-

derations for the planner in needs assessment.

Clearly, the more that is known about the com-

munity's perception of the problem, the more
likely the planner will assess the area's needs

accurately.

Generating
alternative plans
The reasoned approach to neighborhood traffic

issues recognizes the potential for more than one

adequate solution. It also allows for orderly assess-

ment of a variety of inputs, e.g., neighborhood

groups, businessmen, traffic engineers/planners,

andpublic officials.

In current practice, consideration of a full range

of possible solutions may be the exception rather

than the rule; i.e., needs assessment, definition of a

solution, and implementation often are compressed

to a single line of action. A neighborhood group may
petition to City Hall that diverters be installed to dis-

courage through traffic, and a resolution may be

voted on and action mandated to the traffic engi-

neering department— all within the course of one

or two public hearings or city council sessions.

Whether such a course of action, undertaken with

little or no citizen input or technical analysis, will

succeed or fail depends on good luck and good intui-

tion. Cities studied in the State-of-the-Art review ex-

hibited mixed results under such circumstances.

For instance, Lake Oswego, Oregon's implementa-

tion of traffic diverters failed while Joliet, Illinois

• Plan Development Strategies

• Managing and Arraying Available Data

• Developing The Alternative Control Plans

• Community Involvement in Plan Generation
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Figure 94. Area oriented or "top-down" planning strategy

Source: The "environmental area" concept from the Buchanan
Report, 1963

succeeded in closure of one street at a large inter-

section.

The more conventional approach for analysis of

alternative traffic control plans recognizes the

need to accommodate a variety of inputs through a

formal, and sometimes lengthy, evaluation process.

Key elements of the alternative development pro-

cess are:

• Plan development strategies

• Managing and arraying available data

• Developing the alternative plans

• Community involvement in plan development

Eachprocedure is addressed below.

Plan Development Strategies

Generating alternatives involves incorporating a

number of objectives and wide range of information

into responsive plan options. There are two basic

strategies for achieving this — area-oriented and

problem-oriented methods.

The area-oriented method involves definition of

an easily recognizable planning unit, such as a

neighborhood unit or "environmental area" (see

Figure 94). Site-specific problems may initiate the

planning process, but treatment is sought for the en-

tire unit. In essence the strategy works from the

"top down," from an end state vision for the entire

area to a specific plan to achieve that state — e.g.,

a series of devices to "wall-off ' a particular defined

neighborhood. While conditions which spurred ac-

tion are not specifically considered, the plans pro-

duced will hopefully resolve site-specific problems

initially recognized. This method is the basic ap-

proach set forth by Buchanan, and is typically

utilized in European "traffic replanning" efforts

and in U.S. urban renewal schemes.

Application of this fairly simple concept may re-

sult in a clearly understandable scheme which

generates community support and operates well in

practice. The approach also eliminates need for ex-

tensive data on the specific nature of problems.

However it suffers from these drawbacks:

• There may be difficulty in defining homogeneous

environmental precincts or neighborhood units.

Quite often there are isolated divergent land

uses within neighborhoods such as corner

stores, hospitals and schools within the unit

which require special consideration. Frequently
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too, neighborhoods do not have sharply defined

boundaries; the transition in land use character

and neighborhood identity may be rather amor-

phous.

• In working from a broad scale vision, this ap-

proach may fail to satisfy micro-scale needs

within planning unit, e.g., the one or two house-

holds near the device severely impacted by one

device or location but not by another.

• The approach is one primarily directed to diver-

sion of non-neighborhood traffic. It does not res-

pond well when diversion is infeasible or when
the residents themselves cause the prob-

lem— e.g., speeding on other blocks of their own
neighborhood.

The problem-oriented method develops a traffic

management scheme from analysis of an array of

conditions in an area. The focus is at a micro-scale

level, a "bottom-up" approach in which attempts

are made to solve identified problems individually,

while still considering the systemic effects and in-

terrelations of separate problem sites, until a set of

solutions is developed for an entire area (see Figure

95). This method requires a substantial array of

data on the specific nature of problems to deter-

mine feasible and effective alternatives. This me-

thod is common to U.S. efforts at neighborhood traf-

fic management. The Berkeley Neighborhood Traf-

fic Plan is perhaps the most extensive example of

this assessment strategy. A chief advantage of this

approach is that it works well in dealing with prob-

lem situations internal to a neighborhood such as

those created by a divergent land use or by the be-

havior of the residents themselves.

Potential drawbacks ot the problem-oriented ap-

proach become evident when large areas are being

treated. They relate to difficulties in gathering and
effectively using large amounts of data and a ten-

dency toward lack of cohesion among the solu-

tions at sites which impact one another. These po-

tential problems can be overcome by effective data

management systems (see subsequent sections) and

by subdividing the total study area into manageable

sized units or neighborhoods for which data can be

effectively organized and solutions to problems can

be considered both in a site context and in a cohe-

sive neighborhood context. Then alternatives for

the individual neighborhoods can be matched with

one another to develop cohesive plan alternatives

LEGEND

Identity Sign

Public Parking ]

Restricted Parking Lot

Traffic Island & Identity Sign
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Si"- Landscaping or Buffer

Figure 95. Problem oriented or "bottom-up" planning strategy

Source: Grafton Hill (Dayton, Ohio) Neighborhood Identity De-

monstration Program
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Figure 96. Example of arraying planning data in overlays

for the entire planning area.

This discussion of strategic planning methods is

emphasized out of concern for the tendency in cur-

rent practice to overlook the systemic nature of

most neighborhood traffic conditions and control

plans. However, it is also possible to err by being

"over-comprehensive." When traffic issues in a

community are few and site specific, they can be

successfully addressed on an ad hoc basis. Further-

more, the broad-focused approaches above can

take considerable time and resources which in

many cases may not be available. In such circum-

stance, consideration on an individual site basis of

conditions or solutions recognized to be systemic in

nature can be a responsible professional approach

provided no serious and irreversible damage seems
likely to result. At times, treading the fine line be-

tween over comprehensiveness on the one hand
and too limited focus on the other may demand more
clairvoyance than professional judgement. But it

is as important to pursue ad hoc solutions when
'

'half a loaf is better than nothing' ' as to resist in-

complete schemes when well-thought out systemic

approaches are indicated. Once an overall assess-

ment strategy has been developed, the basic ap-

proach to traffic control must be determined. Con-

trol strategies are summarized in Chapter 2 and dis-

cussed in detail in the systems section ofChapter 3.

Managing and Arraying Available Data

Most communities observed in this State-of-

the-Art review had no organized method for

arraying and utilizing data. Yet this is critical in

the problem-oriented approach which depends

upon consideration of extensive micro-scale in-

formation for success. In Berkeley, probably the

most extensive problem-oriented process under-

taken to date, a system of overlay plots was used

to array and assess information. Information

plotted included citizen complaints, accidents,

traffic volumes, speed studies, citations, public

transit routes, truck routes, congestion points,

neighborhood boundaries, site inspection field

notes, community analysis, land use, and activi-

ty generators (see Figure 96). This process of re-

cording and analyzing such information using

this technique is outlined in detail in Appendix
D. Locations where information from surveys,

petitions, logs of letters or telephone complaints

and suggestions of neighborhood residents is
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available can also be overlay encoded for retrie-

val.

Developing the Alternative Control Plans

The overlay technique permits organized con-

sideration of large amounts of highly detailed in-

formation. But solution schemes do not spring

miraculously from a stack of data overlays. De-

veloping solutions responsive to an array of

problem conditions, and constraints of any com-

plexity demands exercise of judgement and cre-

ativity by the planner (though the word implies a

single professional, the planner could be a single

person or a small group and include residents).

While the control strategies discussed in Chap-

ters 2 and 3 provide general guidance and Ap-

pendix D provides further procedural guidance,

each alternative must be tailored to the peculi-

arities of the specific study area. It is inevitable

that conflict of values and needs with each other

and with constraints will occur. The responsible

planner must define a set of alternatives which
reflect the full range of technical possibilities

and trade-off choices between benefits and un-

desired impacts, roughly estimating what the

gains and drawbacks will be as each alternative

is evolved through trial and error. Once a set of

alternatives is reasonably developed, a more
formalized projection of each alternative's po-

tential effects and trade-offs is prepared as

input to selection of one for action.

Community Involvement in Plan Generation

The purpose of community involvement at this

stage is to guide development of schemes which
seem to respond to resident perception of needs

and constraints and assure that residents'

schemes are somehow addressed in the analy-

sis. Community involvement at this stage can
range from residents taking full responsibility

for developing their own alternatives to simply

reacting to proposals developed by profes-

sionals. Either participatory process requires

immediate clarification of the relationships and
roles of professionals and different kinds and
groups of public participants.

Communities observed in the State-of-the-Art

review exhibited the full range of citizen in-

volvement in generation of alternative plans

from almost nil to full responsibility.

In some cases, once citizen input on needs had
been received, the professionals took sole res-

ponsibility for producing alternative plans res-

ponding to them. In Palo Alto, California and
Rocky Mount, North Carolina, staff-generated

schemes responding to community inputs on

problems have proven highly successful upon
implementation. In this type of program where
technicians lead and carry out the process while

the public acts as a sounding board, the process

for review and reaction may take the form of citi-

zen's advisory committees, citizen representa-

tives on public policy-making bodies, public

meetings and neighborhood planning councils.

Surveys may be useful to collect supplementary

information or to receive initial feedback on pro-

posed alternatives. A public information pro-

gram organized by the technical staff should in-

form the general public of the alternatives being

considered.

In other cases, citizens provided general gui-

dance on the strategic approach to the control

preferred (i.e., indicating preference for physi-

cal barriers over STOP controls and increased

enforcement; or for a limited peripheral barrier

plan over an intensive internal one), leaving the

professionals responsible for determining the

specific details of devices and locations in each

alternative plan. For instance, in Davis, Califor-

nia, a Citizens Safety Advisory Commission

(SAC) meets once month to discuss problems and
recommendations which are then passed on to

the Department of Public Works.

In yet other cases, residents themselves de-

veloped specific plans which were taken under

consideration together with those developed in-

dependently by staff. This was general

procedure in Berkeley where most neighbor-

hood groups were able to propose one or more
plan alternatives responding to their needs.

These were supplemented by staff-generated

proposals. Other communities relied on a joint

citizen-staff working group which collaborated

in preparation of plan alternatives. Such is the

case with Oakville, Ontario (Canada) where a

Traffic Advisory Committee composed of citi-

zens and technical advisors responds to com-

plaints with staff-supplied traffic data.

Finally, in a few communities, citizens took
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full responsibility for designing solutions to

their problems which were then forwarded to

decision-making bodies for acceptance or rejec-

tion. In Wichita, Kansas, a neighborhood associ-

ation was told to develop their own design solu-

tions to their traffic problems which was then

presented to the Transportation and Planning

Commission for approval. Rarely is this degree

of responsibility assigned to community partici-

pants since few residents ordinarily have the

technical skills required; and when staff are as-

signed to provide training and technical assis-

tance, they tend to take on a dominant role. Also,

because neighborhood traffic management in-

volves conflicts among deeply felt personal in-

terests, city official are reluctant to give real

power to individuals who stand to personally

gain or lose. However, the technique worked
quite effectively as early as 1960 in Richmond,

California. The technician's or professional's

role is to provide guidance in application of tech-

nical procedures and to act as "legmen" in

gathering data. Initiative planning is usually

conducted through public workshops or some
other form of structured public sessions. Design-

ins, color mapping techniques or model kits may
be applied. These use maps, pictures or other

visual tools to allow citizens to develop "sketch

plans" of alternatives.

While there is a definite hierarchy in the level

of citizen involvement at the alternatives gener-

ation stage — and strengths and weaknesses in

each approach — the State-of-the-Art review

appears to indicate that community involvement

at the needs assessment and plan selection

stages has far more impact than community in-

put to the alternatives generation process.

Nonetheless, involvement of a broad range of

actors at those stages appears a key to success.

Plan selection
In neighborhood traffic issues, selection of

one of several alternative plans for implementa-

tion is inevitably both a technical and a soci-

al/political process. Technical analyses help

clear the potential impacts each alternative

might have. However, the process of placing

value on these impacts and weighing trade-offs

is predominantly a social and political one. It in-

volves individual citizens, neighborhood organi-

zations and/or public officials. How these people

perceive benefits and drawbacks of the alterna-

tives ultimately has a large effect onwhat plan is

selected. If the selection process is not carefully

structured and technical information is not con-

vincingly presented to the public, there is a good

possibility that technical considerations which

should not be compromised will be cast aside.

This section first presents guidance on tech-

nical information which should be available at

the evaluation stage. It then presents, through il-

lustrations from actual application, the various

types of social/political selection processes

which are possible. Individual planners must de-

termine which techniques are applicable to

their local resident and political situation.

Technical Inputs

The technical inputs needed to choose a neigh-

borhood traffic management plan are primarily

estimates of what changes are likely to happen

relative to those qualities used originally to de-

termine the needs of the neighborhood. In this

sense, the selection process is a formal method

of determining to what degree the needs will be

met. But the technical inputs to plan selection

must also attempt to estimate what other possi-

ble impacts (positive or negative) each alterna-

tive might have beyond its direct objectives. The
technician's role at this stage of the process is to

present for each alternative the best quantified

or qualitative estimates for the measures listed

previously in Table 8. Pertinent aspects in plan

selection include:

• Traffic volume. What reductions occur on the

protected streets? Is this enough to solve the

problem? Where does traffic go? What are the

specific increases on the streets gaining more
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traffic? Does this cause new problems? Do
route changes cause particular hardships for

the drivers involved?

• Traffic speed. Any meaningful change? If so,

will this cause traffic diversion? If yes, see

traffic volume considerations above.

• Traffic composition. Are problem type vehi-

cles shifted off the streets in question? If so,

where do they go? Does this cause a new prob-

lem on that street? Does it cause undue hard-

ship for the drivers involved?

• Safety. What safety gains are expected in the

protected area? Any safety compromises?

What gains or compromises can be expected

in the surrounding areas (i.e. to which the traf-

fic is diverted)? What is the likely net safety

impact?

• Noise. Using the techniques in NCHRP report

174,
84 the impacts of noise in relation to vol-

ume and speed should be estimated for all

streets for which changes in traffic volume or

speed are projected.

• Visual Quality and Condition. What areas are

likely to improve? What areas suffer?

• Neighborhood Accessibility. A block by block

evaluation should be made of the degree of

constraint each alternative poses relative to

the existing situation. Possible measures of

residential accessibility include the number of

arterial/collector streets bordering the neigh-

borhood which can be accessed using neigh-

borhood streets only and the number of blocks

out of direction travel necessary to access

each border street.

• Emergency Vehicle Accessibility. As further

detailed in Chapter 5 , evaluation of emergency

vehicle accessibility should consider accessi-

bility to each block from the emergency vehi-

cles' most logical poinds) of origin.

• System-Wide Measurements. Calculation of

expected volume and capacity of adjacent ar-

terial intersections should be made to deter-

mine the degree to which the alternatives

might create or increase levels of congestion.

• Parking. How does the scheme affect the avail-

ability of curb parking for residents? For out-

siders?

Technical Inputs

Community Involvement in Plan Selection
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• Level of Expected Violation. If comparisons

are made between physical and passive de-

vices, the expected level of violations should

be projected, as noted in Chapters 3 and 5.

• Impact on Bicyclists. If any formal bikeway or

heavily traveled bicycle route is affected,

what modifications are needed to preserve

continuity and improve bicyclist conditions?

Is street space for cyclists limited below rec-

. ommended minimums or is continuous and/or

specific locational encroachment by motorists

upon the cyclists path caused? Can devices

which might obstruct cyclists passage be mod-

ified to serve the cyclist while maintaining de-

sired effects on the motorist? Can this be done

in a safe, formalized way or does it simply in-

volve tacit acceptance of barrier violations by

cyclists? Does any device cause any specific

safety problems for the cyclist such as ob-

structing sight distance or affecting balance

(as with a speed bump) or causing the cyclist to

take a path deviating from normal operating

expectations?

• Impact on Pedestrians. Do neighborhood traf-

fic controls help meet any specialized pedes-

trian needs (i.e. , site adjacent to an elementary

school). Does the plan reduce the pedestrian/

vehicle conflict, or does it merely transfer it to

another location? If the latter is true, are the

traffic controls at the new location an im-

provement over the previous condition? What
effect does each device have on the pedes-

trian's visibility and on his view of traffic?

Does any device encourage unsafe pedestrian

practices, particularly by the young? Does

each increase or decrease safe play space for

children? Does any pose any demands for

quick reactions by pedestrians? Does any de-

vice form a barrier to the pedestrian or can it

be designed to enhance pedestrian accessi-

bility?

• Impact on the Handicapped. Does any device

interfere with people using aids (canes, walk-

ers)? Does any require difficult maneuvers by

the wheelchair-bound or pose the potential for

causing them to lose control? Does any device

demand quick reactions by any of the above

types or by elderly people who simply can't re-

act too quickly? Does any device cause any
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form of disorientation to the blind? Does any

device create any visibility problems for peo-

ple in wheelchairs? Are there specific needs

of handicapped persons in the planning area

to which neighborhood traffic control devices

can be designed to respond?

• Construction Costs. See Chapter 3.

• Maintenance Costs. Consider both mainte-

nance of the control device and possible cost

implications due to impacts on current main-

tenance operations.

• Visual Quality. What areas are likely to be im-

proved? Are there any adverse appearances

associated with the devices?

• Space Utilization. Does the device help remedy
any existing deficiencies in allocation of out-

door space to various uses? Does it leave the

situation unchanged? Or does it exacerbate

existing weaknesses?

• Costs of Added Driving Time, Fuel Consump-
tion, etc..

• Number and Type of People Affected. It is im-

portant to identify, by block, those people who
will benefit by an alternative and those who
will not relative to all of the other criteria

noted above. An aggregate evaluation should

be made to determine if the number benefiting

are greater or fewer than those who are dis-

benefited. A scaled evaluation is normally de-

sirable to determine if the level of impact is

significant. Impacts might be rated strongly

positive, somewhat positive, unnoticeable,

somewhat negative and strongly negative. For

example, if 500 cars can be diverted from a

local street carrying 800 cars to an arterial

carrying 5,000, the effect on people living on
the local street will be strongly positive,

whereas the effect on the arterial may be un-

noticeable, even if the arterial has a residen-

tial population.

The measures listed above are quite compre-

hensive and may not be needed in all applica-

tions. They are presented mainly as a checklist

for the planner to use in determining those

issues which he believes will be important in his

specific case. In large part, the importance of is-

sues will depend on site circumstances and the

concerns of those who are involved in the selec-

tion process, and at what point in the process

they are involved, as illustrated below.

Community Involvement in Plan Selection

At this stage, community involvement must
serve several purposes: to draw out citizens

who won't participate until confronted with spe-

cific plans, eliminating the chance for "no one

told me" arguments; to provide opportunity for

all needs and constraints to be taken into ac-

count, to let the citizens decide the social trade-

offs between alternatives, and to select a plan

which has reasonable consensus or community
support while meeting technical conditions and
constraints. Normally, plan selection is a two

phase process. In the preparatory phase the

community develops a consensus. In the deci-

sion phase, officials confirm (or reject) the com-

munity's choice.

Preparatory Phase to Decision Making. Citi-

zen participation may vary in form from citizen

review boards, where a small number of partici-

pants represent the whole neighborhood or com-

munity, to, in rare cases a citizen referendum

where the affected electorate formally votes on

a plan. The key issue is the degree to which the

agency, the community, and elected officials

agree to be bound by the results.

Citizen Review Boards. Representative pan-

els are usually most effective in reaching deci-

sions. The small group composition of the

decision-making body makes it easier for its

members to come to grips with all the issues and

trade-offs involved and to effectuate compro-

mises where the interests of segments of the

community they represent come into conflict.

But for representative panel decision-making to

be successful, these elements are critical:

• Due representation must be provided to all

significant interest groups and allowance

made for interjection of an individual's inter-

est when group representation is not possible.

• The representatives should be leader types to

make reasonable decisions and compromises

and to "sell" the selected plan to their con-

stituencies, particularly where it involves

compromises. The most concerned citizen gad-

fly from a neighborhood is usually not the best

member of a decision panel.
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Figure 97. Typical community meeting for plan selection

Community Hearings or Meetings. Decision-

making mechanisms relying upon community
hearings or less formal meetings provide a more
open forum for individuals to voice concerns or

have their specific questions answered. They
also provide a final opportunity for educating

the active public to technical considerations,

conflict issues and other constraints (see Figure

97). If the meeting is small, professionals and the

community can work together to develop com-

promises and consensus. Large group meetings

rarely offer this opportunity. Important consid-

erations in making such meetings work are

these:

• In public meeting situations, citizens tend to

state their own positions rather than to listen

to others and work toward compromises. Pro-

ductive meetings take a coordinated and dis-

ciplined effort by professionals and hopefully

community leadership elements. This implies

a working relationship of trust between the

professionals and the community leadership,

further implying a separate process to develop

such a relationship.

• Since this is the last chance for "silent citi-

zens" to affect decisions, substantial effort

must be devoted to drawing the public to the

meeting. At the problem identification stage,

it was important that specific solutions not be

put forward as a threatened action. Now, at

the decision stage, announcements should

convey the sense that something specific

really is going to happen, that individuals have

vital interest at stake, and this is their last

chance to affect what will be done. Figure 98

is an excellent example of an announcement

of this type from Seattle, Washington.

• If the planning area is sizeable, consideration

of all the details of all the alternatives at an
open meeting can be extremely cumbersome.

One way of coping with this is to combine meet-

ing announcements with an informational

newsletter which presents information on

each of the alternatives andwhat each is likely

to achieve.

Surveys. Surveys can be an efficient way of

reaching large numbers of people and can pro-

vide the definitive type of response which gives

elected officials confidence. However, beyond
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COMMUNITY MEETING
REPORT TO RESIDENTS OF WEST WOODLAND

150-DAY TRAFFIC DIVERTER DEMONSTRATION
A FORWARD THRUST NEIGHBORHOOD IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM PROJECT

A 150-day demonstration traffic diverter sys-

tem Is being proposed for your neighborhood.

If its Installation Is approved by residents

of your neighborhood (a survey will be con-

ducted) and by the Seattle Board of Public

Works, traffic revisions would be made at

those locations indicated on the map.

These revisions would Include:

A) Channelization to prevent
through traffic (locations
1 and 2)

B) Street closures (Locations

3, 6 and 7)

C) A one-way street and traffic
Island (location 5)

D) A traffic circle (Location 4)

The purpose of these revisions is to re-
duce traffic volumes, speed, noise and

accidents throughout your neighborhood.

You arc invited to attend a Public Meeting
to discuss the details and Impacts expected
from the proposed traffic diverter system.
It is important that you attend this in-

formational meeting because a survey will
be conducted during the following week to

determine neighborhood support for the pro-
ject.

Meanwhile, if you have any questions, please
call Noel Schoneman, Project Engineer, at

625-2347, or Linda Aro, Neighborhood Planner,
at 625-4492, or Linda Fitzpatrick, West
Woodland NIP Committee, 783-4921.

WHEN: Wednesday, February 23, 1977

WHERE: West Woodland Elementary School
5634 5th Avenue N.W.

TIME: 7:30 pm

WESTWOODLAND
—— "— ARTERIA

"
I
N

Figure 98. Effective announcement form for community

meeting— Seattle, WA.
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the common survey problems of sampling, lan-

guage and reading comprehension, the points

specific to their application in choosing among
neighborhood traffic alternatives should be
taken into consideration:

• Generally, surveys should be used to measure
public preferences only after the range of al-

ternatives has been narrowed to just a few by
other processes. Otherwise, unless very so-

phisticated attitude-preference measurement
techniques are used, the solution indicated as

favored may not be the best one. The best solu-

tion usually is the one acceptable to the largest

number of people or absolutely unacceptable

to the least number, not necessarily the one the

largest number of people ranked as their
'

' first

choice."

• The survey instrument does not include allow-

ances for compromises. Any needed compro-

mises must be developed within each alterna-

tive prior to the survey. Schemes which would
impose intolerable impacts on small numbers

of people must be eliminated or modified be-

fore the survey.

• Considerable information on the alternatives

and their effects must have been previously

disseminated or accompany the survey. Re-

spondents have no opportunity to ask clarify-

ing questions which might affect their re-

sponse unless an information phone is set up.

Figure 99 shows an example of a survey to test

resident reactions to various alternatives.

Referenda. Plebiscites are normally effective

only when the range of choice has been already

narrowed to that between two options (doing

nothing possibly being one of them). They offer

no opportunity for compromises or rankings.

They usually invite a larger group than those

truly affected by the scheme to vote on it, and

they give uninvolved citizens equal voice with

those deeply affected. They sometimes exclude

persons who have an important stake in what
the community does to traffic but who are not

voters from the decision-making — people such

as non-resident businessmen and commuters to

the area.

Informing Citizens of Plan Details. A problem

common to this stage of the planning process is
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lebruary 28, 1975

Dear llsllai Kesidenl

Die Kitsllano Planning Team and the City
engineering Department are very interested
in your opinion of the traffic problems In

your neighbourhood. In August, a sample
survey of Mtsilano resident?, was carried out
in order to learn the main complaints of the
citizens and establish goals for ntsilano's
future. This survey identified through
traffic on local streets, along with noise
atid safety, as major problei

Of lh<

itsilano, we i

dfft!

ble oluti!

that are being proposed. (If you
one of the earlier questionnaires, please
bear with us and answer this one as well).
The answers that you provide will guide the
Planning H-am and City Council in (waking

some difficult decisions to improve the

area's quality.

The traffic problem now
is through

affii ling i sidem <s

Cypress and Maple) to travel between Burran
Oridgc and Arbutus Street because of the
lack of a proper connection between the two
As a result of the heavy traffic congestion
on Currard Street and the difficulty of
making turns at major intersections, driver:
have been using these local streets, insteai

els (Broadway. 12th Avenue.

) they uld

II local streets in the arvd appear to
uffer to a certain extent. A traffic sur-
<y carried out last summer Identified a

otal of 1S00 vehicles cutting through local

treets In the evening rush hour {two
Irectlons). this is equivalent to the
raffic on a four-lane City Street-all
sing local streets In this area.

The future

!iii< iugh traffic problei

Hi i the i ntoi st

year, the City formed a Downtown Study learn

which has been looking at the problem of

development and traffic in the central area.
They have proposed allotting downtown to grow,

but at a much slower rate, fly encouraging as

many people as possible to use public tran-

sit, it is hoped to acconrnudate this growth
without increasing car traffic. However,
traffic volumes passing through Kitsilano
will likely remain at least at present levels
for the foreseeable future

Diverters

to di'

problem In the West Cm
es of street barriers ai

: traffic from local stn
pite some problems at first, the initial
installation of three diverters was quite
successful, because the residents were not
unduly Inconvenienced, and the displaced
through traffic did not significantly in-
crease congestion and delay on Rubson, Denman
and Georgia. However there has been some
resident concern, particularly as the n unfit'

i

of diverters. and the degree of inconvenience,
has increased. In Kits llano, it appears that
the traffic pressures on Burrard Street are
so great, that diverters would not be suc-
cessful unless they were associated with
soi* form of arterial street iinprovenents.

traffic delays on Burrard
Stn old men < 20
minutes, and drivers would begin to find
ruutes through the diverters, and would use
other streets Such as Yew and Vine. However,
if other provisions were made for the through
traffic, selected mit.i-parks and so on could
he considered on a neighbourhood basis.

Alternatives

traffic proble
ns of alleviating this
A large nuntier of alterna-

tives have been considered by City Council's
Planning and Development Committee, but many
have been eliminated as either too costly or
too disruptive to the conmunfty. The fol-
lowing options have been selected as most
appropriate and workable:

(a) Slow the Traf fic Down - Under this op-

tlon, most of the through traffic would
renin on local streets. Improvement of

existing traffic signals might reduce

the problem by about 201. and stop signs

could be added on local streets In order

to reduce speeds. However, the basic
problems of through traffic would remain,

along with congestion on Burrard Street
and 4th Avenue.
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traffic, but slow it down
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proposed Bur
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widening
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tion of

Sting r

st near

a new street alo
il line to meet
7th Avenue.

This new roadway, as recommended by the
City Engineer, would have four traffic
lanes and parking, and Is designed to

remove all through traffic from local

streets and reduce congestion on 4th
Avenue. It could also allow the

Arbutus bus to be re-routed along
Burrard Street to the Bridge. On the
negative side, the new connector repre-
sents thrpe blocks of new arterial
roadway, passes by a proposed new park

within a block of the new senior citi-

zens' home, and could cost up to $1

million to build.
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paving and stop signs on side street
Currard Street v-ould he widened from
1st Avenue to Broadway, with new slq
nals at 8th Avenue. T

cost about the sane as -.-..

build; all major construction work
property acquisition would be on
Burrard street Itself. However, it

would mean that the very same traff
as the connector would handle would
be using two local streets Instead,
fcctlvely Isolating a block of resl
dences

.
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C make 7th nnd 8th

Widen Arterial Streets -

is to widr-n exTsttnq irte
and provide lerning bays
the through traffic. The
way to do this would be ti

from 1st Avenue to l?th Aven'

Avenue from Burrard to Arbuti
12th Avenue would have t

iden Burrard
nd 12th
Because
date

I
if so, whn

additi ild li

<ou1d prefer
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In

i kn

good idea in your

area. Please Indicate your answers on thp

attached postage paid card, and return it hy

March 14, 197*5. If you would Hkp further

information, please contart Dan JanczewsVi

at the Kitsitano Planning Office. 736- line.

or Ian Adam at the City tnglncering Depart

-

Mint, 873-7346.

Questionnaire:

(hundred" blOi l) (s

What do you think should
he done about the present
through traffic situation

{a] Leave the traffic, but !

(bl Ouild the new connector
(c) Hake 7th and 8th one-wa<

(d) Widen Burrard and 12th

What would be youi

2nd choto

3rd chot ci

ath cholo

5. Any other comments?

Figure 99. Survey to determine resident preferences

among proposed alternatives— Vancouver, B.C. 119



effective dissemination of details of plan alter-

natives and their projected impacts. Media an-

nouncements and articles (newspapers, radio

and TV), posters at prominent locations and
leaflets mailed out or distributed by hand can be
effective. Several cities contacted in the State-

of-the-Art search had produced useful leaflets

and broadsheets. San Francisco's Traffic In

Neighborhoods newssheet explains in a few
pages the traffic problems, offers an array of al-

ternative solutions and tells residents how the

planning process works. Seattle has produced

color broadsheets of neighborhood improve-

ment proposals showing, by plans and drawings
over photographs, how proposals will actually

look. In other cases, exhibits of proposals in

model form or colored drawings have been dis-

played at public meetings (Melbourne, Stanley,

Barnsbury). Videotapes showing community
traffic problems and possible solutions have

been shown in Detroit (Woodside) and in Berke-

ley. All these methods allow large audiences to

learn of traffic problems and view possible solu-

tions.

Decision Making. Ultimately, most community

decision making is finalized at the city council

level (or equivalent elected body). While the

council is the ultimate decision-making body,

what goes on before usually has strong impact

on which alternative is selected and its likely

eventual success.

If the decision process is truly initiated only at

the council or Planning Commission level, virtu-

ally anything can happen. A well-organized in-

terest group with political clout can gain their

way, leaving important technical considera-

tions and the legitimate interests of other resi-

dents and travelers ignored. Or, as more often

happens, public inputs give officials nothing

more than a sense of bitter conflict, leading offi-

cials to choose to do nothing or to decide issues
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on the basis ofnarrow technical findings.

Decision-making by an official board works
best when a consensus of citizens and techni-

cians has been reached to support a single alter-

native prior to consideration by the board. In

essence, this depends on an already established

process, either formal or informal, which is rec-

ognized as having status by the board. The offi-

cial body's decision-making provides both an
affirmation by authority of the prior work and a

point of last appeal for those who oppose the rec-

ommended alternative.

Implementing decisions

Once the traffic plan has been adopted by an
official political body and funded, staff must
proceed with the physical act of installing the

planned devices. While implementation may
seem straightforward— most city public works
or traffic departments have the resources, pos-

sibly with contractor assistance— implementa-

tion actions can have critical effect on the suc-

cess or failure of the plan. This section reviews

some of the significant implementation issues.

Permanent Versus Temporary Controls

There is widespread disagreement among
practitioners as to whether temporary or per-

manent devices should be used in initial installa-

tions of diverters, semi-diverters, cul-de-sacs,

circles and any other devices involving substan-

tial construction. In large and complex traffic

management schemes, it is inevitable that some
modifications will prove necessary after the

schemes are implemented. Temporary devices

provide flexibility for such modification. Since

they normally cost far less than permanent in-

stallations, an entire program can be imple-

mented immediately with temporary devices

even if funds are short. Individual installation

can then be upgraded to permanent facilities

after they prove successful and as funds become
available. On the negative side, foreknowledge

of the ease of modification may lead to incom-

plete and sloppy planning. And because of the

devices' inherent impermanence, issues are

never truly settled. The ready possibility of

change encourages opponents to continue the

controversy and leads others who might prefer

• Permanent Versus Temporary Controls

• Criteria for Successful Implementation

• Community Involvement in Implementation
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limited modifications to join the agitation.

As for immediate permanent installations, the

very nature of their permanence seems to com-

mand more driver respect; hence better obedi-

ence and less vandalism. Residents readily ac-

cept permanent landscaped devices as en-

hancements to the beauty of their neighborhood

whereas temporary materials are often regard-

ed as eyesores. Because permanent installa-

tions involve sizeable funding commitments,

professionals and the public hopefully ensure

they have the
'

' right answer" before deciding on

a solution.

In the State-of-the-Art search, situations sup-

porting all the arguments on both sides of the

issue have been found. In Australia, a fixed ex-

perimental test period with temporary devices

is mandatory before permanent installation.

Palo Alto, California and St. Louis, Missouri,

have had successful permanent installations ap-

proved after experimental periods with tempo-

rary devices. But in Lake Oswego, Oregon, resi-

dents displeased with the appearance of tempo-

rary traffic barrier devices joined those who
totally opposed the concept in having the de-

vices removed. Many cities with small-scale

plans have had success with immediate imple-

mentation of permanent landscaped facilities.

But in San Francisco, residents of the Richmond
District who had little input to the plan's design

caused immediate "permanent" installation of

a large number of traffic management devices to

be halted. Though many residents supported

some form of traffic management, they saw the

"permanence" of the construction as an over-

whelming obstacle to ever making the plan more
reasonably responsive to their desires and thus

stopped the project in mid-construction. Direct-

ly across San Francisco Bay, Berkeley's exten-

sive traffic management plan survived two re-

call ballot measures largely on the strength of

arguments that modifications to temporary de-

vices in use there were possible and were being

made. Yet controversy over Berkeley's plan con-

tinues.

Choice between immediate permanent imple-

mentation or initial use of temporary devices

should be based on the individual community's

situation. In general, temporary installations

might be favored in cases where plans are ex-
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tensive and complex (where the possibility of

some planning error is high) and/or where funds

are short. Where temporary devices are se-

lected, careful attention to their attractiveness

is a must and a future commitment to make per-

manent those devices which prove themselves

should be made clear.

Incremental Versus One-Step Implementation

Devices in an individual neighborhood should

be constructed or erected as nearly simultane-

ously as available resources permit. But if the

plan encompasses a large district and involves a

significant number of devices, should it be con-

structed as a single short-term activity? Or is an

incremental neighborhood approach more real-

istic?

The incremental approach allows staff to de-

vote more attention to the details of individual

installations and to assure that all necessary

construction materials are on hand. In Berkeley,

haste to install all devices at one time citywide

led to initial problems with materials shortages

and design oversights. But in a smaller scale

scheme in Shaker Heights, Ohio, careful pro-

curement and installation crew preparation

permitted successful implementation of all de-

vices in a single day.

With the incremental approach, lessons

learned in early action neighborhoods can be

applied citywide and repetition of mistakes

avoided. Yet the incremental approach leads to

a lengthy period of turmoil as traffic adjusts and

readjusts to a continuing series of changes in

street conditions. And public reactions to tem-

porary adverse impacts of an early implementa-

tion increment can derail a plan at the outset

even though a later staged step would have elim-

inated the impact. On the other hand, massive

changes in traffic conditions resulting from sev-

eral programs implemented at once can unite a

large opposition. The planner must carefully re-

view the individual situation to judge whether

an incremental or one-step implementation ap-

proach is most appropriate.

Timing

Another helpful installation hint is to install

devices at a time when the least number of driv-

ers is likely to be around. For instance, in Hamp-
ton, Virginia, a beach resort area, devices were



installed during the winter "off-season." This

permitted year-round residents and motorists to

adjust to the change before the summertime

crowds arrived and summer residents and visi-

tors were confronted with a fait accompli. Simi-

larly, summer implementation would be appro-

priate in a campus town or winter resort area.

Although not every city has the advantage of

"off-seasons," known major activity periods

should not be chosen as a time for implementa-

tion.

Publicity

Publicity about the adopted plan's features

and its construction schedule are important

components of implementation. Frequently, res-

idents and motorists are rudely surprised by

abrupt changes in their street system. The im-

mediate result can be erratic or illegal behavior

such as dangerous driving maneuvers or out-

right vandalism. In cases of large-scale plans in-

volving barrier devices, maps showing features

of the plan and its construction schedule should

be distributed to residents, to commuters at

their places of employment and to all firms oper-

ating routed services and deliveries in the city

(see Figure 100). Notices warning of traffic con-

trol changes and dates of construction should be

prominently posted on the control sites several

days before construction takes place. Where
barriers are to be constructed on internal neigh-

borhood streets, similar warning notices should

also be posted at the neighborhood entry points

and left standing for at least a week after con-

struction is complete.

Favorable First Impressions

When the first sign of a scheme is obtrusive

and ugly without apparent purpose, people nat-

urally react against it. Efforts to present an at-

tractive appearance even with low budget tem-

porary devices are rewarded. The extra cost of

mature landscaping may be money well spent. A
planter-bollard with tree or shrub may look very

nice in the planner's rendering, but in the field it

may look like a small twig tied to a large stake

stuffed in a fancy trash can if the community
scrimps on the landscape budget. Devices ini-

tially perceived as ugly may be removed before

landscaping matures.

Early Surveillance and Adjustment

Planners and engineers should anticipate the

inevitable adverse reactions that accompany
the installation of traffic control devices. Almost
every city contacted experienced some unfor-

tunate occurrence, ranging from illegal driving

maneuvers to out-right vandalism. Professional

staff should be on the scene to observe deviant

behavior in first-encounter reactions, to note if

any design features are its cause and if design

modifications can provide a countermeasure to

unsafe or purpose-defeating behavior.

Additional police surveillance during the

period immediately following installation helps

to discourage erratic or illegal driving behavior,

such as blatant violation and vandalism of bar-

riers and one-way streets. The period of intense

first-encounter reaction usually lasts no more
than a week or so. After that time, drivers have

adjusted their routes sufficiently to avoid the in-

convenience caused by the new system.

Commitment to Specific Evaluation Period

While minor adjustments as a result of early

surveillance findings are possible, a commit-

ment to a specific evaluation period before ma-

jor changes in the scheme are made should be

established. This allows time for traffic and res-

idents to adjust patterns, and for tempers to cool

and permits evaluation to be based on longer-

term performance rather than initial reactions.

Community Involvement in Implementation

Community involvement at this stage is pas-

sive, e.g., citizens receiving information on how
plans will be implemented. The technical staff

assumes the duties of informing the citizens of

plans and schedules to minimize surprises. The
continuing public meetings or public informa-

tion program can serve as techniques to notify

the public — particularly those susceptible to

change or negative impacts — of the implemen-

tation schedule and work-in-progress plans if

construction is needed. Negative reaction to any

neighborhood traffic management project may
be due to residents taken by surprise by actual

implementation activities.

A process is also necessary for identifying

problems created by work in progress. The pro-

cess may be informal, e.g., directly addressing
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E. REPUBLICAN ST. TRAFFIC DIVERTERS

STEVENS NEIGHBORHOOD
CITY OF SEATTLE

Funded by Forward Thrust, Department of Community Development

W -Circle Diverteri

^ " Slor Divartart

\f Cul-cU »ae Oiv«ff«f «

•jT Diagonal Diver tor

H- Arterial SlrMtl

—^- Directional Arrow)

Here is a handy reminder for you to keep in your car or home

E AlOHA ST

E VAUEY ST

E POV ST

E MFBfFR ST

I REPUPUCAN ST

E HAWISON ST

F THOMAS ST

NORTH

E THOMAS ST.

Figure 100. Flyer distributed to businesses and residences

in Seattle, Washington
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complaints to the technical staff, or continua-

tion of the more formal process of public meet-

ings or workshops.

Evaluating
the control plan's

performance
State-of-the-Art Observations

Thorough evaluations of how neighborhood

traffic control measures actually perform in use

are the exception rather than the rule in current

practice. This accounts in large measure for the

paucity of hard data in Chapter 3. In rare cases

where cities have deliberately set out to experi-

ment with unusual devices or have undertaken

particularly large-scale control programs, there

have been some attempts at true performance

evaluation. In most cases, if the devices imple-

mented have the effect of silencing the original

complainants and no significant opposition sur-

faces or serious operational problems result, the

program is normally judged to be a success. Lit-

tle hard data other than a few traffic counts is

likely to be taken. If the complainants are not

satisfied or substantial opposition does arise, no

significantly greater efforts are normally made
to collect hard data; the scheme is simply judged

a failure.

If decisions can be made so simply, why evalu-

ate? For one reason, evaluation of technical per-

formance and community perceptions is needed
to provide an unbiased basis for decisions as to

whether a plan is kept or abandoned. Actual

performance and impacts are often quite differ-

ent from what opponents may believe or claim.

Public reaction is often shaped by first impres-

sions and observation of erratic initial perform-

ance characteristics. An evaluation can clarify

issues, bring the more stabilized long-term per-

formance characteristics into focus, and spot-

light "hidden" gains and losses which may be

significant. If traffic management opponents' al-

legations regarding traffic safety and conges-

tion impacts were not countered by hard evalua-

tion, Berkeley might well have abandoned its

neighborhood traffic plan at an early date.

Secondly, evaluation makes modification pos-

• State-of-the-Art Observations

• Evaluation Techniques

• Community Involvement in Evaluation

• Timing
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sible. Decisions made without evaluation are

typically all-or-nothing — retain the scheme or

abandon it. Evaluation can point to opportuni-

ties for modifying a scheme to make it perform

its intended function better or to lessen adverse

impacts. It can also be used to determine if the

plan should be expanded both in terms of de-

vices and geographical area. Finally, only when
evaluations are conducted will there be true

growth in the State-of-the-Art in neighborhood

traffic control. So little is known today, not be-

cause measures haven't been tried, but because

the measures which have been applied have not

been evaluated.

Evaluation Techniques

Most of the measures described in connection

withNeeds Assessment shown in Table 8 and de-

tailed in Appendix C are relevant to evaluation.

Basically, measures taken during that planning

stage constitute "before" conditions which can
be compared to parallel measures of conditions

"after" implementation to determine changes

resultant from the control scheme. The conduct

of the "after" measures and the comparisons

comprise the evaluation. In addition, evaluation

includes consideration of other data measures

not studied in the assessment stage. Some of

these measures may be relevant solely on an
"after" basis (such as incidents in which traffic

controls interfered with emergency vehicle op-

erations); others involve "before" and "after"

comparisons of information which was not rele-

vant as an assessment tool but is affected by the

plan (e.g., changes in residential property

values). In preparing for before and after stud-

ies, analysts should take care that all important

measures of perishable "before" conditions do

get taken, even if some of these are not needed or

useful in the initial program planning.

Community Involvement in Evaluation

Public inputs to the evaluation are obtained

by continuing an active community involvement

process. It is useful to maintain a means of com-
munication between staff and public which is

clearly recognized by both parties. The public

can be helpful in providing feedback on their

perception of how well the plan is working, de-

tails of problems, possibilities for improvement

and any aspects overlooked in the initial plan-

ning process. The technical staff should provide

information on technical measurements made to

determine the project's effectiveness. The staff

should also address citizen complaints and sug-

gestions.

Such communication between the public and
technical staff may be accomplished through

public hearings set for specific time intervals

after implementation of the project or through a

more informal means of direct contact with a

representative of the technical staff or ombuds-

man as the need for contact is warranted. To
evaluate in detail the acceptability — but posi-

tive and negative —- of the project usually re-

quires a more structured approach in the form

of a survey or special neighborhood meetings

where questions and reactions can easily be

focused and addressed to all concerned groups

and individuals.

Figures 101 and 102 are examples of survey

instruments used in follow-up evaluations in

Seattle, Washington.

Timing

In conducting the evaluation, three to six

months after implementation should be allowed

before "after" data measures are taken. This

gives residents and motorists time to become
familiar with the controls and make adjust-

ments. With this interval, the "after" measures

will be of stabilized reactions rather than first-

encounter responses. For this same reason,

three to six months would appear to be the rea-

sonable period for application of experimental

devices. In explicit experiments, a fixed period

for application of the devices should be firmly

committed in advance (Baltimore uses three

months, Melbourne uses six). After the period,

temporary materials can be removed while a

final decision about the device is made.

This focus of the formal evaluation on sta-

bilized long-term effects is not to suggest that

first-encounter responses and early reactions

should be ignored. In fact, these should be care-

fully observed from the start so that counter-

measures to any serious safety problem or ob-

vious defect can be quickly implemented.
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THE NOnTH GREENWOOD

NEICMBOnHOOO

Your
Seattle

Engineering Department

Piul A wlamk. Cny Engm*
Wtl Uhlman. MAyOf

November 2, 1976

Dear Citizen:

On August 31, 1976, two demonstration traffic circles were placed on 3rd Ave. NU -

one at NW 90th Street and the other at NW 95th Street. This was done at the request

of N. Greenwood residents who reported excessive traffic speeds on 3rd Ave. NW,

The purpose of installing demonstration traffic circles was to allow the Seattle Engi-

neering Department to evaluate the effectiveness of these circles In bringing motor
vehicle speeds down to the 30 mph legal speed limit. At the same time, the demonstra-
tion provided you with an opportunity to experience the circles for a period of time

before having to express your opinion as to whether PERMANENT circles should be built.

The 60-day demonstration period of this project Is now drawing to a close. The City
Council and Board of Public Works will soon be faced with the decision of whether or

not permanent traffic circles should be built on 3rd Ave. NW. It Is important that

you let the Board and the Council know how you feel about such a permanent Installation.

The following information may aid In your decision:

1) The speed of southbound traffic on 3rd Ave. NW decreased to 24 mph at NW 90th

Street and to 31 mph at NW 95th Street. The mid-block speeds were little
affected by the 'circles' and remained at abouL 36 dph. (See Dote below)

2) The speed of northbound traffic on 3rd Ave. NW decreased from 37 mph to 22 mph
at NW 90th Street and to 27 mph at NW 95th Street. Mid-block speeds were re-

duced to about 30 mph near the circles, but climbed to about 33 mph after

traveling 1% blocks. (See note below)

3) Although the 'circle' at NW 95th Street was damaged on 3 occasions, the only
accident report filed involved a vehicle striking the 'circle' at NW 90th Street,

4) Permanent traffic circles have a fairly low profile and are landscaped (see

sketches). If Installed on 3rd Ave. NW, they would be substantially larger than

the demonstration circles and they would be built slong with the street widen-
ing project that is scheduled for Spring 1977.

5) The demonstration circles will be removed on or about Friday, November 5, 1976.

6) Automobiles would be allowed to make left turns around the permanent

circles. This would remove some of the ioconvenienca associated

with the demonstration circles. Trucks would not be able to make

such left turns. Exceptions would be made for emergency vehicles such

as fire trucks.

If you have any further questions, please call Noel F. Schoneman, Project Engineer,

at 625-2347,

Please complete the attached questionnaire in behalf of your household and drop It In

the mall by SATURDAY November 6, 1976. The postage has already been paid.

NOTE: Traffic speeds were monitored on a weekday during the mid-afternoon and during

the evening peak hour. Eighty five percent of the motorists observed were traveling

at or below the speeds indicated above.

Thank you for your time

Your Seattle Engineering Department
Traffic and Transportation Ulvtsion

1) What Is your opinion regarding the installation of PERMANENT traffic circles?

( ) Favor ( ) Opposed ( ) No Opinion

2) Comments

RESIDENT
3) Name

Address

ZIP

Figure 101. Survey to evaluate whether temporary devices

should be made permanent, Seattle, WA.
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The West End Planning Team and the City Engineer

ing Department are very keen to have your personal

opinion on the proposal to extend the present street

barriers throughout the rest of the West End resident-

ial area.

As you may know the five existing barriers were

erected to reduce the traffic flowing on what are

purely residential streets in the West End, with the

object of lessening noise and conflicts with pedestrians.

These are also preliminary to placement of some mini-

parks in the neighbourhood.

Experience with the barriers shows that they were

successful and has encouraged us to propose the

scheme shown in the map .
It reduces the

extent to which traffic may travel on the resident-

ial streets while still maintaining adequate freedom

of movement.

Public reaction to our earlier publicity was scanty,

and we need your opinion on how the proposals

could affect you and your visitors before we can

advise City Council. Please fill in the questionnaire

and return it to us. by Feb. 25, 1974.

H^7--fls~"-^H';3^ ftjjjj^

LT
•igLTD-f i.penC » 1 1

sb- -nfiRSS

WEST END TRAFFIC SCHEME
PHASE TWO

Figure 102. Survey to determine resident reaction to ex-

pansion of NTM Program, Vancouver, B.C.

Which Block do you live in?

(example: 1200 Jervisl

Do you drive a car frequently in

the West End? Yes D No D
Do you travel as a car passenger

regularly? (more than 5 times a week) Yes No D
Do you approve of the proposed
additional barrier scheme? Yes D No D
Do you think it should be changed

in some way? Yes D No D
If you think it should be changed,

how? Please comment. Yes D No D

If you need additional information before making
your decision please phone the West End Planning

Centre. 683-6581 or Jack Lisman at City Hall.

8737346.
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Modification and
recycling the process

Minor modification to a neighborhood street's

protection plan is a common occurrence. Most

modifications are physical changes to individual

devices or application of a standard change to

all devices of a particular type. Usually such

changes are minor measures intended to im-

prove the devices' operation, eliminate some

hazardous condition or counter some deviant

driver behavior. Addition of reflectors and de-

lineators to barriers or posts to prevent avoid-

ance of them, or repositioning a stop sign for bet-

ter visibility are examples of this type of modifi-

cation. Most are undertaken by professionals on

the basis of their own observations without any

extensive formalized review process.

More important are situations where a plan is

successful enough that abandonment is not a

consideration, but its performance falls short of

its intended objectives or it has some undesired

side effects. Here significant modifications may
be considered to fine-tune the plan.

The evaluation stage doubles as a needs as-

sessment for such modification. In modifications

of this nature which usually relate to a multi-

device plan for a sizeable area, on some sites one

type device may be substituted for another,

some devices may be eliminated entirely or de-

vices may be added, reoriented or shifted from

one location to another. Normally, this type of

modification involves a mini-version of the ana-

lytic and participatory processes used in needs

assessment, alternatives development and se-

lection. Because of all that has gone before, the

actual activity can be extremely compressed in

time and scope, though modification planning

should be as thorough and deliberate as the orig-

inal plan development. Major quick reaction

modifications to large-scale schemes can create

as much confusion and opposition as they were
intended to cure.

When a plan is deemed to fail irretrievably,

"recycling" can occur. In essence, the scheme
tried is abandoned and the problem is either re-

turned to the alternatives development stage for

a fresh approach or one of the previously dis-

missed planning alternatives is resurrected for
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implementation. In actual practice, when neigh-

borhood traffic control schemes have failed, the

process involved so much controversy and acri-

mony that there has been no energy or enthusi-

asm for a "recycling" process. Calls for modifi-

cation and recycling can continue years after

initial installation. In Berkeley, three years after

implementation, opponents still attempt to elim-

inate some or all diverters while supporters aim

for numerous modifications. In Barnsbury, Lon-

don the control plan was substantially recycled

over a four-year period and two evaluation se-

quences, with nighttime control signs eventually

replacing barriers.
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5
Planning and
design aspects
common to all

neighborhood
management
devices

Effects of physical barrier

type devices on
emergency service

vehicles

Many of the neighborhood traffic control de-

vices detailed in Chapter 3 pose potential prob-

lems for emergency and service vehicles by
blocking their path or hindering their mobility.

Devices of concern include diverters, semi-

diverters, cul-de-sacs, circles, forced turn chan-

nelization, and median barriers. Primary con-

cerns are for fire, police and ambulance serv-

ices, and for private vehicles traveling in emer-

gency situations. In addition, routine services

such as public transit, school transportation

services, delivery vehicles, refuse collection,

and street and utilities maintenance operations

can be affected. This section examines in detail

the effects of traffic management devices on all

of these operations. It also examines legal issues

in traffic management.

Fire

Concerns for the impact of control devices on

firefighting operations center on two elements:

dispatching personnel and equipment to the fire

(response) and maneuvering equipment at the

fire site (extinguishment operations).63
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Response Times

Response time— the time between the start of

a fire and the beginning of extinguishment —
bears an extremely significant relationship to

accomplishing lifesaving missions, the serious-

ness of property damage and the difficulty of ex-

tinguishment. Response time has three ele-

ments: discovery time, alarm transmission time

and apparatus travel time. Very clearly, traffic

management plans can affect travel time and
travel opportunities of fire apparatus. Neigh-

borhood traffic management plans, particularly

ones with barrier devices, may:

• Force apparatus to longer, less direct rout-

ings. This can affect insurance ratings as well

as increasing response time.

• Confine apparatus to the busier streets, ex-

posing it to increased potential for significant

congestion/delay and to increased potential

for collisions with other vehicles.

• Lead to an apparatus ending up on the wrong
side of a barrier from the fire. This can result

from driver error in route choice or from error

in initial reporting of the fire location. Signifi-

cant time is lost in backtracking when this oc-

curs, particularly when an apparatus has al-

ready been laying hose.

• Preclude the good practice of routing com-

panies responding from the same station via

parallel routes. Multi-route response is nor-

mally practiced so that a single traffic inci-

dent will not delay all companies responding.

• Lead to an entire area being temporarily inac-

cessible to fire apparatus. This can occur

when barrier devices interrupt several resi-

dential streets, one or more episodal incidents

(sewer and water hookups, street repair, tree

pruning and the like) block other streets nor-

mally unimpeded, and traffic from the blocked

streets jams the remaining open streets.

• Slow down heavy fire apparatus maneuvering

through or around barriers.

Firefighting Operations

At the scene of the fire, barrier devices may:

• Interfere with maneuvering and effective de-

ployment of apparatus and equipment;

• particularly interfere with effective deploy-

ment of tillered aerial ladder apparatus;

• interfere with access to water supply points;

• complicate diversion of traffic away from the

fire scene.

Counter Measures

It is possible that the potentially adverse ef-

fects of traffic barriers on response travel time

can be offset by other improvements affecting

travel time or discovery and alarm transmis-

sion. Some possibilities include:

• Signal preemption. Hardware permitting

emergency vehicles to preempt traffic signals

(thereby clearing the intersection approach of

other traffic and quickly stopping cross traf-

fic) is readily available. Its employment at all

signalized intersections could cut response

time along arterial and collector routes, off-

setting increases caused by barriers on other

streets.

• Improved detection. Reliable, low-cost com-

bustion detection units are now readily avail-

able commercially. These are capable of sig-

nificantly reducing detection time. A commu-
nity considering a traffic management plan in-

volving barriers could require installation of

such detection units in all structures to offset

increases in response travel time.

• Improved alarm transmission. Telephone and
modern electronic signaling and retransmit-

ting devices now in use in most urban areas

have generally reduced alarm transmission

time to the lowest attainable level. But in areas

where the 911 universal emergency number

call system is not yet operational, improve-

ments are possible.

While the above possibilities hold sOme prom-

ise, the best approach might be to design a neigh-

borhood traffic management system which

would minimize its adverse impact on response

and firefighting operations. Primary solutions

include making barriers traversable, planning

the neighborhood traffic management barrier

system to minimize blockage of primary fire ac-

cess routes and operations in the vicinity of po-

tential multiple alarm fire sites, and providing

additional fire hydrants where barriers com-
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promise accessibility to existing fire plugs.

Traversable Barriers

Traversable barriers can be designed in

many ways. Methods include open gaps in the

barrier, emergency vehicle passageways guard-

ed by mountable curbs, passageways guarded

by flexible or breakaway materials, gaps guard-

ed by raised traffic bars or "undercarriage pre-

venter devices" and passageways guarded by

automatic or manually operated gate devices.

Each of these measures has inherent prob-

lems. Any emergency vehicle gap must be kept

free of obstruction. Instances of parked cars

blocking emergency vehicle gaps are not infre-

quent. Unfortunately, with many of the devices

located on the interior streets of residential

areas, enforcement actions against such park-

ing violations tend to be lax. Any emergency ve-

hicle finding an expected gap blockedmay be de-

layed more than if the barrier were an absolute

one and the vehicle were routed around it in-

itially. Vigorous enforcement of parking regula-

tions at emergency vehicle openings is essential.

Barriers with open gaps (restriction of pas-

sage to emergency vehicles done by signs and
markings only) are obviously subject to violation

by other vehicles. This is treated in the following

section on violations. But in terms of perform-

ance relative to emergency vehicle needs, open

gaps rate highly. Seattle observed occasional

problems where gaps were located near the

curbline as parked cars complicated maneuver-

ing through the space (though not blocking it).

Positioning of emergency vehicle passages in the

middle of the barrier appears advisable.

As an alternative to simply providing an open

gap, some communities have placed mountable

curbing across the emergency vehicle passage

to discourage or slow motorists. Unfortunately,

any curb which poses a somewhat formidable

barrier to normal traffic is also a problem for

emergency vehicles. If emergency vehicles at-

tempt to take a raised curb at speed, the shock of

crossing can lead to problems with wheel align-

ment, dislodge equipment and pose safety prob-

lems for the crew. It seems advisable where an
emergency vehicle passageway is provided

through a raised barrier device, that smooth

ramps be constructed rather than "mountable
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curbs."

Protection of emergency vehicle gaps by
means of breakaway or flexible materials ap-

pears inadvisable. Breakaway barriers are

equally permeable by vandals in private vehi-

cles. And, debris from the breakaway material

poses a hazard to firefighters riding on the ex-

terior of the apparatus. Flexible plastic bollards

have proven unsuccessful in several cities. Nor-

mal vehicles find them no deterrent to passage.

And, while they do spring back to shape if sub-

ject only to infrequent passage, when subject to

frequent violation they tend to become perma-
nently deformed or break off. These materials

are also an easy target for vandals. Some com-

munities have placed raised traffic bars in the

emergency vehicle openings. However, these

did not pose much of a deterrent to drivers de-

termined to violate the barrier. And, when the

fire apparatus traverses them at speed, they

tend to dislodge equipment and hazardously jolt

firefighters, particularly those standing on the

tailboard of the apparatus.

A few cities, notably Berkeley and Palo Alto,

California, have employed an "undercarriage

preventer" device in the emergency vehicle

passage. As shown in Figure 8, this is a wooden
or concrete block, usually about 3 feet (1 meter)

wide, 6 inches (.2 meters) thick, raised about 6

inches (.2 meters) above the surface of the emer-

gency vehicle passage. In theory, emergency ve-

hicles are higher slung than most vehicles in nor-

mal public use. By measuring the underbody
clearance of all emergency vehicles in use in a

community, the projection height for the under-

carriage preventer device which will allow

emergency vehicle passage but discourage or

prevent other vehicles canbe selected.

In practice there are problems. A projection

height which can be cleared adequately on a flat

roadway Surface can cause the same vehicles to

bottom-out when the device is placed on a

crowned contour. Because crowns vary sub-

stantially and the tolerances of concern are

small, projection height must be determined on

an individual site basis. Some emergency vehi-

cles, particularly some police and fire chief's

cars, differ little in underbody clearance char-

acteristics from the vast majority of automobiles

in normal use.* Conversely, virtually any pri-

vate truck and some common high-slung automo-

biles can clear almost any undercarriage pre-

venter that fire apparatus can clear. So the un-

dercarriage preventers are not wholly effective.

The section on violations presents some data on

effectiveness of the undercarriage preventer in

deterring normal traffic.

Gates automatically opening for emergency

vehicles have proven problematic. In one Berke-

ley barrier on the immediate egress route of a

fire station, a heavy duty parking lot type gate

which opened upon radio actuation from all

emergency vehicles was employed. Unfortu-

nately, it proved so highly susceptible to vandal-

ism (it needed repair on the average of once to

twice per day), that it was removed after a brief

period and an undercarriage preventer was
substituted. Yet a similar type gate used for a

similar purpose on the campus of the University

of California at Davis has functioned well for

many years. Radio or electronically actuated de-

vices using even heavier duty gates and opening

mechanisms — such as an adaptation of rail-

road grade crossing protection gear — may be

more resistant to vandalism, but involve consid-

erably more installation cost than a simple park-

ing lot gate.

Manual devices in which the emergency vehi-

cle operator dismounts to unlock and open a gate

or remove a retractable bollard have been in use

in vehicle free zones in many areas for numbers
of years. Because of their simplicity, they are not

particularly subject to mechanical failures and

are resistant to vandalism. However, while they

work acceptably in a simple situation of pro-

viding emergency access to individual blocks,

they are less satisfactory in a situation where an

emergency vehicle is simply attempting to trav-

erse the block they protect. At each barrier en-

countered, the vehicle has to come to a full stop

while someone dismounts, unlocks and opens the

device and reboards. This can be unacceptably

time-consuming, particularly if more than one

device is encountered on a response route. Such

manual "gates" are much more acceptable for

*In the long term, replacement purchases of emergency ve-

hicles with suitable undercarriage clearance can alleviate

this problem.
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purposes of service access than they are for

emergency vehicle accessibility.

Planning Considerations

The potential for traffic management plan in-

terference with fire apparatus accessibility and

firefighting operations can be minimized

through good planning efforts such as:

• Developing traffic management plans which

meet neighborhood objectives without placing

barrier-type devices on the main egress routes

from fire stations.

• Using semi-diverters or one-way street mazes

in preference to full barrier treatments where
strong traffic control devices are necessary on

primary fire station egress routes. So long as

the sight distance is good, operation of the fire

apparatus the "wrong way" around a semi-

diverter or on a one-way street is a generally

accepted practice.

• Minimizing the use of full barrier treatments

in close proximity to potential multi-alarm fire

sites — multi-story apartment buildings,

places of public assembly, etc.

• Minimizing problems of accessibility to water

supplies by installing new fire plugs on the

"dry side" of any barrier device which does

not have an emergency vehicle opening. Typi-

cal current costs for installation of additional

hydrants and laterals is about $2,000 per unit.

Police

Concern for the effects of barrier type devices

on police functions centers on four topics: (1]

Barriers make it more difficult for police to pa-

trol a given area thereby decreasing police sur-

veillance. As a natural reaction, individual pa-

trol officers may tend to avoid regular patrolling

of areas which become relatively isolated by

barriers. These factors might be expected to

lead to increase in certain types of residential

crime. (2) Barriers tend to hamper patrol car

pursuit of motorcycles, motorscooters, bicycles,

and suspects fleeing on foot. (3) Use of large

numbers of barriers in the city as a whole or in

one or several adjoining neighborhoods could

adversely affect police response to emergency

calls. (4) The ability to use streets paralleling ar-

terial and collector routes as an alternate route

in cases of blockage due to fires, construction

activity or special events traffic is a police con-

cern.

Available information, however, lends mini-

mal support to these concerns. For instance,

relative to the patrolling issue, studies in Minne-

apolis, Minnesota have demonstrated that

blocks with lower accessibility (characteristic

of situations where diverters and cul-de-sacs

are employed) tend to experience less residen-

tial crime than blocks with higher accessibility

exposed to similar crime-related social vari-

ables.9 In Berkeley, California nearly 70 cul-de-

sacs and diagonal diverters have been deployed

along with numerous semi-diverters, circles and
other neighborhood traffic control devices.

Comparison of residential crime statistics

before and after plan implementation lends no

support to the hypothesis that neighborhood

traffic management would lead to greater crime

rates due to inhibited police patrolling.21

Experience with their neighborhood traffic

management barriers gives slight support to the

notion that the barriers would pose significant

obstacles to "hot pursuit" situations. There

have been incidents where a barrier has been a

factor in a pursuit situation, but in over two

years of experience in Berkeley there is no in-

stance in which Berkeley police attribute traffic

barriers as the cause of failure to capture a sus-

pect. Rather than hot pursuit, police feel the

most interference is with "block covers" (where

a suspect is believed contained within a resi-

dential block), particularly when they attempt to

shift the cover from one block to another in re-

sponse to movements of the suspect. However,

no data is available on this phenomenon.

Berkeley patrol officers are convinced that

traffic barriers interfere with their ability to re-

spond quickly to emergency calls. But before

and after data compiled by the police depart-

ment indicates that the presence of barriers and

other traffic control devices placed in the neigh-

borhood traffic plan did not have any significant

impact on overall police response time. Diffi-

culties in using barred streets as detour routes

have been experienced in Berkeley. One diffi-

culty in such situations has been the failure of

community service officers to take advantage of
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design features enabling quick disassembly of

the barriers for passage of emergency detoured

traffic.

Ambulance services and
private emergency travel

Strategies in dealing with ambulance serv-

ices in neighborhood traffic management plans

are similar to those for fire apparatus. The
placement of barriers on the immediate egress

routes of ambulance operating bases and on the

immediate access routes to hospital emergency
rooms and emergency clinics should either be

avoided, or the barriers should have emergency
vehicle passageways suitable for ambulances.

These provisions plus providing good public in-

formation on the location of any barriers not

physically traversable by private automobiles

and signing of unobstructed hospital access

routes are the primary measures which can be
taken to facilitate emergency travel in private

vehicles.

Refuse collection

and deliveries

Regularly routed vehicles for milk deliveries,

postal service, refuse collection and the like can

have their routes adjusted to operate in an effi-

cient and continuous pattern within the con-

straints imposed by a system of barriers. Only

cul-de-sacs significantly decrease efficiency by

forcing vehicles to back-track over previously

covered ground. For non-regular unrouted de-

liveries (such as delivery of a large household

appliance), the barrier scheme poses more of a

problem by presenting a confusing street pat-

tern to drivers unfamiliar with the arrangement

in each neighborhood. A remedy for this situa-

tion is for the city or possibly the Chamber of

Commerce to distribute maps detailing the bar-

rier pattern to all businesses making frequent

deliveries in the city and to provide warning

signs in advance of those blocks on which bar-

riers are deployed.

Transit
136

Since public transit service normally oper-

ates on arterial and collector streets unob-

structed by barriers, minimal interference to

these operations is generally inherent. Where
signs and other control devices restrict vehic-

ular movements, transit vehicles may be ex-

cepted by sign notice. Barrier systems may pose

more of a problem to paratransit vehicles, dial-

a-ride operations and school bus operations

which tend to travel to some extent on the resi-

dential street system. Careful design of the bar-

rier system with respect to school bus opera-

tions tends to minimize interference although

some relocation of pick-up points may be neces-

sary. Dial-a-ride, and other paratransit uses can
adjust their operations in much the same man-
ner as regular deliveries and are likely to be min-

imally impactedby barriers.

Maintenance
Barrier devices' interference with normal

maintenance operations is typically minor.

Northern cities have reported that diverters,

cul-de-sacs and speed bumps complicate

removal operations in heavy snow conditions. In

Berkeley, where sewage system manholes are

typically located in the center of intersections,

diagonal diverter barriers must periodically be

temporarily disassembled to allow for normal

operation of sewage system flushing equipment.

Diverse examples of similar kinds of problems

have been reported; none are of a particularly

serious nature. The essential point is that poten-

tial impacts on maintenance be considered in

the planning stage so that appropriate adjust-

ments can be designed, or cost impacts of opera-

tional changes can be assessed.

Violations of

traffic barrier devices

Barrier devices by their very nature frustrate

motorists and create a considerable level of

driver resentment. Drivers find their favorite

neighborhood shortcuts closed off and are

forced to use less direct and perhaps congested

arterial/collector routes. When they attempt to

visit friends in the protected neighborhoods,



they may become confused and disoriented by

the barriers. They may naturally feel that the

residents of the protected neighborhood have

created an elitist situation for themselves at the

driver's expense. Occasionally residents of the

protected neighborhoods, who are personally

insensitive to traffic problems and find their

accessibility less convenient, react to the bar-

riers from a driver's rather than from a resi-

dent's viewpoint.

Naturally, some drivers respond to barriers

with behavior that reflects their resentment. A
few resort to vandalism, but more prevalent be-

havior is violation of the device itself. While

there is an inherent tendency for some drivers to

violate barriers, the actual extent to which this

occurs is dependent on how physically easy it is

to violate the barrier, the amount of advantage

the driver gains by this versus exercising other

options, and general expectations regarding en-

forcement and the consequences of being

caught in violation.

These factors all interact with one another so

that it is difficult to generalize likely percent-

ages of violation for various forms of devices.

However, a few noteworthy points can be made.

Barriers with open paved gaps, such as semi-

diverters, or diagonal diverters and cul-de-sacs

with unprotected emergency vehicle passages

are obvious targets for violation.

But in Berkeley, California where some 70 di-

verters and cul-de-sacs have been deployed as

part of the city's areawide neighborhood traffic

management plan, barriers with open emer-

gency vehicle passages experienced violation

levels on the order of five to seven percent of the

traffic formerly using the street.21 This level of

violation is a source of irritation to residents and
to the majority of motorists who do obey the de-

vices; but it is clear that even with an emergency
vehicle gap easily traversed by normal vehicles,

the barrier is highly effective in reducing

through traffic volume on the streets where it is

employed.

Counts of violations of emergency vehicle pas-

sages protected by undercarriage preventers in

Berkeley showed no significant differences in

the rates of violation than that experienced at

barriers with open emergency vehicle pas-

sages.21 However, this observation is somewhat
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misleading, since the city employed the under-

carriage device only at locations where open

gaps were initially observed to have high rates

of violation. Unfortunately, no recorded data is

available to contrast violation experience at in-

dividual sites before and after installation of the

undercarriage device.

The same violation rate is probably typical for

barriers with paved passages guarded by
mountable curbs. Where diverters and cul-de-

sacs have no paved passage ways but traversal

is not physically precluded by strong deterrents

(bollards, guard rails, sturdy plant growth,

berms and other landscaping details), violation

rates tend to be below quantifiable levels.

Though infrequent, they still occur often enough
to be a concern, particularly because of damage
done to landscaping. Occasional violators will

even traverse sidewalks and private lawns to

avoid a barrier. Metal or wooden bollards

should be positioned to preclude these incur-

sions.

Devices or combinations of devices which
tend to entrap motorists inside neighborhoods

are ones most likely to be violated, particularly

by persons encountering them for the first time.

For this reason there may be a tendency toward
higher violation rates for cul-de-sacs and mid-

block closures unless they are designed to be vio-

lation proof. For similar reasons, semi-diverters

which prohibit exits from a block rather than

entries to it are to be avoided. High violation

rates can also be expected at sites where the al-

ternative route involves significant out-of-

direction travel or passage through heavily con-

gested streets and intersections. Violations of

barriers on interior neighborhood streets is

more likely than for those on the periphery. At
interior locations, drivers have already commit-

ted themselves to a neighborhood shortcut and
will have to back-track to comply with the bar-

rier device. Furthermore, at interior locations

there is a lessened expectation of police surveil-

lance and enforcement. On the other hand, driv-

ers tend to expect a higher probability of surveil-

lance and enforcement and usually can continue

their journey on arterial and collector routes

without backtracking if the device is at the pe-

riphery of the neighborhood. The best way to

avoid violation problems is to landscape the de-

vice so well that the roadway on the other side is

hardly visible and looks as if there never had
been any connection between the two street seg-

ments separated by the barrier device.

Legal considerations

The basic justification for neighborhood traf-

fic management stems from the fundamental

justification for all traffic laws, ordinances and
controls — that streets and highways should

provide expeditious and reasonably safe serv-

ice to all legitimate users and uses and that these

users and uses should not be killed, injured or

frustrated by improper behavior of others. Since

local residential streets are intended to serve a

broader range ofusers and uses than other func-

tional classes of streets, it is natural that more
specialized controls may be needed to ensure

satisfactory performance. More specific legal

justification for neighborhood traffic manage-
ment has been provided by the U.S. Supreme
Court (County Board of Arlington County, Va., Et

Al. v. Rudolph A. Richards, Et Al, No. 76-1418,

Oct. 11, 1977) in a case involving an Arlington

County, Virginia resident-preferential park-

ing program. Beyond specifically upholding

resident-preferential parking in the Arlington

County case, the court added the broad finding

that communities "may decide that restrictions

on the flow of outside traffic into particular res-

idential areas would enhance the quality of life

thereby reducing noise, traffic hazards and lit-

ter." While the Supreme Court ruling appears to

affirm basic legal grounds for neighborhood

traffic management, a remaining legal issue of

concern is that of conformance with the Manual
on Uniform Traffic Control Devices and the sev-

eral parallel control and design manuals issued

by individual states. The following considera-

tions are relevant to this concern:

• Many of the devices used for neighborhood

traffic restraint purposes are standard traffic

devices well recognized in the manuals and ap-

plied in quite standard ways. Included among
these are one-way streets, turn prohibition

signs, DO NOT ENTER signs, mandatory turn

signs and markings, median barriers and chan-

nelization. There are no unusual legal problems
with these devices.
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• There have been legal challenges to divert-

ers, semi-diverters and retrofit cul-de-sacs on

the grounds that they are not recognized traffic

control devices. In simple fact, measures loosely

called "control devices" in this report are actu-

ally not traffic control devices in the strict sense.

Some, like circles, semi-diverters, forced-turn

islands and median barriers are forms of chan-

nelization, a recognized and commonly prac-

ticed traffic engineering treatment to guide or

prevent specific vehicular movements. Others,

like diagonal diverters and cul-de-sacs, are geo-

metric features of the road. They are retrofit to

be sure, but in this they are not unlike a change

in a highway alignment made to take it over a

new bridge or different from features which

would be routinely accepted in the design of a

new residential subdivision. These "geometric

features" place certain areas outside the

traveled-way and are marked and delineated by

standard traffic control devices and traveled-

way edge treatment. This is obvious in the case

of permanent physical treatments delimited by

raised curbs. When physical "devices" are con-

structed of temporary materials like bollards,

planter boxes and the like, this point is less ob-

vious. The area in which they are placed must be
clearly marked with the appropriate pavement
markings (as well as by appropriate signs, de-

lineators and object markers) for proper driver

guidance. The bollards, posts or other materials

should be clearly outside the traveled way and
placed there to discourage or prevent vehicles

from traversing that area— not to delineate the

traveledway themselves.*

• Some traffic engineers feel restricted from

*BoUards, planters and other landscape materials in the de-

vices under discussion are not intended as or in physical per-

formance similar to guardrails and barriers used as safety

devices. That is to say, they are not meant to deflect or con-

strain out of control vehicles from crossing medians or collid-

ing with roadside obstructions. Rather, they are employed to

discourage willful traversal of the area outside the travel

way. This parallels the use of fencing and some guardrail on

limited access highways to prevent independent-minded
drivers from creating their own access at points where inter-

changes are not provided. Considering that these features

outside the traveledway are not intended as and may not per-

form like safety guardrails, it is imperative that roadway geo-

metries at these locations be adequately delineated and
marked by appropriate centerline, edge and advance warn-
ing treatments.

using any traffic control device not explicitly ap-

proved in the Manual on Uniform Traffic Con-

trol Devices or in parallel
'

' approved' ' listings of

state jurisdictions. Some feel that these manuals
define the totality of good traffic engineering

practice and anything not in the manuals is de

facto, not good practice. Others, while not nec-

essarily believers in the rigid position above, are

concerned about exposure to a liability burden
if a unique or non-listed device becomes the sub-

ject of litigation following an accident to which
the device was in some way related. These are

misconceptions. The MUTCD and parallel state

manuals are intended as standards to ensure

nationwide consistency in good traffic engineer-

ing practice, not as substitutes for sound engi-

neering analysis and judgment nor as shields be-

hind which officials wishing to avoid problems

may hide. Both the way in which the MUTCD is

officially managed and evolved and the actual

day-to-day practice of traffic engineering belie

the rigid application argument. The MUTCD it-

self and the Federal Highway Administration

(FHWA) which oversees it recognize that the

manual is not an all encompassing document. Ad-

vances in understanding and/or technology lead

to new methods of control, new devices and tech-

niques must be added to cover areas not ade-

quately treated or not addressed in the past

(controls related to bicycle facilities are a

good example of this) and rather unique situa-

tions may require special treatment or some de-

viation from normal practice. For these reasons,

the Manual sets forth procedures by which

changes in it can be brought about or through

which interpretations and approvals for use of

devices as an alternative to manual-specified

devices or approvals for experimentation may
be granted. States, local jurisdictions and even

individuals may petition the Federal Highway
Administrator. FHWA attempts to be respon-

sive to petitions and has minimal formal applica-

tion requirements. Requests for using new de-

vices or methods should indicate why a device
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or procedure from MUTCD should not be used,

advantages of the proposed procedure or de-

vice, any data showing why the proposed device

is considered the solution and procedures to be

used in any field experiments with the proposed

device. Traffic engineers are urged to make
application to FHWA or, as appropriate,

through similar channels for the various state

manuals. This brings experiences and new solu-

tions to the attention of others and thereby

broadens, changes and improves the practice of

traffic engineering as a whole.

However, in actual practice traffic engi-

neers often find "official" review too time con-

suming, remote, perhaps even intimidating, and

usually out of scale— making a mountain out of

a molehill — in relation to the immediate situa-

tion they are addressing. In these circumstances

many, even some who on other occasions will

cite the MUTCD as reason for not taking action

on neighborhood traffic problems, will rely upon

their own analyses, judgment, ingenuity and ap-

plication of fundamental traffic engineering

principles to develop solutions and will imple-

ment them routinely without seeking "official"

review.

When traffic engineers deviate from recog-

nized practices or implement new types of con-

trols without seeking official sanction, they

should themselves take the steps outlined below

which in fact parallel what would be done more
formally in making a request for an official re-

quest for change, experimentation or interpre-

tation.

1. Carefully measure and document exist-

ing conditions and identify a valid traffic

control need.

2. Demonstrate the fact that "approved"

control devices were considered first and
demonstrate substantive rationale for

finding the "approved" devices non-

responsive to the problem (or that a "nov-

el device is significantly more respon-

sive).

3. Documents a process in which sensible

engineering and design methodology and

principles were used to arrive at a rea-

sonable "solution" (i.e., the non-listed or

unique device) to the problem.

The words "sensible methodology and prin-

ciples" and "reasonable solution" are impor-

tant here. Obviously a solution which directly

conflicts with the fundamental principle set out

in the control and design manuals and other doc-

uments of good engineering practice is neither

sensible nor reasonable. On the other hand, a

device or measure which is in substantive con-

formity with the control manuals and design

guides, though perhaps not explicitly presented

in them, a device which builds upon and extends

fundamental engineering principles usually is

sensible, reasonable and good traffic engineer-

ing.

As an aside to the foregoing, the history of

numerous and widespread public complaints of

neighborhood traffic problems and demands for

action and traffic engineers' frequent inability

to provide satisfactory responses are prima

facie evidence that the MUTCD and parallel

traffic control and design manuals can possibly

evolve to define further measures addressing

local residential street issues. It is hoped that

this "State-of-the-Art Report" will be a step in

gaining "official" recognition of devices and
measures and in standardization of practices

for neighborhood traffic control. Devices like di-

verters, semi-diverters and retro-fit cul-de-sacs

are now pervasive enough that they should be

given treatment in traffic control and highway
design manuals* whether considered "con-

trols" or "geometric features." The fact is that

these and many other devices are now being

widely used for neighborhood traffic control.

Some devices which appear to be inherently use-

ful, occasionally do not perform properly be-

cause traffic engineers, in the absence of au-

thoritative guidance, sometimes use inappro-

priate materials in their construction, inade-

quately sign and mark them, make poor geomet-

ric design decisions or follow inadequate in-

stallation criteria. In other cases, due to the ab-

sence of proper guidance, officials have re-

*The 9th edition of Fundamentals of Traffic Engineering,

for one, does treat this subject matter.
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sorted to clearly inappropriate and ineffective

controls. Traffic engineers are increasingly

finding it appropriate if not being forced to con-

trol and limit residential street traffic. It is time

that good practices and appropriate devices for

this purpose be given explicit recognition in

fundamental traffic engineering manuals and

guides.

There are other legal issues of concern other

than these related to the MUTCD. In most states,

rigid conditions for abandonment of public

right-of-way and procedures for doing so are

specified by statute. In Berkeley, where the un-

fortunate term "closure" was used to describe

cul-de-sacs, a court suit contended that the cul-

de-sacs were an illegal abandonment of public

right of way. The City's counter argument is that

cul-de-sac streets are not closed or abandoned
— anyone can walk on them, ride bicycles on

them and drive motor vehicles on them; every

property on the cul-de-sac streets is directly ac-

cessible by motor vehicle; the streets are in use;

they simply are not useful to thru traffic. While
this argument seems persuasive, particularly in

light of the fact that streets initially built as cul-

de-sacs are not considered closed, abandoned
or non-public; the case is still under adjudica-

tion. Another contention in this Berkeley case is

that the City's employment of diverters, semi-

diverters, cul-de-sacs and other devices to re-

duce traffic on some streets while forcing it onto

others constitutes a capricious abuse of the

City's authority. While the U.S. Supreme Court

decision referenced above appears to clearly

uphold the authority of local jurisdictions to

undertake neighborhood traffic management,
this Berkeley suit reinforces the need that traf-

fic management plans be developed, justified

and have their impacts assessed in a well-

reasoned planning process.
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Appendix A

!
is

Technique Money Time Staff Expertise Equipment ^i

Focused Group

Discussion

"Varies in Cost" Medium-High Medium Yes No

Delphi "Can Be Expensive" High Low Yes No

Community Sponsored

Meetings

"Relatively Minor" Low Low No No

Public Hearings $500-$25.0O0 High Medium Yes Yes

Ombudsman
(On Agency Staff)

$18.0OO-$40.OOG7

Annual Salary

Low-Medium High Yes No

?

Advocacy Planning $20,000-$ 100.000/

Year

Low-Medium Low Yes No

c
c
•
c
•

J

Charrettes $15.000-$250,000 High Medium Yes Yes

(For Overnight

Facility)

'E
Community Planning

Centers

$60,000-$200,000/

Year

Medium-High Low Yes No

Scales

Time: Low: Less Than 1 Month
Medium: Between 1 and 2 Months

High: More Than 2 Months

Exp»rtl*e: No: Requires Only Usual Planning Skills

Yes: Requires Unusual Skills

Staff: Low: Single, Short Committment

Medium: Reoccurring Short Committment

High: Committment Longer Than 1 Month

Equipment: No: Requires Only Usual Agency Equipment

Yes: Requires Unusual Equipment
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Tochmque Money Time Staff Expertise

Scales

Time: Low: Less Than 1 Month

Medium: Between 1 and 2 Months

High: More Than 2 Months

Expertise: No: Requires Only Usual Planning Skills

Yes: Requires Unusual Skills

Equipment

Staff: Low: Single, Short Committment

Medium: Reoccurring Short Committment

High: Committment Longer Than 1 Month

Equipment: No: Requires Only Usual Agency Equipment

Yes: Requires Unusual Equipment

"\

Citizen Employment $5.000-$10,000/Employee Low-Medium Low No No

Citizen Honoraria For Each Person: at Least

$10 per Meeting or $25-$507

Day or Higher if Repaying at

Actual Payscale

Low Low No No

Citizen Training "Varies Widely" Low-High Medium Yes Yes

Community Technical

Assistance

"Varies" Medium-High Low-High No No

Coordinator or

Coordinator/Catalyst

$20,000-$30,000

Annual Salary

High Low No No

Game Simulation $100-$500/Day for Existing

Game; $10,000-$2 Million

To Develop New Game

Medium-High Medium Yes Yes

Technique Money Time Staff Expertise

Time:

Expertise:

Low
Medium

High

No

Yes

Scales

Less Than 1 Month Staff:

Between 1 and 2 Months

More Than 2 Months

Requires Only Usual Planning Skills Equipment:

Requires Unusual Skills

Equipment

Arbitrative and Mediative

Planning

$200-$250/Day Fee

for Arbitrator/Mediator

High Medium Yes No

Citizen Referendum

(Official)

(Unofficial)

No Cost

$5,000-$40,000

High

Medium-High

Low-Medium

Low-Medium

No

No

No

Yes

Citizen Review Board Depends on Amount Needed

for Honoraria and Citizen

Training (See Participation

Process Support Techniques)

High High No No

Media-Based Issue

Balloting

$17,500-51.5 Million High Medium Yes Yes

Low: Single, Short Committment

Medium: Reoccurring Short Committment

High: Committment Longer Than 1 Month

No: Requires Only Usual Agency Equipment

Yes: Requires Unusual Equipment
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Technique Money Time Staff Expertise Equipment

Computer-Based

Techniques

"Varies Widely" Low-High Low Yes Yes

0>

Jl

Design-In and Color

Mapping

Under $100-$5,000 Low-Medium Medium No Yes

(Models)

> c Plural Planning $50,000-$ 100.000/

Community Group

High High No No

Task Force "Relatively Inexpensive" Low-Medium Medium No No

Workshops $5OO-$2,OO0 Low-Medium Medium Yes No

c
c
r.

n
s

Citizens' Advisory

Committee

$20.000-$60,000 High Medium No No

*>

1
a.

Citizen Representatives

on Policy-Making Boards

"Little Expense" Low Low No No

Scales

Time: Low: Less Than 1 Month

Medium: Between 1 and 2 Months

High: More Than 2 Months

Expertise: No: Requires Only Usual Planning Skills

Yes: Requires Unusual Skills

Stiff: Low: Single, Short Committment

Medium: Reoccurring Short Committment

High: Committment Longer Than 1 Month

Equipment: No: Requires Only Usual Agency Equipment

Yes: Requires Unusual Equipment

Jl
:

'§

Technique Money Time Staff Expertise

Scales

Time: Low: Less Than 1 Month

Medium: Between 1 and 2 Months

High: More Than 2 Months

Expertise: No: Requires Only Usual Planning Skills

Yes: Requires Unusual Skills

Equipment

Fishbowl Planning "Relatively Expensive" Medium-High High No No

Interactive Cable TV-

Based Participation

"Costly" (Not Available) (Not Available) Yes Yes

Meetings—Neighborhood "Relatively Small" Medium Medium No No

Neighborhood Planning

Council

(See Advocacy Planning) Medium High No No

Policy Capturing $10-$20 per Computer

Regression Analysis; $40,000

for Interactive Computer

Graphics Program

Medium-High Medium Yes Yes

Value Analysis Many Cost Factors High High Yes Yes

Staff: Low: Single, Short Committment

Medium: Reoccurring Short Committment

High: Committment Longer Than 1 Month

Equipment: No: Requires Only Usual Agency Equipment

Yes: Requires Unusual Equipment

s
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Technique Money Time Staff Expertise Equipment

Public Information

Program

$5,000-$50,000 Medium-High Medium-High No No

Drop-In Centers "Can Be Costly" Medium High No Yes

(Mobile Center)

Hot Lines $2,000/Week for Recording

Equipment 24 Hours/Day:

$40 Installation Fee

Low Low No Yes

Meeting-Open

Informatron

"Varies Widely" Low Medium No No

° 5
Surveys $3-$5/Mailed Questionnaire; Medium-High Medium Yes Yes

is

J3

$10-$15/Telephone Interview;

$15-$30/Personal Interview

With Basic Analysis of Data

Scales

Time: Low: Less Than 1 Month

Medium: Between 1 and 2 Months

High: More Than 2 Months

Expertise: No: Requires Only Usual Planning Skills

Yes: Requires Unusual Skills

Stiff: Low: Single, Short Committment

Medium: Reoccurring Short Committment

High: Committment Longer Than 1 Month

Equipment: No: Requires Only Usual Agency Equipment

Yes: Requires Unusual Equipment

^ Technique Money Time Staff Expertise Equipment

o —
a * Group Dynamics $150-$1.000/Day for Medium Low-Medium Yes Yes

&i Leaders, $1,600 for Purchase (Video Taping)

s c of Video Tape Equipment;

S-
$16for30 Minutes of Tape

Low

Medium

High

Less Than 1 Month

Between 1 and 2 Months

More Than 2 Months

Expertise: No: Requires Only Usual Planning Skills

Yes: Requires Unusual Skills

Scales

Stiff: Low: Single, Short Committment

Medium: Reoccurring Short Committment

High: Committment Longer Than 1 Month

Equipment: No: Requires Only Usual Agency Equipment

Yes: Requires Unusual Equipment

Sources:

Ueland and Junker, A Manual for Achieving Effective Community Participation in Transportation Planning.

U.S. Federal Highway Administration. A Manual of Community Involvement Techniques for Designing and Implementing Community

Involvement in Highway Planning and Design.

U.S. Federal Highway Administration, Effective Citizen Participation in Transportation Planning.

Yukubousky, Community Interaction in Transportation Systems and Project Development.
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Appendix B

Selected references on
community participation

techniques

1. Judy B. Rosener, "Citizen Participation: Tying

Strategy to Function" in Citizen Participation

Certification for Community Development: A
Reader on the Citizen Participation Process,

ed. Patricia Marshall. Washington, D.C.: Na-

tional Association of Housing and Redevelop-

ment Officials, February 1977.

2. James J. Schuster, John N. Balog and Anthony

F. Dreisbach, Optimization of Citizen Partici-

pation in the Transportation Planning Pro-

cess, Report No. DOT-TST-76-96. Springfield,

Virginia: National Technical Information

Center, 1976.

3. Transportation Research Board, Citizen's

Role in Transportation Planning; Transporta-

tion Research Record No. 555. Washington,

D.C.: National Research Council, 1975.

4. Ueland and Junker Architects and Planners

and Portfolio Associates, Inc., A Manual for

Achieving Effective Community Participa-

tion in Transportation Planning. Harrisburg,

Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania Department of

Transportation, April 1974.

5. U.S. Federal Highway Administration, Office

of Environmental Policy, A Manual of Com-
munity Involvement Techniques for Design-

ing and Implementing Community Involve-

ment in Highway Planning and Design. Wash-
ington, D.C.: Federal Highway Administra-

tion, January 1977.

6. U.S. Federal Highway Administration, Socio-

Economic Studies Division, Effective Citizen

Participation in Transportation Planning,

Volume I, Community Involvement Processes.

Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Of-

fice, 1976.

7. Richard Yukubousky, Community Interaction

in Transportation Systems and Project Devel-

opment: A Framework for Application: Plan-

ning and Research Report 50. Albany, New
York: New York State Department of Trans-

portation, September 1973. Reprints Marvin

L. Manheim and John H. Suhrbier, A Cata-

logue of Community Interaction Techniques,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology Trans-

portation and Community Values Report No.

72-10, unpublished report submitted as part

of the National Cooperative Highway Re-

search Project 8-8(3).
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Appendix C
Techniques and
measurements for

neighborhood traffic

management
planning

Introduction

This appendix outlines operational measure-

ments to assess traffic issues in a neighborhood

and, if a protection device has been installed, to

determine its effects and effectiveness. A sum-

mary of the measures is presented in Table 10.

Some types of measures are appropriate both

in the planning stages and for evaluation of per-

formance after implementation. Others not par-

ticularly useful in planning are taken simply to

record important impacts whichbecome evident

after implementation. Also, different types of

measures are taken to assess the direct impacts

of traffic control on the "protected" area and
those used to assess the impacts on others af-

fected.

Operational measurements
which indicate the
presence of a problem

Traffic Volume

A limited number of attempts have been made
to establish threshold levels at which traffic vol-

umes on residential streets become a perceived

problem. The publication Residential Streets

suggests that local streets should carry less than

1,000 vehicles per day.89 The City of Dallas has

extrapolated this value and uses 1,000 per day

or 100 in the peak hour in both directions.55

Montgomery County, Maryland has ascertained
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Table 10

Technical measurements for neighborhood traffic

management

Used In

a
.2 o£

«! 9 «3
§ 3. «
a « a

8 « 2
» a w
S .£: a
< -3 ?
ob a s
"°

fc o

Measure » * o Special Considerations
E < u.

H

Total Traffic ADT, peak hour and nighttime
counts in response to particu-

lar problem

Through Traffic • Estimation by use of trip gener-
ation rates or license survey of

car following

Speed • • • Radar or other automatic pro-

cedure, car following does not

work

Traffic Composi- • • • Standard classification counts
tion when trucks or motorcycles

"are problems

Traffic Safety • • • Low numbers of accidents usu-
ally make statistics meaning-
less; must respond to incidents

and perceived safety problems

Traffic Noise • • • See NCHRP report #174 for es-

timation technique

Air Quality Minimal impact by NTM
Capacity of Adja-
cent Arterials

• • SeeHRB Highway Capacity
Manual

Number of People
Effected

• • Manual count of affected
households

Effect on Resident •
Accessibility

Qualitative evaluation

Effect on Emer- •
gency Services

See Chapter 5

Impact on Pedes- •
trians, Bicycles,

Handicapped

• Qualitative evaluation of de-

sign features — See Chapter 3

for individual devices

Level of Driver
Obedience

See Chapter 3

devices
for individual

Construction
Costs

See Chapter 3 for individual

devices

that 200 vehicles in one direction per hour "ap-

pears to coincide with an approximate point

when local residents experience a visual and
mental disturbance, causing them to initiate

complaints of excessive traffic."96 Finally,

Appleyard in his study of streets in San Fran-

cisco, where residences tend to border side-

walks and are quite close to the streets, found

that 33 percent of the people on streets of less

than 2,000 vehicles per day felt traffic to be fair-

ly or very heavy on their streets; 90 percent felt

thisway on streets with 10,000 vpd.3

These few studies only touch upon the nature

of the problem. There is a wide range of environ-

mental conditions — including residential

density, building setback line, other non-traffic

related problems such as crime, appearance

and general neighborhood character — which
can influence the vulnerability of residents and
hence, the level of traffic which residents per-

ceive as a problem. Thus additional research is

needed to determine a set of threshold traffic

volumes (and associated environmental condi-

tions) which can be used as a basis for determin-

ing if a problem exists. However, it should be

amply clear that the "capacity" of local residen-

tial streets is not governed by "volumetric capa-

bility" but by environmental considerations. ni

In Britain, researchers have defined the "en-

vironmental capacity" (acceptable traffic vol-

ume) of various types of streets on the basis of

noise, effects on pedestrians and visual intru-

sion.
109 Volume levels based on noise criteria

are computed using methodology similar to that

described in this report. Pedestrian based cri-

teria relate to conflicts and delays experienced

in crossing streets. Visual intrusion criteria are

subjective. This work presents a promising

methodology for determining what traffic levels

are appropriate on individual streets. But the

specific results reported in the referenced Bath

study are not reproduced here as useful rules of

thumb as they are subjective to the particular

streets studied in Bath, an area of especially

unique character. The Bath researchers also

warn that the level of effort involved in estimat-

ing environmental capacities on a street-by-

street basis may make their approach extremely

costly in practical application. Despite this, the

Bath work is a useful step in the attempt to spe-
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cifically quantify how much traffic is accept-

able and those interested are urged to consult

the referenced report.

As a more pragmatic guide, the analyst can
use the standards developed by the agencies

listed at the start of this section or the functional

classification volume ranges listed in Chapter 4.

However, there are two important distinctions

in the measuring of traffic volumes. First, a

problem may exist only during specific periods

of the day (peak hours, nighttime), or it may be a

day-long problem. Measurements should there-

fore be made on an hourly basis to determine

this factor. In addition, traffic on neighborhood
streets may be "local" or "through" traffic. The
distinction between these two types of traffic be-

comes somewhat clouded as the size of the

neighborhood increases.

Three techniques can be suggested for deter-

mining the percentage of through traffic. One
method would be to define a neighborhood

boundary, or define the limits of a specific street

to be protected, and conduct a license plate sur-

vey of entering and exiting vehicles. This tech-

nique becomes quite costly as the number of en-

trances increase. A more cost-effective tech-

nique would be to determine the volume of local

traffic which should occur on the street using

standard trip generation rates. An average

value of 10 trips per household can be used for

most typical low to medium density areas. By
comparing the theoretical traffic generation to

the observed volume, a reasonable estimate of

the percentage of through traffic can be obtain-

ed. Finally, a limited sample of cars could be fol-

lowed as they enter a neighborhood to determine
if their destination is local or beyond the neigh-

borhood.

A final note on the collection of traffic volume
data is the importance of covering both streets

from which complaints are received and streets

where traffic might be diverted by a manage-
ment project. By anticipating complaints related

to implementation of a plan, the planner will

have sufficient data before and after implemen-

tation to either confirm or refute complaints re-

ceived external to the protected neighborhood.

Traffic Speed

Traffic speed is one of the most frequent com-

plaints registered regarding traffic on residen-

tial streets. Yet very little research has been
done to quantify a threshold level or levels

where speed becomes a perceived problem.

Studies to date have focused on speed in relation

to accidents, for the most part on non-residential

streets; and speed in relation to posted or prima

facie speed limits. These studies are clearly

more driver-oriented than neighborhood-

oriented.

Perhaps the best guideline to "officially" ac-

ceptable speed in neighborhoods are the speed

limits established for non-arterial streets by

various state and local jurisdictions. A summary
of some of these limits on two lane urban and
suburban locations was presented in Chapter 3

in Tables 5 and 6. In general, limits of 15-25 mph
have been established around school zones,

while limits of 25-30 mph have been established

for other parts of local streets. These limits have

been established on the basis of being judged

reasonable and safe for the conditions to which

they apply. By contrast, in the Dutch Woonerf or

"residential yards," the design objective is to

limit traffic speed to 7 to 14 mph19 and Swedish

guidelines call for speed limits of 19 mph (30

kmph).110

A review of cases where speeding is consid-

ered to be a problem and speed checks are sub-

sequently conducted has shown that speeds

above the 25-30 mph range have appeared to

produce complaints. However, such a statement

is not based on a solid program of research

which might establish the various contributing

factors which lead to the perception that speed

is a problem.

A special problem related to speed on resi-

dential streets is that while traditional traffic

engineering procedures attempt to base speed

limits on the 85th percentile of observed speed,

the residents may be most concerned about the

aberrant few who exceed resonable speeds.

Since speed is viewed correctly as a contributor

to accidents, it is the excessive speed of the few

that can appear to create unsafe conditions on

local streets. Thus in measuring speed on a

street in an attempt to evaluate the existence of

a problem, it would appear reasonable to give

consideration not only to the average and 85th

percentile speeds, but also to the degree to
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which the highest 15% depart from safe prac-

tices.

In this regard, the simple geometric design of

the street may contribute to the potential for

speeding to occur, and the evaluation must in-

clude recognition of the potential as well as the

actual occurrence; for example, wide, straight

streets with few intersections have a greater

potential for speeding than do streets that may
be either narrow, curved or broken by numerous
cross streets. In addition, certain types of driv-

ers, notably the teenage hot-rodder, have a repu-

tation for excessive speeds. Noting the types of

drivers who are at the high end of the speed

range may be a useful key to determining the

type of solution needed.

In summary, based on the limited data avail-

able on speeds on local streets, it would appear

that measurements indicating 85th percentile

speeds above 25-30 mph would be a reasonable

basis for acknowledging the existence of a prob-

lem. In addition, special attention should be

given to the highest 15% of auto speeds to deter-

mine the frequency and degree of speeding, as

well as general nature of the aberrant speeding

drivers themselves. But considering the trends

in European residential street planning and the

prevalence of resident concerns in this country,

it seems apparent that what is not "speeding"

by our official standards may still be "too fast"

for residential neighborhoods and further re-

search on residential street speed limits is

needed.

Traffic Composition

Traffic composition relates to the mixture of

automobiles, buses, trucks, motorcycles and bi-

cycles in the traffic stream. This characteristic

is in fact a secondary variable related to traffic

noise and traffic safety. Traffic composition can

be simply measured by a standard classification

count. However, count categories should specif-

ically focus on vehicle types which tend to be

most irritating to residents. Counts by hour may
be useful to ascertain whether the problem
exists all day, during the peak hour, or at night.

Traffic Direction

The only known study on residential prefer-

ence related to direction was conducted by

Appleyard in San Francisco.3
It indicated that
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people living on streets with more than 5000
vehicles/day were relatively indifferent to

whether traffic was one- or two-way whereas
people on streets with less than 2000 vpd, an
overwhelming majority (74%) preferred their

street to remain two-way. This can be attributed

to the presence of high volumes on most one-way
streets in San Francisco and the anticipation

that such a condition would occur if these re-

spondents' streets were converted to one-way.

Were a one-way pattern to be created in a way
such as to remove through and/or high speed
traffic, it is probable that traffic directionwould
not be a significant factor. Traffic direction

should thus be considered in terms of whether
the street pattern promotes or discourages

through traffic. On two-way streets, directional

dominance of intruding traffic flows either on an
all-day or peak period basis can also be an im-

portant consideration in traffic management
planning.

Traffic Safety

Traffic safety in neighborhoods is a sensitive

issue which is quite hard to quantify. While the

number of accidents or the accident rate can be

computed, residents tend to be sensitive to more

than actual accidents in their neighborhoods.

Safety in neighborhoods tends to be related to

intuitive perceptions about streets as safe

places to walk along, to cross, and for children to

play in. Clearly these factors are related to

speed and volume, but statistical correlation

with perception of safety has not been made, if

indeed it is possible. Furthermore, in their per-

ceptions of safety, residents tend to be aware of

incidents such as near-collisions or vehicles

striking pets, events unrecorded in the normal

traffic accident records traffic engineers use.

There is also a problem in the area of accident

rate measurements, since on low volume streets,

accidents are quite rare; thus measurements in

a small area may be highly unrepresentative of

actual safety problems. A possible technique for

agencies contemplating a statistical evaluation

is to compile accident rates for various classifi-

cation of streets (freeways, arterials, collectors,

and local streets) on a city ur regionwide basis.

Comparison of rates in a small neighborhood

can then be used, with due respect to the size of

the local sample, to compare the local condition



to the areawide average. Neighborhoods with

accident rates above the norm may be consid-

ered as potential problem areas, though statis-

tical significance is not always possible. An-

other technique used in Seattle is to ask resi-

dents by survey to spot-locate near-misses, pet

accidents and other unrecorded safety inci-

dents and then compile and analyze these in

much the same way as normal accident data.

Traffic Noise

Traffic noise is a variable that can either be
measured directly or computed on the basis of

traffic volume, speed, composition and distance

from the noise source. The analysis of traffic

noise is a rather new science and as a result

there are several ways of both measurement
and computation. The three basic methods of

computation are:

• L
10
— the sound level of the loudest 10% of the

vehicles passing a point in a specified period

of time;

•L
eq

the average noise level as measured
over a 24-hour day;

• L^ — the average noise level as measured
over a 24-hour day with a 10 db penalty for

nighttime observations to account for per-

ceived higher sensitivity to nighttime noise.

L
10
and L

eq
are used by FHWA in their design

policies; L^ is used by EPA in their environ-

mental impact evaluation policies. L and L^
both respond to the average condition, which
may be of concern where steady streams of traf-

fic occur. L
10

responds to the less frequent

peaks, which may be the most bothersome in a

residential environment.

A number of standards have been developed

as reasonable or acceptable levels of noise. The
FHWA has established 70 db at L

10
in the peak

hour and 75 db at L
eq

for the total day as their

design guidelines for noise in residential areas.

EPA has established an L^ level of 65 as their

criterion for acceptable noise. However, further

study is needed to determine threshold levels of

acceptable noise for various levels of noise.

In lieu of actual measurements of noise, the

reader is directed to NCHRP Reports 17383 and
174,84 for the most current analysis of the prob-

lem; the latter volume presents techniques for

estimating noise levels based on traffic volume,

traffic composition and distance from the road-

way. These techniques are useful for determin-

ing if the above standards are exceeded, or if a

particular local condition exceeds noise levels

thatwould normally be encountered.

Acceleration/Braking

Acceleration and braking add an increment

of noise above that encountered when vehicles

are moving at steady speed. They also add to

driving and energy costs, driving time and air

pollution. Measurement of this characteristic is

not specifically needed as an evaluation tool, ex-

cept that locations where it occurs should be
noted, such as at stop signs or at road curves.

Studies in the neighborhood should also deter-

mine if the noise created by acceleration and
braking is perceived as a problem. Likewise, the

installation of any control devices should con-

sider whether acceleration and braking will

occur as a result of the installation.

Systemwide
measurements

The previous measurements relate to prob-

lems that occur on the residential streets them-

selves. However, prior to installation of neigh-

borhood protective devices, consideration

should be given to several systemwide charac-

teristics which will be affected by these devices.

Capacity Utilization of

Relevant Major Intersection

Any successful program of neighborhood

protection will inevitably divert some traffic to

adjacent arterial streets. Part of the analysis

prior to determination of the elements of a neigh-

borhood protection plan should therefore deter-

mine the ability of the adjacent arterial street

system to accommodate added traffic.

Clearly this is a classic trade-off condition. If

the analysis shows that adjacent streets do not

have sufficient capacity, decisions will be

needed to balance the desires of the residents

for quiet streets, the desire of the motorists for

efficient travel, and the resources of the local

jurisdiction to provide for efficient traffic move-

ment without the use of local streets

.
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As one example of a technique for dealing

with this issue, Montgomery County, Maryland
will not implement a neighborhood protection

program "where the service level of an adjacent

intersection will deteriorate beyond Level 'D' or

where an existing service Level 'E' or 'F' will be

extended."96 Parallel to such a criterion is of

course the possible decision to improve the adja-

cent intersection to the point where an accept-

able service level can be obtained. In many
cases it may be possible to "solve" the neighbor-

hood's traffic intrusion problem through meas-

ures on the arterial street system, either cor-

recting specific deficiencies which caused the

neighborhood incursions in the first place or

simply providing good enough arterial service

that drivers do not perceive local street short-

cuts as an advantage.

Number of People Affected

It is valuable in assessing the need for a neigh-

borhood protection program to determine how
many people will be affected positively, how
many will be affected negatively, and to what
extent each will be affected.

Operational measures of

effectiveness to be
applied to residential

protective devices

This section deals with additional measures

which can be used to evaluate alternatives and

effectiveness of neighborhood protection de-

vices on the streets where they have been in-

stalled. The measures are intended to determine

if the devices are achieving their goal and how
well.

Control Effectiveness

The first question which must be asked is: Is

the device performing the function it was in-

tended to perform? If the device was installed to

reduce speed, are speeds in fact lower? If a bar-

rier was installed, is it effective or is it being

violated? In some cases this basic question can

be answered by inspection; in other cases, use

will be made of the previous and following meas-

ures of effectiveness. The first step in the evalu-
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ation process, however, is the proper selection

of those measures which specifically apply to

the device, since all of the measures will not

apply to all devices.

Traffic Safety

Evaluation of the effectiveness of neighbor-

hood protection devices from a safety viewpoint

has three elements:

• Safety of the devices themselves

• Safety on the protected streets

• Safety on the surrounding streets -

All newly installed neighborhood protection

devices should be closely monitored in the

months following installation to assure that the

devices themselves are not the causes of new
accidents. Poorly visible and poorly marked
devices, cul-de-sacs with insufficient turning

radii, forced turn channelization with poor sight

distance, and other poorly conceived installa-

tions are certain to bring legal difficulties if

accidents occur, and may lead to the complete

undoing of a comprehensive protection pro-

gram. Proper design is of course indispensable

to avoiding such a situation, but monitoring after

installation is equally vital to detect any unfor-

seen problems.

Safety on the protected streets is a sensitive

problem as noted in the prior section. Before and
after measurements can be made, but if the

sample size or area is small, the comparisonmay
not be statistically significant. In addition, this

type of analysis may not reflect the change in

perceptions of safety in the neighborhood.

Finally, evaluation should be made of the

streets surrounding the protected neighbor-

hood. Accident decreases in the neighborhood

may be offset by increases on surrounding

streets. Ultimately this may result in a net re-

duction of accidents if the shift concentrates the

accidents where traffic engineering counter-

measures can be employed effectively. However
at the initial evaluation stage, the important

point is that of searching broadly enough to

detect shifts in accident locations which may
occur. Tables 11 and 12 show examples of this

type of evaluation for the comprehensive pro-

gram implemented in Berkeley, California. 21

Table 11

Accident comparison — West Berkeley neighborhood area

Neighborhood Local Streets Bounding Arterials

Type of Accident Before* After** Before* After**

Broadside 9 1 11 16

Sideswipe 4 1 12 9

Pedestrian-Auto 1 6 3

Bicycle-Autc 1

Head-On 1 2 1

Rear-End 5 5 17 13

Hit Fixed Object 1 2 1 2

Overturned 1

Other 1 2

Totals 21 11 49 47

Table 12

Accident comparison — Le Conte neighborhood area

Neighborhood Local Streets Bounding Arterials

Type of Accident Before* After** Before* After**

Broadside 11 16 14

Sideswipe 6 3 15 8

Pedestrian-Auto 3 2

Bicycle-Auto 1 2 4

Head-On 1 1 3

Rear-End 1 2 12 17

Hit Fixed Object 1 1 1

Overturned

Other 1

Totals 20 7 50 58

*Pre-traffic Management Plan implementation, October, No-

vember, December, 1973.

**Post-Traffic Management Plan implementation, October,

November, December, 1975.

Source: De Leuw, Cather & Company; Six Months Experi-

ence, Berkely Traffic Management Plan, 1976.
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Table 13

Typical construction costs for neighborhood protection de-

vices (1976 costs)

Traffic Signals

Temporary Diverters

Landscaped Diverters

Additional Fire Hydrant

Rumble Strips

Trafficy Circle (temporary)

Concrete & Asphalt Islands

Signs

Paint and Bar Islands

Chokers

Pavement Markings

$30,00 - $40,000

$500 -$2,000

$1,000 -$12,000

$1,500 -$2,500

$400/approach

$1,000 -$2,000

$2.50/ft2

$30 -$50

$.45/ft2

$400 - $500

$10 -$40 units

Driver Obedience

Measurements of driver obedience are a

direct measure of whether a device is perform-

ing its function. It can indicate the need for a

more effective device or for more enforcement.

It should not be assumed that because a de-

vice causes an apparent barrier to traffic, that it

will not be violated. Studies in Berkeley showed
that in some locations, sidewalks and vacant lots

were used to bypass clear barriers. Monitoring

of obedience can thus aid in decisions on proper

types of devices for the concerned driver pop-

ulation, and on the specific design of the devices.

A sympathetic driver population with feasible

alternative routes may allow use of a less re-

strictive type of device or alternatively, less

enforcement. Only by monitoring of obedience

can this factor be determined for the local con-

dition.

Construction Costs

Construction costs for the various types of

devices can vary greatly, depending on whether

they are permanent or temporary; the amount of

landscaping, if any; and special considerations

such as the need to install added fire hydrants

and connections. While cost estimates should be

made specifically for each project, Table 13

presents a range of typical costs for various de-

vices as gleaned from recent experiences.

In addition to these costs for construction,

communities should expect some expenses for

community interaction and plan development,

as well as for any necessary environmental im-

pact report efforts.

Vandalism and Maintenance Costs

Vandalism is a highly localized item which

can be influenced by the degree of animosity

towards the devices, the type of neighborhood

where the device is installed, and the design of

the device itself. The vandalism may be inherent

to the neighborhood and thus not directly re-

lated to feelings about the protection program

itself. While little data is available to specify

expected costs due to vandalism, the City of

Berkeley experienced costs due to vandalism in

the range of 5% of the construction costs during

the 6 months following installation of its city-

wide program. Two-thirds of this cost was asso-
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ciated with repeated vandalism at specific loca-

tions, providing a small measure of the degree of

acceptance of these few devices.

Typical annual maintenance costs following

the initial period might be on the order of $150-

200 per diverter, $0.10 per foot of curbline and
centerline markings to be repainted, $20 per

pavement marking to be repainted, and $2-5 per

sign to be replaced.

Costs ofAddedTime and Expense to Drivers

A thorough evaluation of protection devices

should indicate these driver related costs. It

should be noted that they apply both to the

through drivers diverted to other streets, as well

as to local neighborhood drivers whose access

distance to their homes is increased. These costs

are somewhat speculative, and it is extremely

difficult to estimate the real value of tiny delays

or time savings to individual drivers or accu-

rately guage the effect on operating costs of the

small changes in operational characteristics

imposedby most traffic management actions.

Surveys

Throughout Chapter 4, applications of survey

research techniques as appropriate to the var-

ious stages of planning and evaluating neighbor-

hood traffic schemes have been indicated. Illus-

trations of surveys actually used by communi-

ties at various stages of the planning process

have been presented. This State-of-the-Art

report is not intended as a manual on how to do

surveys. There are many existing publications

dealing with survey methods, including material

for the layperson as well as the survey specialist

which are referenced at the conclusion of this

appendix. However, a few key points about ap-

plications of survey research techniques to

neighborhood traffic issues merit specific note

here.

Organization

Before any survey is launched, there must be

a clear understanding of the specific objectives

it is supposed to accomplish since objectives

have a strong effect on overall survey design,

sampling methods and design of the survey in-

strument. Surveys connected with neighbor-

hood traffic management are unusual because,

unlike most surveys, data gathered thereby may
be only a secondary objective. In this case, pub-

licizing a plan or the existence of the planning

process and the fact of having given everyone

the opportunity to identify needs or express

opinions is as important as the direct response

data. By contrast, at the evaluation stage, the

data return has dominant importance.

Selecting a Survey Design

The essential need here is to reach the desired

target population group. Thus it is mandatory to

define who is in this group— it may be residents

on a particular street or itmay be the entire com-

munity. The design or strategy should involve

selecting an approach which will reach the tar-

get group as effectively as possible within budg-

et. This means, for example, that a random tele-

phone survey would be an unlikely choice for

reaching drivers who shortcut through a partic-

ular street or neighborhood, since most calls

wouldbe to unqualified households.

A number of factors affect choice of survey

strategy. Cost, desired response rate, desired

control over who responds, wording, format,

length, subject and population surveyed are all

considerations and no simple rule of thumb
should normally be applied. However, self-

administered mailback surveys usually are most

common and most suitable for neighborhood

traffic management applications. However, pro-

cedures to assure adequate response rate and

against response bias are important.

Survey work can be very expensive. Great

care must be taken to recognize all costs before

beginning. Often surveys take far more time to

produce results than expected. This is because

of questionnaire approvals, weather, slow (mail-

back) or low rates (in other methods) of re-

sponse, and delays in processing and analyzing

data (particularly if computer analyses are

used). Avoid study designs which leave too little

slack in the time schedule for delays; an extra 50

percent is not too much.

Sampling

In normal survey research, full enumerations

(100 percent samples) are very seldom used.

They are extremely expensive and usually add
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little if anything to the useful accuracy of the re-

sults. The typical exception is in the case of a

very small population (i.e. up to perhaps 200} in

which samples would be too small for reliable in-

ferences to be drawn. However, in dealing with

neighborhood traffic issues, because of the im-

portance of giving everyone an opportunity to

comment, 100 percent samples are the norm ra-

ther than the exception.

The major concern in survey sampling is to

avoid bias, or non-representative results. Much
of this requires only thoughtful common sense;

for example, to learn about the desires of silent

citizens one should not survey just people who
turn up for community meetings. A household-

oriented approach would be more appropriate

to reach this group. Even where 100 percent

samples are utilized, control of returns is need-

ed to assure that adequate numbers of respons-

es are received from each critical resident cate-

gory.

There are many clever statistical designs for

sampling, including simple random, stratified,

cluster, systematic, and various composite

sampling techniques. The application of these

principles in any reasonably large survey

should be guided or at least advised by a compe-

tent statistical technician, to avoid embarrass-

ing (or worse) errors. Properly used, statistical

survey principles can save much effort and
money. Statistical inference, the power to draw
from a sample reliable conclusions about the

whole population, is mainly controlled by abso-

lute sample size — not the proportion of the pop-

ulation sampled. Ignore any advice to use "a
straight ten percent" or other proportion. Get a

statistician if in doubt. While the above noted

use of 100 percent samples in neighborhood traf-

fic management related survey applications

may downgrade the importance of sophisticated

statistical approaches, presence of a competent

statistician is always a reassuring asset.

Instrument Design

The instrument must be clear and of interest

to the respondent. Otherwise unsuspected and
even undetected response biases as well as re-

fusals will occur. The instrument should always

be pretested, along with the procedure for ad-

ministering it. Pretesting invariably uncovers

points of misunderstanding, difficulty, or delay.

Questions can all too easily be poorly worded,

resulting in useless or no responses. This is espe-

cially true of items concerning future behavior

of the respondent or his/her household to a hypo-

thetical situation. Great care must be taken in

design of such items, particularly in depicting

the details of what a traffic management plan

might be like, if this is the subject of the question.

The temptation to include extra "interesting"

questions should be resisted. They make the sur-

vey more expensive and less reliable, annoy the

respondent, and usually never get analyzed any-

way. This is a vice of many inexperienced survey

designers.

General References in Survey Research

Urban Transportation Systems Associates, Inc.

Urban Mass Transportation Travel Surveys,

for U.S. Department of Transportation, Au-

gust, 1972.

Raj, Des, The Design of Sample Surveys,

McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1972.

Cochran, William G., Sampling Techniques,

John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1963.
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Appendix D

Organization
of needed
technical data

This appendix describes in detail a technique

for arraying data for planning traffic manage-
ment schemes on a series of overlays as a con-

venient organizational technique. The system

was used in Berkeley, California in developing

that city's traffic management plan.

Base Map

A street base map at a scale of one inch = 200

feet to one inch = 500 feet should be utilized. For

large planning areas, a series of maps of this

scale in reasonable desktop size sheets should

be used. For smaller planning areas, such as

when single neighborhoods are considered, a

much finer scale (say one inch =100 feet) can

provide area coverage on a desktop size sheet

and will also permit plotting of specific geome-

tric details rather than just general schematics

as on the larger scale maps. Base map coverage

should extend to areas outside the primary plan-

ning zone potentially impacted by traffic man-

agement actions (this can include extending the

map beyond jurisdictional boundaries).

The street system designations should be en-

coded on the base map (i.e, locals, collector, ar-

terials, limited access highways). Also shown
should be any significant bicycle or pedestrian

ways separate from the street system, direc-

tions of any one-way streets, as well as any exist-

ing physical barriers to travel. Right-of-way and

travelway dimensions may be shown on the base?

map or on a separate overlay.

Overlay 1 : Perceived Problems

On this overlay, problems identified through

various forms of community input, as well as

those possibly identified by staff, should be dis-

played. Problems should be encoded at the ap-

proximate locations where they are perceived to
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occur on the street system using simple graphic

representations for the common generic types of

complaints (speed, noise, too much traffic vol-

ume, too much truck traffic, accidents, child

safety problems, general pedestrian problems,

etc.). Where problems of a rather unique nature

are identified, specific details may be briefly no-

tated on the overlay. In cases where consider-

able unique descriptive detail is associated with

many of the identified problem points, it is useful

to correlate symbolic representations on the

overlay to a separate descriptive text by means
ofnumber codes.

Overlay 2: Traffic Data

Information displayed on this overlay would

include several types of objective data meas-

ures: traffic volume counts, speed studies, noise

measurements, vehicle classification data, re-

sults of through traffic surveys, results of traffic

obedience studies and any other relevant data.

Traffic volumes would be shown directly on the

overlay. The other types of studies which re-

quire some form of tabular presentation would

be indicated by a code and a key which would

reference the planner to the specific relevant

tabulation or file. The object of this overlay is to

let the planner see immediately what specific

objective traffic data is available in the vicinity

of any particular site within the planning area

and to aid in the evaluation process

.

Overlay 3: Congestion Data

On this overlay, capacity deficient locations

on arterial streets bordering the neighborhood

would be listed and notations would be included

relative to specific causes and possible solu-

tions. If turning counts and detailed capacity

computations exist, numerical reference keys to

them should be included on the overlay. Using

this display, the planner can determine whether

traffic intrusion problems on local residential

streets are being caused by specific deficiencies

on the arterials and collectors. If such is the

case, the planner can look to solutions which
cure the problem at its source — improvements

at the bottleneck condition — as well as ones

which merely shield the neighborhood from the

problem's effects. The planner may also use the

overlay to draw inferences as to whether a con-

trol device proposal on the local residential

streets will further complicate operation prob-

lems on arterial and collector roads in the vicini-

ty.

Overlay 4: Accident LocationMap

This overlay would consist of the accident

spot map which most city traffic or police de-

partments compile as a matter of routine. Ideal-

ly individual overlays for several recent years of

accidents would be available. The object in hav-

ing the accident overlay is not simply to confirm

or disprove the community's perception of safe-

ty problems and high accident incidents. Bona
fide safety problems may indeed exist at loca-

tions where no prior accidents are reported; the

community is often intensely aware of such indi-

cations of safety problems as frequent near

misses and vehicles striking pet animals — inci-

dents which do not show up in normal accident

reports. The object in having the accident spot

maps available is to use them for specific analyt-

ic detail. If there are recorded accidents on the

complaint sites, the planner can obtain the case

numbers, look at the detailed police accident re-

ports and collision diagrams, and determine

what specific pattern of accidents may be occur-

ring and what countermeasures may be sug-

gested by the sites' accident histories. Thus, the

planner uses the accident information not so

much to verify or deny the perceived problem as

to obtain more detailed information from avail-

able records which may point to employment of

specific solution measures.

Overlay 5 : Traffic Control Device Inventory

Ideally this overlay would display all existing

traffic control devices on the streets. Frequently

such an inventory already is available in plotted

form in city files, but nearly as frequently is ei-

ther not available or incomplete. At a minimum,

the graphic should display traffic signals, stop

signs and yield controls. It is also desirable to

plot locations of crosswalks, various types of

warning signs, speed limits, and other signifi-

cant pavement markings. This is a basic refer-

ence graphic since it is essential that any new
proposed device fit within the context of existing

control devices in its vicinity.

Overlay 6: Neighborhood Boundaries
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On this overlay, the boundaries of integral

neighborhoods would be outlined. Neighbor-

hood units should be defined from the sense of

the planner's definition of neighborhood and

as community residents perceive their neigh-

borhood, not according to artificial demarkation

lines such as voting districts or census tracts.

The object in defining these boundaries is to as-

sist the planner in developing schemes which en-

hance the quality of neighborhoods as integral

units, to avoid schemes which conflict with the

community's sense of neighborhood identity,

and to pinpoint situations where existing traffic

conditions create problems by posing conflicts

with neighborhood integrity and identity. The
neighborhood boundary delineation may be pre-

sented as a separate overlay or in combination

with the land use map overlay (see below). A sep-

arate overlay showing census boundaries and
other data compilation related units (i.e. , region-

al traffic analysis zones,) should also be pre-

pared.

Overlay 7: Traffic Management Units

The purpose of this overlay is to identify physi-

cal areas which through traffic should not pene-

trate and conversely, those streets which must
remain open to through traffic. This identifica-

tion requires somewhat subjective judgement,

and these areas may change during the course of

the study. The main purpose is to ensure that a

local residential street on the boundary of a

neighborhood is not undesirably subjected to

added through traffic from some protection de-

vice, and that all residential streets in a unit are

bounded by streets needed for through traffic.

This map may or may not coincide with Overlay

6, the neighborhood boundary map. One objec-

tive in preparing this overlay is to attempt to rec-

oncile differences between the two.

Overlay 8: LandUse Maps

This overlay would be a very simple land use

map intended to show locations of single family

residential, multiple family residential, mixed

residential, office-commercial, and industrial

activities. The basic purpose of this overlay is to

delineate points of change in basic land use ac-

tivities and mixes of activities which may gener-

ate problems. The more elaborate land use maps
which provide multiple distinctions in densities

and types of activities are undesirable for this

use as they provide an unnecessary and mis-

leading amount of detail. The object in having

this display available is to be able to define lines

where traffic generated by office, commercial

and industrial activities may be prevented from

spilling over into residence areas, to help identi-

fy streets which may be more or less sensitive to

the effects of traffic, to identify areas where
land use mixes may demand special considera-

tion, and to confirm the land use basis for neigh-

borhood boundary definition.

Overlay 9: Special Activity Generators

This overlay would spot the location and iden-

tify categorically those community activity

centers which by their nature generate signifi-

cant traffic activity or pose specialized accessi-

bility considerations. Facilities which should be

located on this overlay include schools, hospi-

tals, rapid transit stations, large employment

sites located on internal streets of a generally

residential area, and special nuisance traffic

generators like drive-in fast food outlets and

high turnover all night convenience shops when
located within or on the fringes of residential

areas. The intent of this graphic is to make the

planner aware of the locations of these special

sites so that the plan can be specifically tailored

to respond to their special needs (i.e, extra traf-

fic protection around a school or community

park; good emergency accessibility to hospitals

from the surrounding arterial collector routes,

but buffering the neighborhood from the im-

pacts of hospital visitor/employee traffic; and

buffering the residential areas from the impacts

of special nuisance generators).

Overlay 10: Fire and Other Emergency Vehicle

Considerations

On this overlay, the locations of all fire sta-

tions would be plotted, along with those of police

stations, and ambulance service operating

quarters if different from the hospitals. Primary

routes of egress from the fire stations, police sta-

tions and ambulance staging areas and routes of

response to all areas of the community should be

plotted. Locations of all fire plugs should also be

plotted. Normally, information on the fire routes

can be found in fire department training manu-

als, and fire plug locations if not plotted in such
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manuals are available from utility maps. Police

and ambulance egress routes can be determined

either by simple inspection or by conversations

with operating personnel.

In using this overlay the planner should be

concerned with three things. First, traffic man-

agement actions should not block or unduly de-

lay critical fire routes, particularly in the blocks

in the immediate vicinity of the station area. Spe-

cific suggestions for such situations are dis-

cussed in Chapter 5.

The second major consideration for the plan-

ner relative to emergency vehicles is one of con-

sidering the implications to emergency vehicle

routes of actions taken on streets other than

those designated as the emergency vehicle

routes (i.e., shifts of traffic from another street

which might cause serious congestion on an

emergency vehicle route). Thirdly, the planner

should inspect the overall pattern of emergency

vehicle response in the context of each traffic

control proposal so that no portion of a neighbor-

hood becomes particularly isolated relative to

service by emergency vehicles. Finally, location

of fire plugs relative to the individual devices

should be considered so that fire plugs are con-

veniently accessible on Both sides of any barrier

included in the plan. Where necessary, installa-

tion of additional fire plugs should be included

as an element of barrier design.

Overlay 1 1 : Public Transit Operations

Routes of public transit services would be
plotted on this overlay. Also noted would be

those stops and terminal stations where signifi-

cant park-ride and kiss-ride activities take

place. In using this overlay in an alternative de-

velopment process, the following considerations

should be taken into account:

• Control devices should not block or signifi-

cantly impede transit routes.

• Where neighborhood traffic control devices

must be employed on transit routes, devices

selected should be ones which make it possi-

ble to continue transit operations with mini-

mum interference. Devices to which specific

exemptions for transit operations can be ap-

pended should be favorably considered, for

example a left-turn prohibition from which

transit vehicles are exempted by a supple-

mentary message plate. Also, when control

devices are placed on routes used by transit,

care should be taken that the facilities meet
specific transit functional needs — such as

allowing reasonable space for bus stops and
passenger waiting areas, providing required

turning radius for transit vehicles and so

forth.

• Transit routes should not be shifted capri-

ciously in an attempt to eliminate conflicts be-

tween their operations and a neighborhood

traffic control proposal. In most cases the

transit route is located on a particular street

for good reasons even if that reason does not

seem particularly obvious to the planner. And
even if the original choice in locating the tran-

sit route on the street of concern versus an

available parallel route seems to have been

made rather arbitrarily and shifting does not

pose any significant operational concerns,

route shifts are still to be discouraged. Such

shifts can negatively impact rider habits de-

veloped around the existing route structure.

• The planner should also be conscious of sec-

ondary impacts of devices located off the

transit route streets which may cause conges-

tion or peculiar operations difficulties on

streets on which transit does operate.

• Attempts should be made to maintain good ac-

cessibility to those stops where significant

park-ride and kiss-ride activity is noted as

taking place.

Overlay 1 2 : School Transit

Use of a plot of school bus routes in the plan-

ning process should parallel that of the public

transit overlay. However, because school trans-

portation services are transporting a captive

ridership, minor changes in routes which shift

pickup locations or cause slightly circuitous rout-

ings or delays are not as serious an adverse ef-

fect as is the case with public transit. On the

other hand, since it is often a policy to locate

pickup points for school children on the neigh-

borhood residential streets rather than on the

arterials and collectors (to protect them from ex-

posure to traffic), it is likely that there will be a

far greater frequency of conflicts between traf-

fic control device proposals and school bus
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routes than there are with normal public transit

operations. Another consideration in planning

neighborhood traffic control devices is the need

to allow for reasonable bus circulating loops for

passenger pickup and dropoff around the school

site.

Overlay 13: Trucks

This overlay would detail existing truck

routes and spot locations of trucking yards and

other facilities likely to generate high levels of

truck traffic. This graphic will enable the plan-

ner to identify deficiencies in the existing truck

route system, areas which reasonably demand
accessibility by truck and areas where certain

types of truck limits might reasonably be im-

posed.

Overlay 14: Bikeways

All bikeways, including both on-street and off-

street facilities, should be delineated. This gra-

phic will enable planners to include specific pro-

visions so that neighborhood traffic control de-

vice proposals do not block or pose hazardous

obstacles to bikeways. Streets heavily used by

bicyclists should also be noted on the graphic

even if they are not formally designated as bike

routes.

Overlay 15: Neighborhood Proposed Plans and
Citizen Solutions

Specific proposals to remedy problems identi-

fied by the community should be plotted and
screened against all of the information available

on the overlays above in much the same fashion

as the planner goes through the process of devel-

oping a plan of his own. Assessment of communi-
ty proposed plans as a first step of analysis will

assist the planner in formulating further con-

cepts and, more importantly, give people who
have taken the trouble to propose a solution a ra-

tional assessment of their proposals.

Overlay 16: Site Inspection Field Notes

To prepare an effective neighborhood traffic

management plan for an area, it is essential that

the planner have a detailed familiarity with it.

This familiarity can only be gained in the field.

Prior to generation of alternatives, the planner

should undertake a tour of the entire planning

area, stopping as necessary to take photographs

at significant points and to experience condi-

tions from the viewpoint of the motorist, pedes-

trian, bicyclist and area resident. Field notes

and photos taken on the site tour should be com-

piled in a log, and comments and photos should

be number keyed to an overlay for easy refer-

ence so that they may be retrieved for consider-

ation during the alternative generation process.
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Appendix E

TABLE 14: SUMMARY OF CITIES
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Jurisdiction

Fort Worth, Texas •

St. Joseph, Michigan •

Boston, Massachusetts • • •

Pittsburgh, PA • •

Inglewood, CA •

Traverse City, Michigan •

Claremont, CA • •

Campbell, CA • • •

Dartmouth, Canada • 4 •

Omaha, Nebraska •

Davis, CA • •

Akron, Ohio •

Torrance, CA • • • • • •

Beverly Hills, CA •

Detroit, Michigan •

Oklahoma City, OK • • •

Simi Valley, CA •

Santa Cruz, CA •

Buena Park, CA •

Redondo Beach, CA •

Alexandria, VA •

Halifax, Nova Scotia • • • •

Oakville, Canada •

Littleton, Colorado • • •

Tampa, Florida •

Jacksonville, Florida •

Dallas, Texas • •

Dayton, Ohio • • • •

Cambridge, MA • • •

San Luis Obispo, CA •

Sacramento, CA •

New Haven, CT •

New Orleans, LA • • • •

Philadelphia, PA • •

Rochester, NY •

Toledo, OH •

St. Petersburg, Florida •

Washington, D.C. • • • 4 • • •

Jurisdictions reporting neighborhood traffic control devices
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TABLE 14: Summary of Cities and Devices Reviewed — State of the Art Search (continued)
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Jurisdiction

San Jose, CA •

Sacramento Co., CA •

Cupertino, CA • •

Saratoga, CA • • • • •

Carson, CA •

Covina, CA •

Cyprus, CA •

Downey, CA • •

Glendale, CA •

Hawthorne, CA •

Huntington Beach, CA •

Irvine, CA •

Los Angeles, CA • •

Norwalk, CA •

Pasadena, CA •

Placentia, CA •

Rancho-Palos Verdes, CA •

South Pasadena, CA •

Whittier, CA •

Oakland, CA • •

San Diego, CA •

Belmont, CA •

San Mateo, CA • • • •

Menlo Park, CA • •

Lafayette, CA • • • •

Richmond, CA • • •

Albany, CA •

Redwood City, CA •

Walnut Creek, CA • • •

Pleasant Hill, CA •

Skokie, Illinois •

Columbus, Ohio •

Louisville, KY • •

Hartford, CT •

Chicago, Illinois • • • •

Minneapolis, Minnesota • •

Grand Rapids, Michigan • •

Metuchen, NJ •

Jurisdictions reporting neighborhood traffic control devices (continued)
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TABLE 14: Summary of Cities and Devices Reviewed — State of the Art Search (continued)
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Jurisdiction

Buffalo, NY • •

Concord, MA • •

Flint, Michigan • •

Houston, Texas • •

Keane, NH •

Memphis, Tennessee • •

Miami, Florida • • •

Nashville, Tennessee • • •

Isla Vista, CA •

Aurora, CA • • • • •

Charlotte, NC • • •

Cleveland, Ohio • • •

Berkeley, CA • • • • • • • • • •

Decatur, Illinois • • • • • • • •

El Paso, Texas •

Farmington, Utah • • • • •

Hampton, VA • • • •

Kalamazoo, Michigan • • • • •

Kansas City, MO •

Lake Oswego, OR • •

Madison, Wisconsin • • • • • • • • • •

Norfolk, VA • •

Palo Alto, CA • • • • •

Rocky Mount, NC • • • •

St. Louis, MO • • • • • •

St. Paul, Minnesota • • • •

Salt Lake, Utah •

San Francisco, CA • • • • • • • •

Santa Ana, CA • • • •-

Seattle, WA • • • • • • • • •

Shaker Heights, Ohio • • • • • • • •

Springfield, MA •

Vancouver, BC • • • • •

Visalia, CA •

Wichita, Kansas • • • •

Toronto, Ontario •

Concord, CA • *

Jurisdictions reporting neighborhood traffic control devices (continued)
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TABLE 14: Summary of Cities and Devices Reviewed — State of the Art Search (continued)
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Jurisdiction

Eugene, OR • • • • • • •

Joliet, Illinois • •

Portland, OR • • • •

Baltimore, MD
Tucson, AZ

Jurisdictions reporting neighborhood traffic control devices (continued)

Note: Table 14 is by no means a complete summary of all jurisdictions believed to be using various devices cited. It is simply a

notation of those neighborhood traffic control devices observed or reported in the above North American communities which com-

prise the data base for this State-of-the-Art report. Many more North American jurisdictions are believed using some of these de-

vices for neighborhood traffic control purposes. Jurisdictions cited above may also use other devices not indicated on the table.

Some devices indicated above are test installations subsequently removed.
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FEDERALLY COORDINATED PROGRAM (FCP) OF HIGHWAY
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The Offices of Research and Development (R&D) of

the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) are

responsible for a broad program of staff and contract

research and development and a Federal-aid

program, conducted by or through the State highway

transportation agencies, that includes the Highway

Planning and Research (HP&R) program and the

National Cooperative Highway Research Program

(NCHRP) managed by the Transportation Research

Board. The FCP is a carefully selected group of proj-

ects that uses research and development resources to

obtain timely solutions to urgent national highway

engineering problems.*

The diagonal double stripe on the cover of this report

represents a highway and is color-coded to identify

the FCP category that the report falls under. A red

stripe is used for category 1, dark blue for category 2,

light blue for category 3, brown for category 4, gray

for category 5, green for categories 6 and 7, and an

orange stripe identifies category 0.

FCP Category Descriptions

1. Improved Highway Design and Operation

for Safety

Safety R&D addresses problems associated with

the responsibilities of the FHWA under the

Highway Safety Act and includes investigation of

appropriate design standards, roadside hardware,

signing, and physical and scientific data for the

formulation of improved safety regulations.

2. Reduction of Traffic Congestion, and
Improved Operational Efficiency

Traffic R&D is concerned with increasing the

operational efficiency of existing highways by

advancing technology, by improving designs for

existing as well as new facilities, and by balancing

the demand-capacity relationship through traffic

management techniques such as bus and carpool

preferential treatment, motorist information, and

rerouting of traffic.

3. Environmental Considerations in Highway
Design, Location, Construction, and Opera-

tion

Environmental R&D is directed toward identify-

ing and evaluating highway elements that affect

* The complete seven-volume official statement of the FCP is available from

the National Technical Information Service, Springfield, Va. 22161. Single

copies of the introductory volume are available without charge from Program

Analysis (HRD-3), Offices of Research and Development, Federal Highway

Administration, Washington, D.C. 20590.

the quality of the human environment. The goals

are reduction of adverse highway and traffic

impacts, and protection and enhancement of the

environment.

4. Improved Materials Utilization and
Durability

Materials R&D is concerned with expanding the

knowledge and technology of materials properties,

using available natural materials, improving struc-

tural foundation materials, recycling highway

materials, converting industrial wastes into useful

highway products, developing extender or

substitute materials for those in short supply, and

developing more rapid and reliable testing

procedures. The goals are lower highway con-

struction costs and extended maintenance-free

operation.

5. Improved Design to Reduce Costs, Extend
Life Expectancy, and Insure Structural

Safety

Structural R&D is concerned with furthering the

latest technological advances in structural and

hydraulic designs, fabrication processes, and

construction techniques to provide safe, efficient

highways at reasonable costs.

6. Improved Technology for Highway
Construction

This category is concerned with the research,

development, and implementation of highway

construction technology to increase productivity,

reduce energy consumption, conserve dwindling

resources, and reduce costs while improving the

quality and methods of construction.

7. Improved Technology for Highway
Maintenance

This category addresses problems in preserving

the Nation's highways and includes activities in

physical maintenance, traffic services, manage-

ment, and equipment. The goal is to maximize

operational efficiency and safety to the traveling

public while conserving resources.

0. Other New Studies

This category, not included in the seven-volume

official statement of the FCP, is concerned with

HP&R and NCHRP studies not specifically related

to FCP projects. These studies involve R&D
support of other FHWA program office research.
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